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Preface

With the rapid development of information technologies and the transition to
next-generation networks, computer systems and in particular embedded sys-
tems are becoming more and more mobile and ubiquitous. They also strongly
interact with the physical world. Ensuring the security of these complex and
resource-constrained systems is a really challenging research topic. Therefore
this Workshop in Information Security Theory and Practices was organized to
bring together researchers and practitioners in related areas, and to encourage
cooperation between the research and the industrial communities.

This was the second edition of WISTP, after the first event in Heraklion,
Greece, in 2007. This year again we had a significant number of high-quality
submissions coming from many different countries. These submissions reflected
the major topics of the conference, i.e., smart devices, convergence, and next-
generation networks. Submissions were reviewed by at least three reviewers, in
most cases by four, and at least by five for the papers involving Program Com-
mittee members. This long and rigorous process could be achieved thanks to the
hard work of the Program Committee members and additional reviewers, listed
in the following pages. This led to the selection of high-quality papers that made
up the workshop program and are published in these proceedings. A number of
posters and short papers were also selected for presentation at the conference.

The process was very selective and we would like to thank all those authors
who submitted contributions that could not be selected. We also want to ac-
knowledge the great involvement of the keynote speakers who contributed to
making WISTP a valuable event.

As a collocated event, we were happy to host a Segur@ project meeting. The
Segur@ project is an initiative of Telefonica, which is the consortium leader,
together with a total of 12 of the major Spanish information systems security
and telecommunications companies. The main goal of the project is to generate
a trust and security framework to foster the use of information technologies
and communications (ITC) in the e-society. A number of public research bodies,
subcontracted by the participating partners, also take part in the project.

To host a successful workshop requires not only support from the research
community but also practical and financial support from a range of companies
and scientific organizations, which we would like to thank. We have to thank all
those who have been involved in the different committees and at different points
in the organization process.

We sincerely hope that all attendees enjoyed the scientific contents of the
workshop and the networking opportunity which is one of the strong character-
istics offered by WISTP.

March 2008 Serge Chaumette
Dieter Gollmann
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The support helped significantly to keep the workshop registration costs as low as
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Untraceability of RFID Protocols

Ton van Deursen, Sjouke Mauw, and Saša Radomirović

Université du Luxembourg
Faculté des Sciences, de la Technologie et de la Communication

6, rue Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi
L-1359, Luxembourg

Abstract. We give an intuitive formal definition of untraceability in
the standard Dolev-Yao intruder model, inspired by existing definitions
of anonymity. We show how to verify whether communication proto-
cols satisfy the untraceability property and apply our methods to known
RFID protocols. We show a previously unknown attack on a published
RFID protocol and use our framework to prove that the protocol is not
untraceable.

Keywords: RFID protocols, untraceability, formal verification.

1 Introduction

Radio frequency identification (RFID) systems aim to identify tags to readers in
an open environment. Communication between readers and tags is even possible
when there is no physical or visual contact between tags and readers. RFID tags
can be very small and cheap [1] and can therefore be embedded in a wide variety
of objects. They have, for instance, been embedded in passports [2] and there
are plans to embed them in bank notes [3] and groceries [4,5].

The absence of physical contact during communication and the expected ubiq-
uity of RFID systems will only encourage nefarious entities to trace and observe
tags through time and space. If at any such point a tag is linked to a person,
the tracing of a tag becomes the tracing of a person.

The need for RFID protocols to be resistant against this kind of attack on
privacy has been realized early on. Intuitively, protocols are said to provide un-
traceability, if an adversary is not able to recognize a tag he previously observed.
Although untraceability is mainly mentioned in the context of RFID systems, it
is an issue for any protocol which is used with a mobile device. In the Bluetooth
setting, it is known as location privacy [6,7].

History has shown that designing protocols is a difficult and error-prone task
and that formal verification of security properties is necessary [8,9]. While tradi-
tional security properties such as authentication and secrecy have been studied
thoroughly, untraceability has only become relevant with the introduction of
travelling devices. Until now it has typically been treated rather informally. In
some cases, protocol designers prove untraceability of their protocols without
even defining it properly.

J.A. Onieva et al. (Eds.): WISTP 2008, LNCS 5019, pp. 1–15, 2008.
c© IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2008
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In this paper, we propose an intuitive, formal definition for untraceability
that is inspired by existing definitions for anonymity [10,11]. We demonstrate
the usability of our definition on two protocols. In particular, we prove that the
mutual authentication protocol by Feldhofer, Dominikus, and Wolkerstorfer [12]
is untraceable and that the Di Pietro and Molva protocol [13] is untraceable
only for a restricted choice of parameters and assuming that their constructed
function, DPM , is a perfect hash function. By removing the assumptions and
analyzing the algebraic properties of the DPM function we demonstrate the
first, efficient method to trace tags running the Di Pietro-Molva protocol. We
then relate this insight back to our definition of untraceability by exhibiting a
trace of the protocol which violates our definition.

Our paper is structured as follows. In the next section we discuss related
work. In Section 3 we formally define untraceability. In Section 4 we prove the
Feldhofer et. al. protocol untraceable and in Section 5 we discuss the Di Pietro-
Molva protocol. We conclude with an outlook on future work in Section 6.

2 Related Work

A discussion of the importance of untraceability can be found in [14,15,16,17,18].
Several RFID protocols have been proposed with informal reasoning about their
untraceability property [19,20,21,22] or based on the belief that protocols with
random nonces in all messages are untraceable [23,24,25]. On the opposite end
of the spectrum, pseudonyms and frequent changes of IDs are claimed to be
necessary to avoid the tracking problem [26,27,28,29]. Among the cryptographic
notions of untraceability, worth mentioning are [30,31,32,33,34,35,36].

The notion of untraceability defined in this paper is stronger than the notions
considered in [37,38] in the following sense. These works consider RFID tags
which an adversary could recognize between any two successful communications
with a trusted RFID reader to be untraceable, while under the present definition
they are not.

The untraceability notion considered here is only weakly related to the unlink-
ability notion that has been studied extensively in privacy enhancing technolo-
gies (PET) literature. A formal definition for unlinkability was given in [39,40].
Unlinkability considers whether links can be established between senders and
receivers, while untraceability considers whether different communications can
be attributed to the same agent. It is difficult to give a precise relation between
anonymity and untraceability due to the many differing definitions of anonymity
[10,11,41]. In general however, untraceability implies anonymity.

Security properties such as secrecy and authentication, implemented by a
protocol at a certain layer, are maintained in the lower layers. However, for un-
traceability, the property can be compromised by the protocols in the lower
layer [42]. In this paper, we will focus on untraceability in the application
layer.
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3 Definitions

3.1 Security Protocol Model

The purpose of this section is to introduce basic notation and definitions concern-
ing security protocols. Rather than providing a full description of security proto-
col syntax and semantics, we will only present the basic requirements needed for
defining and analyzing untraceability. In short, we require that the behavior of
a number of agents executing a security protocol is described by a set of traces
in which we can identify the events belonging to the same run. A full semantics
satisfying our requirements can be found in [43].

The starting point is the specification of a security protocol. A security pro-
tocol defines the behavior of a set of roles (e.g. initiator, responder, server). A
role specification consists of a sequence of events (e.g. the sending or reception
of a message). The messages contained in the events are role terms. Role terms
are built from basic role terms, such as nonces (typically denoted by n), role
names (e.g. R or T ), or keys (typically denoted by k). Complex terms can be
constructed using functions, such as tupling (denoted by (t1, . . . , tn)), encryption
({t}k), hashing (h(t)), and exclusive or (denoted by ⊕). Throughout this paper
we will use Message Sequence Charts to present security protocol specifications
(see e.g. Figure 1 in Section 4). In such a diagram, we use a hexagon at the end
of a role specification to denote a security claim, such as untraceability.

A role specification is only a blueprint of some actual behavior. It serves as
the program that an agent (typically denoted by Alice or Bob) can execute. An
execution of a role R specified by a protocol P is called a run of R. Such a run
will be denoted by R#θ, where θ is a (unique) run identifier. A run can thus be
viewed as an instantiation of a role. Therefore, we will also have to instantiate
the abstract role events, yielding the run events. Run events are constructed
from role events by instantiating the contained role terms. An instantiated role
term is a run term. Run terms are similar to role terms, except that roles are
replaced by agents and that basic role terms are suffixed with the identifier of
the run. An instantiated nonce n is denoted by n#θ if it occurs in run R#θ. In
this way occurrences of the same nonce in different runs can be distinguished.

We assume a standard Dolev-Yao adversary, characterized by its knowledge.
This knowledge consists of the set of run terms that the adversary initially knows,
extended with the terms obtained by observing the runs. We assume that the
adversary has unlimited inference capabilities, meaning that he can combine
the information in his knowledge to construct or interpret new terms. However,
this capability is restricted due to the assumption of perfect cryptography. This
means that the adversary cannot reverse hash functions and that he is not able
to learn the contents of an encrypted term, unless he knows the decryption
key. We denote the inference of term t from term set M by M � t. We model
corrupted agents by assuming that all secrets of these agents (e.g. secret keys)
are contained in the initial knowledge of the adversary. When evaluating security
claims, we will only be interested in claims made by trusted (i.e. non-corrupt)
agents.
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Finally, we assume that the behavior of a collection of agents executing a
security protocol is given as a set of traces. Each trace consists of a number of
interleaved runs or run prefixes. A run prefix occurs if an agent cannot finish
his execution of a role specification (e.g. because the expected input is never
provided). We assume that within a trace t the events belonging to run R#θ
can be identified. Let tR#θ denote the subtrace of t consisting of the events of
run (or run prefix) R#θ which are observable by the adversary. We enumerate all
non-empty subtraces tR#θ according to the occurrence of their first observable
event in trace t. The i-th such subtrace is denoted by tRi . The agent executing
the events in this subtrace is denoted by agent(tRi ).

3.2 Untraceability

We define untraceability as a trace property of a role in a protocol. Informally,
a role is called untraceable if for every instantiation of the role which is linked
to another instantiation of the role, there is a trace that is indistinguishable to
the adversary, in which the two instantiations are not linked.

We will first define linkability, reinterpretation, and indistinguishability before
presenting the definition of untraceability.

Definition 1 (linkability of subtraces). Two subtraces tRi and tRj are linked,
denoted by L(tRi , tRj ), if they are instantiated by the same agent:

L(tRi , tRj ) ≡ (agent(tRi ) = agent(tRj )).

The notion of reinterpretation has been introduced in [10]. It will be used to
express that subterms of a message can be substituted by other terms if the
adversary is not able to read (or interpret) these subterms. All terms that the
adversary can interpret remain unchanged.

Definition 2 (reinterpretation). A map π from run terms to run terms is
called a reinterpretation under knowledge set M if it and its inverse π−1 satisfy
the following conditions:

π(m) = m if m is a basic run term
π(m) = (π(m1), . . . , π(mn)) if m = (m1, . . . , mn) is an n-tuple
π({m}k) = {π(m)}k if M � k−1

or M � m ∧ M � k
π(f(m)) = f(π(m)) if M � m

or f is not a hash function.

Note that the condition π(f(m)) = f(π(m)), when f is not a hash function,
leads to an under-approximation of the intended notion of reinterpretation. This
means that for certain functions f , there might be untraceable protocols which
cannot be proven to be untraceable. In such cases, the condition would need to
be refined based on the specific properties of such a function.

Reinterpretations generalize in the obvious way to traces. We use reinterpre-
tations to define indistinguishability of traces. Two traces are indistinguishable
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to the adversary, if the adversary cannot see any meaningful difference between
the two traces, based on the knowledge he has.

Definition 3 (indistinguishability of traces). Let M be the adversary’s
knowledge at the end of trace t. The trace t is indistinguishable from a trace t′,
denoted by t ∼ t′, if there is a reinterpretation π under M , such that π(tRi ) = t′Ri
for all roles R and subtraces tRi .

We now have all ingredients to formally define untraceability. Untraceability is
the property that for every trace of a protocol in which two subtraces are linked,
there is a trace that is indistinguishable to the adversary in which these two
subtraces are not linked.

Definition 4 (untraceability). A protocol P is untraceable with respect to role
R if

∀t∈Traces(P )
∀i�=jL(tRi , tRj ) ⇒

∃t′∈Traces(P )t ∼ t′ ∧ ¬L(t′Ri , t′Rj ).

4 An Untraceable Protocol

In [12], Feldhofer et al. present an AES hardware implementation for RFID tags
along with two simple protocols for unilateral and mutual authentication, of
which the unilateral authentication protocol can be proven traceable. In this
section, we prove that the mutual authentication protocol is untraceable.

4.1 Protocol Description

The protocol assumes that every pair of reader R and tag T shares a unique key
k(R, T ). These shared keys are initially not part of the adversary’s knowledge.
The reader initiates the protocol by sending a freshly generated nonce nr to the
tag. The tag generates a nonce nt encrypts the pair (nr, nt) under the shared key
k(R, T ), and sends it to the reader. The reader decrypts the message using the
same shared key, reverses the order of the two nonces, encrypts the message under
the shared key, and sends it to the tag. Figure 1 shows a graphical representation
of the protocol specification.

4.2 Untraceability

Theorem 1. The protocol depicted in Figure 1 is untraceable.

Proof. We notice first that k(R, T ) and nt remain secret throughout the protocol
execution. This can be easily verified by hand or with an automated tool.

Let t be a trace with subtraces tTi and tTj for i 
= j. We need to show that
whenever L(tTi , tTj ) we can find a trace t′ ∼ t such that ¬L(t′Ti , t′Tj ). For ease of
notation, we set agent(tTi ) = agent(tTj ) = agent(t′Ti ) = Alice and agent(t′Tj ) =
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k(R, T )
R

k(R,T )
T

nonce nr

nr

nonce nt

{nr, nt}k(R,T )

{nt, nr}k(R,T )

UNTRAC

Fig. 1. An untraceable mutual authentication protocol

Bob. The general idea of the proof is that t′ can be constructed from t by
replacing all occurrences of Alice in tTj by Bob. We will make this more precise
below and motivate that the adversary cannot distinguish between t and t′.

Since we are verifying the untraceability claim for an agent in role T , we may
assume that the agent is trusted, i.e. that it executes all read and send events
according to the specification. By definition, there is a θ such that the subtrace
tTj contains the event where {nr#θ, nt#θ}k(R#θ,T#θ) is sent.

We consider the map π with the following properties:

π({x, nt#θ}k(y,Alice)) = {x, nt#θ}k(y,Bob) for any x and y,
π({nt#θ, x}k(y,Alice)) = {nt#θ, x}k(y,Bob) for any x and y,
π(m) = m elsewhere.

Note that π is a reinterpretation under the adversary’s knowledge, by Defini-
tion 2 and secrecy of k(R, T ).

Let t′ = π(t). We show that t′ is a valid trace. The only difference between the
traces t and t′ occurs in messages containing the nonce nt#θ. By construction,
the changes produce a valid run for Bob while keeping the reader’s run valid. It
follows from the secrecy of nt and k(R, T ) that any further occurrence of nt#θ
must be in {nr#θ, nt#θ}k(R#θ,T#θ) or {nt#θ, nr#θ}k(R#θ,T#θ). Since nr#θ
is produced by R#θ, no other run of R will accept the former message, and
similarly, since nt#θ is produced by T#θ, no other run of T will accept the
latter message.

Finally, tTi = t′Ti thus ¬L(t′Ti , t′Tj ). ��

5 A Traceable Protocol

Di Pietro and Molva describe in [13] an identification and authentication protocol
aimed at enhancing the security and privacy of RFID-based systems. We will
first describe the Di Pietro-Molva protocol and then prove it untraceable for a
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restricted choice of parameters and the assumption that Di Pietro and Molva’s
DPM function is a perfect hash function. By lifting the restrictions and analyzing
the algebraic properties of the DPM function we will demonstrate an efficient
method to trace tags and discuss its practicality. Finally, we will relate the insight
back to our definition of untraceability by exhibiting a trace of the Di Pietro-
Molva protocol for which there is no valid, to the adversary indistinguishable,
trace with unlinked subtraces.

5.1 Protocol Description

Let h be a cryptographic hash function, M , the majority function of three bits,
defined by

M : F
3
2 → F2

(a, b, c) �→ ac + bc + ab

and for � ∈ 3N,

DPM : F
�
2 → F2

(x1, . . . , x�) �→
�/3∑

i=1

M(x3i−2, x3i−1, x3i).

It is easy to verify that the functions M and DPM are identical to the corre-
sponding functions in [13], except that we have defined them over vector spaces
over the finite field with two elements instead of bit strings. In the remainder of
this section we will identify elements in vector spaces over F2 with bit strings.
We will denote the tags’ and readers’ unique ids by IDT and IDR, respectively.
Every tag has a unique key kT assigned to it by the key distribution center
(KDC). A reader authorized to identify a tag T will be given by the KDC the
key kT,R = h(kT , IDR, kT ). The keys are � bits long.

The Di Pietro-Molva protocol, depicted in Figure 2, begins with the reader
sending its ID and a random nonce nj to the tag. The tag replies with the message
α1, . . . , αq, V, ω, where αi = kT,R ⊕ ri for randomly chosen ri (an �-bit vector),
the i-th bit of V (a q-bit vector) is DPM(ri), and ω = h(kT,R, nj, r1, kT,R). The
reader has a database of keys kT,R. The reader can find the key kT,R with the
help of the vectors αi and values DPM (ri) by iterating through all possible keys.
It is expected that each αi reduces the number of possible keys by approximately
one half. ω can be used to uniquely identify the correct key. The last message of
the protocol allows the tag to authenticate the reader.

5.2 Untraceability Under Ideal Assumptions

We show that under the following assumptions the Di Pietro-Molva protocol
indeed has the untraceability property with respect to RFID tags. We assume
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IDT , IDR, kT,R

R

kT

T

nonce nj

IDR, nj

kT,R = h(kT , IDR, kT )

nonce r1, . . . , rq

αi = kT,R ⊕ ri

V = DPM(r1), · · · , DPM(rq)

ω = h(kT,R, nj, r1, kT,R)

α1, . . . , αq, V, ω

find kT,R
h(kT,R, r1, kT,R)

auth untrac

Fig. 2. Di Pietro-Molva protocol

that the random numbers used in the protocol are perfect nonces, we restrict
the number q of nonces used by the tag in the protocol to one, and we treat the
DPM function appearing in V as a perfect hash function.

Theorem 2. If the DPM function is a perfect hash function then the protocol
depicted in Figure 2 is untraceable for q = 1.

Proof. It can be easily verified with automated tools that kT,R and r1 are secret.
Let t be a trace with subtraces tTi and tTj for i 
= j. We proceed similarly to the
proof of Theorem 1, and set agent(tTi ) = agent(tTj ) = agent(t′Ti ) = Alice and
agent(t′Tj ) = Bob.

Let tTj contain the event where α1#θ, V #θ, ω#θ is sent. We consider the map
π which for any term R has the following properties

π(h(kAlice,R, nj#θ, r1#θ, kAlice,R)) = h(kBob,R, nj#θ, r1#θ, kBob,R)
π(h(kAlice,R, r1#θ, kAlice,R)) = h(kBob,R, r1#θ, kBob,R)
π(h(kAlice, IDR, kAlice)) = h(kBob, IDR, kBob)

and is equal to the identity map everywhere else. Note that according to the
specification, kAlice,R = h(kAlice, IDR, kAlice) and α1#θ = kAlice,R ⊕ r1#θ. By
the definition of reinterpretation, π(kAlice,R ⊕ r1#θ) = π(kAlice,R) ⊕ π(r1#θ) =
kBob,R ⊕ r1#θ. For convenience, we set α′

1#θ = kBob,R ⊕ r1#θ.
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Let t′ = π(t). It follows from the construction that the map produces a valid
run for Bob while keeping the reader’s run valid. The only differences between the
traces t and t′ occur in messages containing the hashes h(kBob,R, r1#θ, kBob,R)
and h(kBob,R, nj#θ, r1#θ, kBob,R). Aside from Bob’s run, the hashes and α1#θ
may be replayed by the adversary. Because r1#θ is generated by T#θ, no other
run of T will accept h(kBob,R, r1#θ, kBob,R) or h(kAlice,R, r1#θ, kAlice,R). Simi-
larly, since kT,R is secret and at most one run of R could have generated nj#θ,
at most one run of R accepts α1#θ, α′

1#θ, h(kBob,R, nj#θ, r1#θ, kBob,R), and
h(kAlice,R, nj#θ, r1#θ, kAlice,R).

Finally, tTi = t′Ti , since r1#θ is generated by T#θ, thus ¬L(t′Ti , t′Tj ).
It remains to show that π is a reinterpretation under the adversary’s knowl-

edge. This follows from the fact that r1#θ is secret. ��

Note that the assumption q > 1 would invalidate the untraceability proof, be-
cause t′ would not necessarily be a valid trace anymore. In fact, for q > 1 an
adversary may be able to determine that a tag is not identical to a previously
observed tag. This insight can be exploited with an active as well as a passive
attack. In an active attack, for each consecutive bit-triplet in α2, the adversary
would change one bit, during one execution. In such a case, the reader replies to
the tag with a third message if and only if the two unchanged bits of the cor-
responding bit-triplet of the nonce r2 are the same. Such an attack would, after
several iterations, lead to the same information as the passive attack demon-
strated in the following section.

5.3 Analysis of the DPM Function

We consider how much information about the tag is leaked through the DPM
function and the resulting relation between αi and V [i]. We first observe that
for (a, b, c), (x, y, z) ∈ F

3
2,

M(a + x, b, c) = ac + bc + ab + cx + bx

with analogous equations for M(a, b + y, c) and M(a, b, c + z). Furthermore, we
have

M(a+x, b+y, c+z) = M(a+x, b, c)+M(a, b+y, c)+M(a, b, c+z)+M(x, y, z).

It follows that

M(a + x, b + y, c + z) = M(a, b, c) + M(x, y, z) + a(y + z) + b(x + z) + c(x + y)

which after reordering we write as

(y + z, x + z, x + y) ·

⎛

⎝
a
b
c

⎞

⎠ = M(a+x, b+y, c+z)+M(a, b, c)+M(x, y, z). (1)
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We define, for convenience, the function

cross : F
�
2 → F

�
2

(x1, y1, z1, . . . , x�/3, y�/3, z�/3) �→ (y1 + z1, x1 + z1, x1 + y1, . . . ,

y�/3 + z�/3, x�/3 + z�/3, x�/3 + y�/3).

Note that cross(r1) + cross(r2) = cross(r1 + r2) = cross(α1 + α2).
From equation (1) and the definition of DPM(·) we obtain the following

identity in which the left-hand side is a product between the row vector cross(r1)
and kT,R written as a column vector kT

T,R.

cross(r1) · kT
T,R = DPM(kT,R + r1) + DPM(kT,R) + DPM(r1) (2)

and similarly

cross(r2) · kT
T,R = DPM(kT,R + r2) + DPM(kT,R) + DPM(r2). (3)

By adding up equations (2) and (3) we obtain

cross(α1 + α2) · kT
T,R = DPM(α1) + DPM(α2) + DPM(r1) + DPM(r2).

For i = 2, . . . , � + 1, let the � × � matrix A be given by the row vectors
cross(α1 + αi) and let the column vector v be given by the entries DPM(α1) +
DPM(αi) + DPM(r1) + DPM(ri). Consider then the linear equation Ax = v,
viz.
⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎝

cross(α1 + α2)
cross(α1 + α3)

...
cross(α1 + α�)

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎠ · x =

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎝

DPM(α1) + DPM(α2) + DPM(r1) + DPM(r2)
DPM(α1) + DPM(α3) + DPM(r1) + DPM(r3)

...
DPM(α1) + DPM(α�) + DPM(r1) + DPM(r�)

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎠

By construction, the vector x = kT
T,R is a solution of the equation and so is any

vector of the form kT
T,R + y, where y is in the null space of A. Thus, the null

space of A in this equation can be considered the adversary’s uncertainty about
kT,R. From the definition of the cross(·) function, it is easy to see that the null
space of A contains the vectors

(1, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0)T , (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0)T , . . . , (0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, 1)T . (4)

The following theorem states that the null space of A is actually spanned
by these vectors whenever A is constructed from linearly independent vectors
α1, . . . , α�+1. Thus, the adversary can learn all bits of kT,R modulo the vectors
in (4), that is, up to complements of �/3 consecutive bit-triplets.

Theorem 3. If α1, . . . , α�+1 are linearly independent, then the rank of A is 2
3�.
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Proof. We know that the �/3 vectors listed in (4) are in the null space of A.
Since they are linearly independent, the rank of A is at most 2

3�.
Conversely, consider the matrix Ã obtained from A by deleting every third

column of A. Ã can also be obtained from the matrix B consisting of the rows
α1 + α2, . . . , α1 + α�+1 as follows. We add every third column to the preceding
two columns and swap those preceding two columns. We call the resulting matrix
B̃. Clearly B and B̃ have the same rank. By deleting every third column of B̃,
we obtain Ã. Since deletion of a column decreases the rank of the matrix by at
most one and B̃ had full rank, it follows that the rank of Ã is at least 2

3� and
thus the rank of A is at least 2

3�. ��

5.4 Practical Considerations

The probability of a random (n + 1) × n matrix over F2 to have rank n is
greater than 1/2. This follows from a simple computation along the lines of
equation (1) in [44]. So we may over-estimate the expected number of random
vectors needed to obtain � linearly independent vectors to be 2�. Hence after
roughly 2�/q communications between an adversary and a tag, the adversary
is able to compute a secret key of the tag up to complements of consecutive
bit-triplets. We will now show that this information is very likely to distinguish
one tag from almost all of the other tags in the system.

It follows from Theorem 3 that for each of the 2� possible secret keys, there
are 2�/3 possible keys which cannot be distinguished from it solely based on the
information contained in α1, . . . , αq and V . We may assume that the entries of
the secret keys are uniformly randomly distributed since they are obtained by
applying a cryptographic hash function. If we further assume that the number
of tags ν in the system is small compared to 2�, then the probability that for a
given tag, there are one or more tags indistinguishable by the above method is
approximately 1− (1− 1

22�/3 )ν . If, as suggested by the authors, we use the values
� = 117, q = 2 log ν and assume that there are ν = 216 tags in the system, then
the probability to find one or more tags which would be indistinguishable from
a given tag is approximately 2.17 · 10−19 and the number of communications
necessary with the tag to be able to distinguish it with that probability would
be 10. In fact, even the probability that there are two or more indistinguishable
tags among 216 tags is vanishingly small, namely 7.1 · 10−13.

Finally, note that the same method reduces the complexity of computing the
secret key of a tag to a brute force search of a space with 2�/3 elements, which
for � = 117 is feasible.

5.5 Traceability

In this section we show that the Di Pietro-Molva protocol without idealizing
assumptions on the DPM function is traceable by our definition.

We say that the lookup process is efficient if any authorized reader can
uniquely identify a tag based on α1, . . . , αq and V .
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Theorem 4. Assuming that the lookup process is efficient, the protocol depicted
in Figure 2 is traceable.

Proof. Let t be a trace in which a reader Ray interacts twice with the same tag
Alice. Let tT1 and tT2 be the two subtraces containing the send event of the tag,
i.e. agent(tT1 ) = agent(tT2 ) = Alice. We need to show that there is no valid trace
t′ ∼ t such that ¬L(t′T1 , t′T2 ).

By observing tT1 , tT2 the adversary can compute kAlice,Ray up to a null space N1
as shown in Section 5.3. We may assume that t is such that N1 is the smallest
possible null space shown in (4). Note that no other key kT,Ray is equal to
kAlice,Ray + n for any n ∈ N1 because the lookup process is efficient.

Let t′ be any valid trace where agent(t′T1 ) = agent(tT1 ) = Alice, agent(t′T2 ) =
Bob. By construction, we have ¬L(t′T1 , t′T2 ).

By observing t′T2 , the adversary can compute kBob,Ray up to a null space N2
with N1 ⊆ N2 by minimality of N1. There are no n1 ∈ N1, n2 ∈ N2 with
kAlice,Ray + n1 = kBob,Ray + n2 because the lookup process is efficient and N1 ⊆
N2.

Therefore the adversary can distinguish t from t′.

6 Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is a definition of untraceability which can
be used in formal verification of RFID protocols. We showed how to apply our
definition by proving that the protocol in [12] indeed satisfies untraceability. We
also demonstrated a weakness in the published protocol in [13], that we could
exploit by using linear algebra. We proved that the protocol does not satisfy our
definition of untraceability.

In the future, we would like to refine our notion of untraceability. Under the
current definition, for a tag to be untraceable, it suffices to find one other tag
which could have been present to produce the same trace. A strengthening of
this definition is therefore desirable.

Several other refinements are conceivable. One such refinement concerns a
weaker notion of untraceability that allows an adversary to recognize a tag be-
tween any two successful communications with a trusted RFID reader. Another
refinement could be ‘untraceability groups’ defining the set of agents from which
a particular agent cannot be distinguished. A third, slightly stronger notion of
untraceability that should be defined properly is the notion of ‘forward untrace-
ability’, stating that compromising a tag does not compromise its untraceability
in past interactions.

A difficult open problem concerns the condition π(f(m)) = f(π(m)) in the
definition of reinterpretation. This condition expresses that the application of
the function f can be reinterpreted only to the extent its arguments can be
reinterpreted under a given knowledge set M . If f is a cryptographic hash func-
tion, we know by the perfect cryptography assumption that f(m) can be freely
reinterpreted whenever m is not inferable from M . For other functions, how-
ever, the reinterpretation depends on the algebraic properties of f and then
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π(f(m)) = f(π(m)) is only an under-approximation. Finding the correct condi-
tion for a given function f is, in general, non-trivial.

Finally, we plan to automate the process of verifying or finding attacks on
untraceability. This leads to new challenges as can be seen in Section 5.3. Under
the perfect cryptography assumption, large parts of the verification can be au-
tomated, but even state-of-the-art verification tools still struggle with algebraic
operations in security protocols.
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Abstract. Passwords and PINs are still the most deployed authentica-
tion mechanisms and their protection is a classical branch of research in
computer security. Several password schemes, as well as more sophisti-
cated tokens, algorithms, and protocols, have been proposed during the
last years. Some proposals require dedicated devices, such as biometric
sensors, whereas, others of them have high computational requirements.
Graphical passwords are a promising research branch, but implemen-
tation of many proposed schemes often requires considerable resources
(e.g., data storage, high quality displays) making difficult their usage on
small devices, like old fashioned ATM terminals, smart cards and many
low-price cellular phones.

In this paper we present a graphical mechanism that handles authenti-
cation by means of a numerical PIN, that users have to type on the basis
of a secret sequence of objects and a graphical challenge. The proposed
scheme can be instantiated in a way to require low computation capa-
bilities, making it also suitable for small devices with limited resources.
We prove that our scheme is effective against “shoulder surfing” attacks.

1 Introduction

Passwords and PINs are still the most deployed authentication mechanism, al-
though they suffer of relevant and well known weakness [3]. The protection of
passwords is a classical branch of research in computer security. Several im-
portant improvements to the old-fashioned alphanumeric passwords, according
to the context of different applications, have been proposed in the last years.
Indeed, literature on authentication and passwords is huge, here we just cite
Kerberos [4], S/Key [5] and OPIE [6].

� This work was partially supported by the European Union under IST FET
Small/medium-scale focused research project FRONTS (Contract n. 215270).

J.A. Onieva et al. (Eds.): WISTP 2008, LNCS 5019, pp. 16–35, 2008.
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Two important aspects in dealing with passwords are the following:

1. Passwords should be easy enough to be remembered but strong enough in
order to avoid guessing attacks;

2. The authentication mechanism should be resilient against classical threats,
like shoulder surfing attacks, i.e., the capability of recording the interaction
of the user and the terminal; moreover, it should be light enough to be used
also on small computers.

In the following, we describe what we call the ATM Scenario where the need
for an authentication mechanism satisfying the above requirements becomes crit-
ical.

In the ATM Scenario the user uses a magnetic strip card to access ATM
terminals. In order to be authenticated, the user pushes her card (that carries
only her identification data) in the ATM reader and types her four digit PIN;
afterwards, the ATM sends the user’s credentials to the remote authentication
server through a PSTN network. This approach is daily used by thousand of
users, nevertheless it suffers from some well-known vulnerabilities. Magnetic strip
cards can be easily cloned and, PIN numbers can be collected in many ways. For
example, an adversary could have placed a hidden micro-camera pointing to the
ATM panel somewhere in the neighborhood. A recent tampering technique is
accomplished by means of a skimmer, i.e., a reader equipped with an EPROM
memory that is glued upon the ATM reader, so that strips of passing cards can
be dumped to the EPROM. A forged spotlight is also placed upon the keyboard
in order to record the insertion of the PIN. The skimmer allows adversaries to
collect an undefined number of user sessions obtaining all information needed to
clone user cards.

Graphical passwords are a promising authentication mechanism that faces
many drawbacks of old-style password/PIN based scheme. The basic idea is to
ask the user to click on some predefined parts of an image displayed on the
screen by the system, according to a certain sequence. Such a method has been
improved during the last years, in order to obtain schemes offering enhanced
security. However, the majority of proposed schemes require costly hardware
(e.g., medium/high resolution displays and graphic adapters, touch screen, data
storage, high computational resources etc.). This makes some of the proposed
schemes not suitable to be implemented on low cost equipments (e.g., current
ATM terminals that are still the overwhelming majority).

In this paper we propose a graphical PIN scheme based on the challenge-
response paradigm that is effective to prevent “shoulder surfing” attacks. Our
scheme could replace the classical PIN authentication mechanism in the two
scenarios described above. The design of the scheme follows three important
guidelines:

– The scheme should be independent from the specific set of objects that are used
for the graphical challenge. In particular, our scheme can be deployed also on
terminals that are equipped with small sized or cheap displays like the ones of
the cellular phones, or through the classical (color and monochrome) 10 inch
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CRT monitor that still equips thousands of ATM terminals. Moreover, user
responses should be composed as well by any sophisticated pointing device as
by simple keypad.

– The generation of challenges and the verification of user’s responses should
be affordable also by computer with limited computational resources (e.g.
smart cards, security tokens).

– The user is simply required to recognize the position of some objects on the
screen. She is not required to compute any function.

Our Results. In this paper we assume that the terminal used by the user cannot
be tampered. In other words, an adversary is allowed to record the challenges
displayed by the terminal and the activity of the user but she is not allowed
to alter in any way the behavior of the parties. Furthermore, we assume that
a sequence of three unsuccessful authentications leads to the block of the user
account. This assumption is extremely common in many application scenaria,
e.g., ATM. Furthermore, the adversary does not know when a legitimate user
will successfully authenticate (and reset the “failure counter”). We say that an
attack is successful if the adversary can “extract the user secret”.

We present a strategy that can withstand shoulder surfing attacks. More pre-
cisely, in our scheme the challenge issued by the system is a random arrangement
of the objects into a matrix displayed on the screen. During her authentication
session, the user is required to type as PIN the position of a sequence of secret
objects in the challenge matrix. Clearly, the PIN typed in by the user changes
in each session as the challenge changes. To be more precise, the queries the
user is required to answer are questions like “On which row of the screen do you
see object o?”. Hence, in order to compute the correct response, the user has to
watch the screen and answer some/all the questions corresponding to her secret
objects, according to a given protocol.

We have experimentally evaluated the robustness of the proposed schemes
against “shoulder surfing” attacks. We first analyze a naive protocol, where
the user has to answer correctly to all queries of the challenge, i.e., she has
to compose the PIN with the digits representing the correct row number of all
objects in her secret sequence.

Then, we describe two different protocols, called user-randomized protocols,
where the user is allowed to reply the challenge issued by the server with a certain
number of random or wrong answers. We show that, these randomized variations
increase, w.r.t. to the naive scheme, the number of sessions the adversary needs
to collect before being able to successfully extract the user secret. Following the
approach presented in [2], it is possible to show a SAT-based attack.

We stress that the set of objects used to construct the challenges has an
impact on the usability of the scheme. The objects used to construct the chal-
lenge should depend on the application scenario or, even better, on the users’
preferences. For example, painters might be more comfortable with paintings
than mathematicians that, in turn, might easily identify a sequence of numbers
with specific properties. Notice that it might be even possible to use “letters”
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as objects to be displayed. In this case the graphical password the user needs to
remember reduces to a “classical” password.

On the other hand, complex objects cannot be displayed/managed on low-cost
devices. Furthermore, the more complex are the images, the harder is the task
of automatic classification that, in turn, could help the adversary in attacking
the scheme.

Our scheme is independent from the specific set of objects. This makes it is
suitable for deployment both on complex and simple devices and tunable on the
specific application scenario.

Since our scheme requires a limited computational ability both to the user
and the authenticator, following the lead of [7], our scheme could be easily de-
ployed in those contexts where small sized devices with poor computational
resources (e.g., pervasive devices) are involved. In particular, our scheme could
fit a RFID infrastructure as tag-to-reader and/or reader-to-tag authentication
protocol within the Minimalist model defined in [8]. Moreover, our scheme could
be used to enforce multi-factor authentication schemes via smartcard as card-to-
reader authentication protocol. Note that even on cheapest devices, randomized
protocols we present in this work could be implemented chosing set up para-
menters beyond the ones affordable by human users.

2 Related Work

Identification of users through insecure channels is a classical problem in the
area of computer security. One of the earliest researches on this topic is due to
Lamport [9], who proposed a one-time password scheme, i.e., an authentication
method in which the user has to prove the knowledge of the password instead of
providing it. This scheme belongs to the family of challenge and response pro-
tocols, where the system issues a challenge to the user, who has to compute a
given function of the challenge and of the secret password. The system success-
fully authenticates the user if the provided result is correct. The term one-time
means that the same password can be used for several authentication rounds,
but the response computed by the user is different for each round. Some im-
plementations of the above scheme were proposed in [5,6]. The main drawback
of this approach is that the user needs the help of a cryptographic device in
order to compute her answer correctly. Several research has been done on defin-
ing human computable challenges [10,11,12] and evaluating the security of the
resulting protocols [13,14,15].

Graphical passwords constitute a solution in this direction, since, as shown in
[16], it is easier for the user to consider images instead of letters and numbers. On
the other hand, since password-based identification schemes are very common,
user might accept easily a letter-based password scheme in stead of a graphical
one. An authentication mechanism using graphical passwords was first proposed
by Blonder [17]. In his scheme an image is displayed on the screen and the user
is required to click on some previously chosen regions of the image, according to
a certain sequence. Images, regions and sequences of clicks are selected at user’s
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registration time. In the Dèjá vu scheme [18,19], the user, during the registration
phase, is allowed to choose some images from a set of random pictures generated
by the system. Later on, in order to be authenticated, the user has to recognize
her pre-selected images in the set of images shown by the system. Jansen et al.
proposed an analogous paradigm in [20,21], whereas, the “Pass-Faces” project
by Real User Corp. [22] uses images of human faces instead of generic pictures.
In the Draw a Secret scheme [23] the user is required to paint a pre-defined two-
dimensional picture in the same way she did during the registration phase (that
is, drawing lines and points in the same order and in the same coordinates).

Sobrado and Birget[24] proposed a scheme where, during the registration
phase, the user chooses a set of small pictures (pass-icons). When the user logs
in, the system shows her a screenshot populated by many different icons. In order
to be authenticated, the user has to click any icon belonging to the convex-hull
whose vertices are the pre-selected pass-icons. This scheme has been improved
in [25].

Roth et al. [26] focused their attention on handling PINs of magnetic strip
cards, where each PIN digit is inserted by the user in several rounds. In each
round, the system shows the possible digits randomly partitioned into two sets,
whose elements are depicted with a different color (e.g. black and white) and
the user has to select the color related to the set the current digit belongs to.
The intersection of sets selected at every round gives the PIN digit for the user.
The security of the scheme against attacks performed by adversaries either with
human memorization capabilities or with camera recording capabilities was also
discussed in [26].

In the scheme presented in [1], the user and the system share a secret subset
F of a set of public pictures B. The authentication process is composed of several
rounds. In each round the system shows to the user a table containing a picture
of B in each cell, in a random order. The user is asked to find, across the table,
a path between the image located to the top-left corner of the table and the last
column or the last row of the table. The setup of this scheme is quite complicated.
Users need to pass a training phase that spans over two days, and the login time
can require up to some minutes. In [2] the authors present a simple attacks that
breaks the scheme presented in [1]. They used information collected by observing
a limited number of queries in building a system of boolean expression. Using
a PC running a SAT solver [27], they are able to find the secret under the
default parameters reported by [1] in 102 seconds, after collecting just 60 round
transcripts.

Recently, in [28] the authors present a system that allows users to enter pass-
words by using the orientation of their pupils. The users input their password
using gaze-based typing. Computer vision techniques are used to track the ori-
entation of the user’s pupils and to extract the password. The authors show the
time needed to enter and the error rates obtained by using their system is com-
parable with the ones obtained by using a keyboard. Furthermore, the users tend
to prefer the use of gaze-based systems in place of classical password/PIN-entry
methods. On the other hand, such scheme requires costly hardware since image
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analysis has to be executed in an on-line fashion, i.e., while the user is ”typing
in” the password.

For a wider overview about research on graphical passwords, we suggest the
reader to take a look at the survey by Suo et al. [29] and visit the web site of
the “Graphical Passwords Project”[30] at Rutgers.

3 Preliminaries

In this section we introduce the notation and conventions used in the rest of the
paper.

Objects and Challenges. The protocols described in this paper belong to
the family of challenge and response authentication schemes, where the system
issues a random challenge to the user, who is required to compute a response,
according to the challenge and to a secret shared between the user and the
system. In particular, the challenges consist of random pictures containing sev-
eral objects. We denote by O the set of all distinct objects and by q = ak,
for some positive integers a and k, its cardinality. A challenge is a sequence
α = (o1, . . . , oq), where oi is an object drawn from O. The objects in α are
arranged in a matrix with a rows and k = q/a columns.

Secrets Description. In our protocols the secret is a sequence of m objects
σ = (σ1, . . . , σm). The authentication protocol consists of m questions, called
queries. The i-th query is a question of the following type: “On which row of the
screen do you see the object σi?”. Since questions are chosen independently, the
set of possible queries has size |O|m. Since the m objects in the secret are chosen
independently, the set of possible secrets has size |O|m.

Responses and Session Transcripts. Upon reception of a challenge, the
user is required to compute a response, according to the secret queries shared
with the system. A response is a vector β = (ρ1, . . . , ρm), where each ρi is a
number drawn from a set A = {0, 1, . . . a − 1}, representing the answer to the
i-th query, according to the challenge. A Session Transcript is a pair τ = (α, β),
where α is a challenge and β is the user response to α.

4 A Naive Protocol

In this section we describe a first protocol allowing a user U to authenticate
herself to a terminal T . We assume U and T share a sequence σ = (σ1, . . . , σm) of
m queries. Furthermore, the user U is provided with a token (e.g., a smart-card),
carrying all the information needed to identify U , (e.g., U’s account number).

Upon insertion of the token into the terminal, the terminal constructs a
challenge α by partitioning the set O of possible objects into a (disjoint) sets
Q1, . . . , Qa, corresponding to distinct rows displayed on the screen, such that
each row contains exactly q/a objects, i.e., |Qi| = q/a, for i = 1, . . . , a. Notice
that a denotes the number of possible answers to each query, i.e., the cardinality
of the set A.
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The introduction of the set A as the set of possible answers is due to the
practical idea that users’ answers should not be complex to be computed. In
other words, in order for the system to be usable, the user should not be forced
to search an object in a set with many elements before computing the correct
answer.

The use of the set A allows us to restrict the set of possible answers from
{0, . . . , 9}m, to {1, . . . , a}m, where a < 10. Under this assumption, in order to
avoid the possibility for the adversary to randomly guess the array β, the number
of queries should be sufficiently large. For example, in order to have an answer
space containing at least 10000 elements, the number of digits the user should
type, when a = 4, is at least 7, since a7 = 16834.

The user U , on input the challenge α is required to compute her response
β = (ρ1, . . . , ρm), where ρi is the answer to the i-th query “On which row is the
object σi displayed?”. The user passes the authentication test if all answers in
β are correct.

We note that the authentication consists of a single round. The terminal T
displays a single challenge and the user replies with m integers drawn from A.

Blind Attack. The first attack we consider to the above protocol is the blind
attack, where the adversary simply tries to guess the correct answer to a random
challenge, without any knowledge of previous authentication transcripts. Clearly,
the success probability of such an adversary is 1/am, since there are am possible
answers, i.e., a answers for each one of the m queries.

The Recording Attack. We now consider the case in which the attacker has
the chance to control the terminal T , by recording a certain (finite) number of
authentication transcripts from successful sessions carried out by the user U . We
also assume that the adversary cannot tamper T . In other words, the adversary
can (a) read the information contained on the token; (b) read the challenge issued
by the terminal T and (c) read the User reply to the challenge. The adversary
cannot actively interfere with the authentication process and, in particular, she
can neither (a) modify the challenge presented to the user nor (b) modify the
user’s answer.

In order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed scheme, we assume that
the goal of the adversary is to extract the user secret given a certain number of
transcripts1. Recall that a sequence of three unsuccessful authentications leads
to the block of the user account. For this reason, since the naive protocol authen-
ticates the user only if she correctly replies to all the queries in the challenge,
we consider the extraction of the secret a necessary condition for the adversary
to impersonate the user with probability 1.

We have experimentally evaluated the robustness of the proposed protocol.
The simulations we have carried out aim at identifying the average number of
transcripts that the adversary needs in order to correctly extract the user secret

1 As we will see in the next section, secret extraction is not the only possible goal for
the adversary.
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as a function of (a) the number of objects q used to construct the queries; (b)
the number of rows a used to partition the objects and (c) the number of objects
m in the user’s secret.

Let β = (ρ1, . . . , ρm). For each object oj in the set of objects we keep m
counters, denoted by wj,1, . . . , wj,m, one for each component in the user secret.
An object oj is said to be a candidate for the i-th component of the secret
if wj,i = maxol∈O wl,i. In other words, an object is a candidate for the i-th
component if its i-th counter has the maximum value among the counters for
the the specific component.

Since challenges are randomly constructed, the average is computed over
10000 executions of the following experiment:

– A user secret is uniformly selected among the |O|m possible secrets.
– The adversary requires as many transcripts (α, β), where α = (Q1, . . . , Qa)

and β = (ρ1, . . . , ρm)), she needs to extract the user secret. The i-th counter
associated to object oj , wj,i, is incremented if oj belongs to the row identified
by the answer to the i-th query, i.e., oj ∈ Qρi .

– The process terminates when for the first time there exists, for each compo-
nent in the secret, exactly one candidate object.

Intuitively, the above process identifies the user secret because each answer to
the challenge is always correct. For this reason, after the analysis of k transcripts,
the counters associated to each object in the user secret will have value k, i.e.,
each such object will be a candidate for its component. On the other hand,
because of the randomized nature of the challenge creation process, as k grows
all the objects that do not belong to the user secret will, eventually, have a
counter whose value is strictly less than k.

In Figure 1 we report the average number of transcripts needed to extract
the secret when the number of objects in the user secret is m = 15, the total
number of objects q ∈ {20, 60, 80, 100} and the number of rows used to partition
the objects a belongs to {2, 4, 5, 10}.
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Fig. 1. Strategy Naive: Average number of transcripts needed to extract the secret
with m = 15
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Average Number of transcripts (a=2)
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Fig. 2. Strategy Naive: Average number of transcripts needed to extract the secret
with variable length secrets

It can be seen that whenever the value of a increases, the average number
of required transcript drops quickly. Intuitively, this is due to the fact that the
bigger is the value of a, the smaller is the number of objects on each row and,
thus, the higher is the information gained by the adversary for each transcript.

In Figure 2 we report the dependence of the average number of required
transcripts and the length of the user secret when a = 2. As expected, the
longer is the secret, the bigger is the number transcripts needed to extract the
user secret. However, the number of required transcripts grows slowly w.r.t. the
length of the secret. If we consider q = 40 and a = 2, the average number of
transcripts needed to extract a secret containing m = 10 objects is slightly less
than 10, while the corresponding value for m = 30 is slightly higher than 10.

The above discussion shows that, on one hand, the values of m can be low
enough to guarantee usability. On the other hand, m cannot be too small in
order to prevent blind attacks.

The above experimental evaluation allow to define the following scenaria:

– Small-sized displays, lower security: q = 40, a = 2, m = 10. In this case, the
probability of a blind attack is 9.7·10−4. The average (resp., minimum) num-
ber of transcripts (over 10,000 experiments) the adversary needs to collect
before being able to extract is 9.45 (resp., 6).

– Bigger displays, higher security: q = 80, a = 2, m = 15. In this case, the
probability of a blind attack is 3·10−5. The average (resp., minimum) number
of transcripts (over 10,000 experiments) the adversary needs to collect before
being able to extract 11.23 (resp., 7).

5 User Randomized Protocols

In this section we explore the possibility that the user herself randomizes the pro-
tocol. In other words, the user is allowed to give either random or wrong answers
to some randomly chosen queries. It is immediate that the efficiency of these two
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strategies is different since, intuitively, a random answer does not reveal any in-
formation about user’s secret while a wrong one does. Furthermore, an adversary
always “guesses” a random answer, but it may fail in guessing a “wrong” answer.
Thus one basic difference between these two strategies: If the user is allowed to
give wrong answers (as opposed to random ones), we can require as an acceptance
criterion that exactly c out of m answers are correct and that exactly r = m − c
out of m are wrong (as opposed to at least c correct answers out of m.) Clearly,
the ”correct-random” strategy should be easier to attack.

Notice that user randomization slightly modifies the goal of the adversary.
Indeed, in this case, the adversary it is not required anymore to completely
extract the user secret. An attack is successful if it manages to extract a sequence
of objects that can be used for the authentication. The extracted sequence will
certainly contain some components of the user secret but it may also contain
some objects that do not belong to it.

It is immediate that the success probability of a blind attack for randomized
protocols is greater that the corresponding probability for the naive deterministic
protocol with the same parameters. For this reason, we have to carefully consider
such success probability in order to avoid situations in which it is difficult for
the adversary to extract a sequence of objects that allow the authentication but,
at the same time, it is easy to be successful using a blind attack.

Although it is well known that, for various reasons, humans are not good
random generators, we will still assume that a user can randomly select objects
for the following reasons: (a) If users are well-trained and informed about the
consequences of their misbehavior, they will actually try to select objects ran-
domly instead of deterministically; (b) our scheme is also applicable for device
authentication, i.e., in a non-human context.

5.1 Correct and Random Answers

Let 1 ≤ c ≤ m be an integer. The user randomly selects c out of the m queries
and gives correct answers only to these queries while returns random answers to
the remaining r = m−c ones. Clearly, if c = m the protocol is the one presented
in the previous section.

Blind Attack. Let us consider the success probability of a blind attack. First of all
we notice that the maximum number of random answer depends on the value of
a. Indeed, let σ be a secret and let (α, β) be a transcript in which all the answers
in β are correct. If the adversary constructs β by randomly picking values in the
range {1, . . . , a}, the expected number of components in β that will be equal to
the corresponding component in β is m/a. Thus the adversary will be able to
correctly guess m/a components of the reply. Since the authentication criterium
is “β contains at least c correct answers”, if we let r > m/a, the adversary will
be able to successfully authenticate w.h.p. For this reason, we will only consider
values for r that are strictly less than m/a.
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Algorithm Authenticate(O, a, c)
1. T constructs a challenge α by randomly partitioning O into a sets Q1, . . . , Qa

such that |Qi| = q/a, for i = 1, . . . , a, and displays it on the screen.
2. U computes her response β = (β1, . . . , βm) by correctly answering to c queries

and giving random answers to the remaining ones. U sends β back to T .
3. T authenticates U if at least c answers are correct.

Fig. 3. An improved authentication protocol

Since the user is required to correctly answer c queries, while she is allowed to
give random answers to the remaining r = m− c queries, the success probability
of a blind attack in this case is

∑m
h=c

(
m
h

)
1/ah(1 − 1/a)m−h.

The Recording Attack. Recall that the goal of the adversary is to obtain a se-
quence of objects that can be used for successfully authenticate to the terminal.
Thus, if the authentication protocol allows the user to reply using r = m − c
out of m random answers, it is enough that the adversary manages to correctly
extract at least c components of the secret. Such set of objects is enough to fulfill
her goal.

Notice that the strategy used to extract the user secret presented in the previ-
ous section does not work with the randomized authentication strategy. Indeed,
in the randomized case, the extraction process cannot stop “the first time there
exists, for each component in the secret, exactly one candidate”. Intuitively,
since user answers are randomized, if at a certain time there exists a single can-
didate for a given component, such candidate might be different from the actual
component in the secret.

For this reason, we have slightly modified the attack strategy. Instead of al-
lowing the adversary to obtain as many transcripts she needs, we provide her t
transcripts (α1, β1), . . . , (αt, βt). As in the previous case, the adversary counts
the number of times each object belongs to the row identified by the user an-
swers. After t transcripts it may be the case that for some components the
adversary has identified more than one candidate, i.e., there exist at least 2
objects whose counter for the specific component has the maximum value. In
this case we randomly pick one of these objects as actual candidate. If, instead,
for each component there exists exactly one candidate, the following cases may
arise:

– All candidates are correct. The adversary has correctly extracted the whole
user secret. We call such sequences of objects good.

– The number of correct candidates belongs to {c, . . . , m − 1}. The user se-
cret has not been correctly extracted but the sequence of objects is a valid
authentication secret. We call such sequences of objects valid.

– The number of correct candidates is strictly less than c. We call such se-
quences of objects wrong.
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We assume that the adversary is successful if she manages to extract either a
good or a valid secret.

We have first analyzed the dependence of the sum of the number of good
and valid sequences w.r.t. the number of random answers allowed by the scheme
when (a) q belongs to the set {20, 40, 60, 80, 100}, (b) a = 2, i.e., the q objects
are partitioned into two sets, (c) m = 15, i.e., user secret consists of 15 objects
and (d) the adversary is provided with t = 15 transcripts. Similar results can
be obtained using different parameters. Since, as stated above, the maximum
number r of random answer has to be strictly less than m/2, we consider the
case in which r belongs to the set {0, . . . , m/3 = 5}.

From our experiments we can derive that, even if the number transcripts pro-
vided to the adversary is “high”2, as the number of random answers increases,
the number of good (resp., good and valid) secrets decreases quickly. Further-
more, in some cases, the adversary is not even able to extract a valid secret out
of the given transcripts.

At this point we have considered the case in which q is fixed to 80 and we
let the value of a to belong to the set {2, 4, 8, 10}. Notice that, since a is not
constant, also the maximum number of random answers varies depending on a.
Also in this case the length of the secret consists of m = 15 objects and we have
provided the adversary with t = 15 transcripts.

From the results of the experiments we can derive that the adversary’s proba-
bility of extracting good secret increases very quickly as the value of a increases.
On the other hand, if we consider both good and valid secrets, the probability
of success of the adversary is extremely high. For the specific set of parameters,
the adversary may fail in extracting a good or a valid secret only if a = 2.

Finally we have evaluated the success probability of the adversary when the
number of transcripts t provided increases from 10 to 30. As expected, as the
number of transcripts given to the adversary increases, the probability of ex-
tracting a good or a valid secret increases. Notice that if the number of random
answers allowed by the scheme increases, the success probability of the adver-
sary decreases. Unfortunately if we set r = m/3, the success probability p of a
blind attack becomes high, (p = 0.15). If we set r < m/3, e.g., r = 4 in our
example, the probability of success of a blind attack decreases to 0.059 while the
authentication scheme is still resilient to an adversary that can collect up to 15
transcripts without being able to extract neither a good nor a valid sequence.

5.2 Correct and Wrong Answers

In the previous section we have analyzed the case in which the user has to give
correct and random answers. We now consider the case in which the user can
alternate correct and wrong answer. As stated above, we assume that the user
is required to answer to each query with exactly c out of m correct answers and
exactly r = m − c out of m wrong ones.
2 Recall that the average number of transcripts needed to correctly extract the user

secret with q = 80, a = 2 and m = 15 using the Naive strategy is slightly higher
that 10.
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Blind Attack. In this case, if the user is required to answer c correct queries and
give wrong answers to the remaining r = m − c, the success probability of a
blind attack is

(
m
c

)
(1/a)c(1 − 1/a)m−c.

Recall that in the Correct-random strategy, the number of random answers
cannot be to high. Indeed, if for example r = m, the adversary has probability
1 of being successful in a blind attack.

For this strategy, such limitation does not apply. Indeed the adversary needs
to guess exactly c correct answers out of m as opposed to at least c for the correct-
random case. For this reason the value of c can range from 0 to m. Clearly the
success probability of a blind attack is maximized when c = m/2. However, in
this case, such probability is never equal to one.

The Recording Attack. We have experimentally verified this strategy using the
same approach we have used the same approach described in Section 5.1.

We have first analyzed the case in which q belongs to the set {20, 40, 60, 80,
100}, a = 2, i.e., the q objects are partitioned into two sets, m = 15, i.e.,
user secret consists of 15 objects. Similar results are obtained with different
sets of parameters. For such experiments, and the adversary is provided with
t = 40 transcripts. The number r of wrong answers required to the user ranges
in {0, 1, . . . , 7}. Surprisingly, the behavior of the success probability does not
strongly depend on the number of objects.

Figure 4 show the percentage of success of the adversary in extracting good
or valid secrets from the transcripts. The different curves, each describing a
different value of q, are very close to each other.

We have then analyzed the case in which q is fixed to 80 and the value of
a belongs to the set {2, 4, 8, 10} while keeping the values and ranges of the
remaining parameters as in the previous set of experiments. Figure 5 reports the
percentage of success when the value of q is fixed to 80 and m = 15. In this case,
as expected, the lower is the value of a, the lower is the percentage of success of
the adversary.

We have also analyzed the dependence of the success probability of the ad-
versary w.r.t. the number of transcripts provided. As expected, the higher is the
number of transcript, the higher is the success probability of the adversary. Fur-
thermore, as the number of wrong answers required by the scheme grows from
0 to m/2, the the adversary’s probability of success decreases.

The case a = 2 has an interesting property. Assume that the number of errors
required by the scheme is m/a = m/2. We can restate the previous statement as
“for each i, the user answers correctly i-th query with probability 1/2”. In our
setting, this implies that the counter associated to the i-th object of the user
secret is incremented, at each transcript, with probability 1/2. Now notice that
this is (approximately) the same probability with which the the i-th counter of
any other object is incremented.

This means that the frequencies with which the objects are selected by the
user are more or less the same and, thus, the user secret cannot be identified
by using the counters approach. The impossibility of using the attack technique
described so far is due to the fact that counters associated to each object only
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Correct-Wrong: Good+Valid =(a=2, m=15, t=40)
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Fig. 4. Strategy Correct-Wrong. The adversary is provided with 40 transcripts. Per-
centage of good and valid secrets extracted as function of the number of wrong answers
with a = 2, m = 15 and different values of q.

consider the occurrence of each object independently for each component of the
secret. In other words, the attack strategy does not consider the fact that in
each transcript there are exactly c correct answers and m − c wrong ones. As
the number of wrong answers approaches to m/2, the number of transcripts
needed to extract either a good or a valid secret increases. If such number is
approximately m/2, an attack that uses a counting argument cannot extract
neither a good nor a valid secret, even if the adversary is provided with an
extremely high number of transcripts. Such arguments are supported by the
results of the experiments. Indeed, Figure 6 (resp., Figure 7) shows that when
the number of wrong answers is approximately m/2, even if the adversary is
provided with 100 transcripts, she cannot even extract a good (resp., a valid)
sequence of objects.

Unfortunately the value r = m/2 cannot be used in practice since the success
probability of a blind attack in this case is high. For example if m = 15, a = 2
and r = 8, the probability of a blind attack is equal to 0.19. If we reduce the value
of r to 5, the probability of success of a blind attack decreases to 0.09. Since we
assume that three unsuccessful authentication trials lead to the block of the user
account, such set of parameters may be satisfactory in some application scenaria.
On the other hand, the latter set of parameters is resilient to an adversary that
allows the adversary to collet up to 36 transcripts.

5.3 Possible Extensions and a SAT-Based Attack

The authentication strategies presented in this paper guarantee that the adver-
sary cannot extract a good or a valid sequence of object given a certain number
of transcripts.

In the “Correct-Wrong” strategy the number of required transcript can be
as high as 36. We have argued and experimentally verified that if the number
of answers the user is allowed to give to each challenge may increase to m/2,
the adversary might not be able to extract a valid transcript using the attack
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Correct-Wrong: Good+Valid (q=80, m=15, t=40)
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Fig. 5. Strategy Correct-Wrong. The adversary is provided with 40 transcripts. Per-
centage of good and valid secrets extracted as function of the number of wrong answers
with q = 80, m = 15 for different value of a.

strategy presented so far. Unfortunately such parameter setting cannot be used
because of the high probability of success for a blind attack.

On the other hand we may require the user to answer correctly to a specific
set of answers (instead of any set containing exactly c correct answers). Clearly,
the required set of correct answer need to change for each challenge, otherwise
the adversary will immediately identify the components of the user secret that
always correspond to the correct answers. In this case we have the following side
effects:

– The success probability of a blind attack decreases to (1/a)c(1 − 1/a)m−c =
1/2m;

– The length of the user secret decreases; In this case, the length of the secret
can be safely decreased to 10.

– The user needs to remember the specific set of objects to which she has
to answer correctly. Clearly this makes the user secret longer. We may cir-
cumvent this problem by providing the user with a specific hardware device
that provides, at each authentication, a different set of answers to which the
user has to answer correctly. We notice that such tokens are already used
for providing one-time PINs. However, we notice that if the token is used
to provide the one-time PIN “in clear”, an adversary that steals the token
can easily impersonate the legitimate user. In our case, the mere possession
of the device still does not allow the adversary to authenticate without the
knowledge of the user secret. Thus the user secret still plays a central role in
the multi-modal authentication scheme. We stress that in a recording attack,
the adversary is not allowed to read the token.

Under the above assumptions, it is possible to consider the setting in which
a = 2, the user secret consists of m objects and the number of correct answers
is m/2. As argued in the previous section, in this case the adversary cannot use
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Correc-Wrong: Good (q=80, a=2, m=15)
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Fig. 6. Strategy Correct-Wrong (m=15, q=80, a=2). The adversary is provided with
a number of transcripts in the range {20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}. Percentage of
good secrets extracted.

the attack technique described so far to extract good or valid transcripts. On
the other hand, we can use the same technique presented in [2] to extract the
user secret.

Although we focus on the Correct-wrong strategy, we show that the attack
can be used also for the other authentication strategies presented in the paper.

Let us denote by α(k) the challenge for the the k-th transcript and let β(k)

be the corresponding response. Since a = 2, α(k) is a matrix consisting of 2
rows and p = q/2 columns. Let (i(k)

1 , . . . , i
(k)
p ) (resp., (i(k)

p+1, . . . , i
(k)
q )) be the first

(resp. the second) row of α(k). In order to simplify the notation, we will omit
the transcript number k when it is clear from the context.

We assign m different boolean variable xi,1, . . . , xi,m to each object oi, with i =
1, . . . , q. Intuitively, xi,j = 1 implies that the j-th component of the user secret
is oi. Since each oj appears in α exactly once, for every i, the i-th component
of the user secret belongs either to the first or to the second row of α. For
every t = 1, . . . , m, i.e., for every component of the user secret, we define φ0,t =
xi1,t ∨ . . . ∨ xip,t and φ1,t = xip+1,t ∨ . . . ∨ xiq ,t

The adversary does know the user response β = (β1, . . . , βm), but she does
not know which component of the response is correct and which one is wrong.
On the other hand, the adversary knows that exactly m/2 out of m answers are
correct. Let us define Am = {a = (a1, . . . , am) ∈ {0, 1}m|w(a) = m/2}, where
w(·) denotes the Hamming weight of a. Intuitively, if ai = 0, the i-th answer
contained in β is correct, otherwise is wrong.

Given the above notation, we can state that the following formula is satisfiable:

ψ =
∨

(a1,...,am)∈Am

m∧

j=1

(φβj⊕aj ,j ∧ ¬φ(1−βj)⊕aj ,j). (1)

Intuitively, the satisfiability of the above formula follows from the observation
that: For a generic transcript (α, β) there exists a boolean array (a1, . . . , am) that
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Correct-Wrong: Good+Valid (q=80, a=2, m=15)
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Fig. 7. Strategy Correct-Wrong (m=15, q=80, a=2). The adversary is provided with
a number of transcripts in the range {20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}. Percentage of
good and valid secrets extracted.

identifies the correct and wrong answers. If the j-th answer in β is correct, i.e.,
aj = 0, then the j-th component in the user secret belongs to the row identified
by βj (and, obviously, does not belong the the row identified by 1 − βj). Similar
arguments apply for aj = 1.

If the adversary is provided with t transcripts, the above formula has to be
satisfied for each transcript. For this reason, if we denote by ψ(k) the Formula
(1), properly rewritten for the k-th transcript, the following formula is satisfiable:
ψ′ =

∧t
k=1 ψ(k).

Notice that the number of variables xi,j does not depend on the number of
transcripts, i.e, all the formulas ψ(k) are written using the same variables.

The last constraint we need to consider is the fact that, each component of
the secret consists of exactly one object. The above statement can be expressed
by the following:

ε =
m∧

j=1

q∨

i=1

(¬x1,j ∧ . . . ∧ ¬xi−1,j ∧ xi,j ∧ ¬xi+1,j ∧ . . . ∧ ¬xq,j)

For any possible sequence of successful transcripts ((α1, β1), . . . , (αt, βt)) and
for any possible secret σ, the formula μ = ε∧ψ′ is satisfiable. Notice that a truth
assignment for μ might not represent the actual user secret. As an example,
consider the case in which the adversary only holds a single transcript. Clearly
the formula μ is satisfiable also in this case but there might exists multiple
truth assignments. Clearly as the number of transcripts held by the adversary
increases, the number of possible truth assignment for μ converges to 1, i.e., the
actual user secret.

The attack just described can be easily modified for the Naive and the Correct-
Random authentication strategies. In the former case, since all answers are cor-
rect, it is enough to consider the set Am = {(0, 0, . . . , 0)}. In the latter case, if r
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is the number of random answers allowed by the scheme, the set Am should be
defined as: Am = {a = (a1, . . . , am) ∈ {0, 1}m|w(a) ≤ r}.

Currently we are implementing a test environment to experimentally evaluate
the resiliency of the scheme presented w.r.t. this attack.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a simple graphical PIN authentication mecha-
nism that is resilient against shoulder surfing attacks. Our scheme is independent
on the specific set of objects used to construct the challenges. The scheme may
be implemented on low cost devices, does not require any special training for
the users and requires a single round of interaction between the user and the
terminal. We have argued that a secret consisting of 15 objects, e.g. letters, is
enough to prevent the adversary to successfully authenticate even if the manages
to obtain 36 transcripts.

The presented scheme can be also used for low-cost device authentication,
e.g., RFID tag-to-reader or reader-to-tag authentication.

A number of extensions are possible for our scheme. An interesting variations
is to authenticate the user if she answers correctly to a specific set of answers.
Furthermore, is it possible to design a scheme in which the adversary manages
to extract the user’s secret only if she obtains a sequence of consecutive authen-
tications? In the presented scheme, the adversary simply needs to obtain any
sufficiently long sequence of authentications. If it should be possible to bind the
secret extraction to the consecutiveness of the collected transcripts, in the real
world the adversary may have very few chances of being successful.

Finally, we are currently experimentally evaluating the resilience of our scheme
w.r.t. the SAT-based attack.
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Abstract. There are many current classifications and taxonomies re-
lating to computer security. One missing classification is the Trustwor-
thiness of Information being received by the security system, which we
define. This new classification along with Timeliness of Detection and
Security level of the Security System present motivation for hardware-
based security solutions. Including hardware is not an automatic solution
to the limitations of software solutions. Advantages are only gained from
hardware through design that ensures at least First-hand Information,
dedicated monitors, explicit hardware communication, dedicated storage,
and dedicated security processors.

1 Introduction

As security takes on ever increasing importance in today’s connected, digital
world; security solutions incorporate new, dedicated hardware at an increasing
rate [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]. Though these works and many others inves-
tigate the incorporation of hardware into designs to gain different advantages,
little work has been dedicated to understanding what precisely can be accom-
plished with hardware that cannot be accomplished solely with software solu-
tions. Though many people believe a hardware-based solution is necessary to
achieve effective security, little or no work exists demonstrating that this is true.
The first and most obvious question to be asked is whether hardware solves
the shortcomings and vulnerabilities of software based solutions. Exploring this
question leads to a critical answer: Not necessarily. This work then, attempts
to capture the necessary design elements for creating hardware that overcomes
the weaknesses of purely software-based solutions. To aid in defining these re-
quirements, we propose a classification for the Trustworthiness of Information
and show that the necessary level of trust, First-hand Information, can only be
achieved by properly designed hardware. Complete security systems will inte-
grate these key hardware components with security software as needed.
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2 Current Security Classifications

Significant work has been published on categorizations, classifications, and tax-
onomies for computer security. Bazaz and Arthur present a taxonomy of vul-
nerabilities [14]. Axelsson develops a taxonomy of detection methods [15], that
Williams extends [16]. Kuperman classifies both the goals of detection and the
timeliness of detection [17], and Stakhanova et al. work towards a taxonomy of
intrusion detection system responses [18]. Mott presents work into classifying
the level of security that the security system maintains for itself [5]. All of these
different classifications provide valuable insight for working in the security field.
One critical classification missing from these is the Trustworthiness of Informa-
tion, which we develop in Sec. 4.3. Mott’s work and Kuperman’s timeliness of
detection classification are both integral to the discussion of why hardware is
necessary both on their own and how they relate to and are influenced by the
Trustworthiness of Information. We discuss each in greater depth here.

Kuperman’s notation categorizes time into an ordered sequence of events [17].
He defines the set of all events that can occur in the system, E, the subset of
all malicious events, B, B ⊆ E, and three events a, b, c such that a, b, c ∈ E
and b ∈ B. Given the notation tx to represent the time of event x occurring
and x → y representing a causal dependence of y upon x we assume the three
events are related such that a → b → c yielding the relationship, ta < tb < tc
must be true. Note that although x → y represents a causal dependence it does
not necessarily mean that x is the direct cause of y. Kuperman uses D(x) to
represent the detection of an event x.

With this notation defined, Kuperman presents four main timeliness catego-
rizations: real-time detection, near real-time detection, periodic detection, and
retrospective detection. We discuss the first two here, which represent detection
categories we hope to improve through our research.

Real-time Detection. The detection of a bad event, b, occurs while the system
is operating and before events dependent on b occur, requiring the order

tb < tD(b) < tc (1)

Near Real-time Detection. The detection of a bad event, b, occurs within
some predefined time step δ, either before or after tb.

|tb − tD(b)| ≤ δ (2)

Kuperman comments that this timeliness categorization should be indepen-
dent of the underlying hardware and the rate of event occurrence. Although this
goal is desirable for a software-based solution, it relies on assumptions of trust-
worthiness and lack of vulnerabilities in this underlying hardware. With today’s
computer hardware this independence is unobtainable. Rutkowska’s attack, dis-
cussed in Sec. 3, provides a specific example of why hardware cannot be blindly
trusted. If hardware cannot automatically be trusted it must be considered in
security measurements.
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An often overlooked aspect of a computer security monitor is the security of
the monitor itself. This security is a critical aspect of a security system, since
compromising the monitors can effective render the security system useless. Mott
presents a classification of the security of the monitors creating eight levels of
monitoring system security [5] presented here.

Open. This worst case scenario occurs when the monitored system has knowl-
edge of the monitor and shares information with the monitor without any
security mechanisms present.

Soft Security. This level of monitor security is equivalent to open with software
used to secure the monitor. Both of these levels tend to contain monitors on
a uniprocessor host-based intrusion detection system.

Passive Security. The monitor operates without the monitored system neces-
sarily knowing it is there. To compromise such a system, information about
how the monitor analyzes gathered state data must be known. Prime ex-
amples of this level of security include most network Intrusion Detection
Systems (IDSs) where only network traffic is monitored. Specific informa-
tion passed over the network has the potential to disable the system, but
there are no direct avenues of attack.

Self Security. Similar to both open and soft security systems, the monitored
system shares information with the monitor. The manner in which the mon-
itor operates provides it with security, requiring the monitored system to be
compromised before the monitor can be compromised. An example of this
level of security is Williams’ CuPIDS [16].

Loose-hard Security. The monitored system again has knowledge and coordi-
nates with the monitor, sharing information, but dedicated hardware mech-
anisms protect key portions of the security system from compromise such as
with hardware-based return address stacks [19].

Semi-hard Security. The monitored system’s knowledge of the monitor is ex-
tremely limited. To provide this level of security the monitor cannot execute
on the same processor core as the monitored software and communications
happens through mechanisms like unmaskable interrupts that are kept to
a minimum. Compromise can only occur via code controlling synchroniza-
tion signals to the monitor, which would cause the monitor to operate in a
diminished capacity.

Strict-hard Security. This security level adds to the requirements of semi-
hard security by requiring only hardware connections to the monitor and
removing synchronization signals to the monitor. The monitor must be able
to gather its own state information to remove dependence of the monitor on
the monitored system. Two examples of this level of security are CoPilot [6]
and Independent Auditors [4].

Complete Security. This level of security is the ideal secure case, used as a
theoretical comparison point. In reality, such a monitoring system would
have no contact with the production system, negating it’s usefulness.

Mott notes that with many of these levels of security, there is a tradeoff be-
tween the security of the monitor and the ease with which state information can
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be gathered from the monitored system [5]. One critical piece of information
overlooked by these categories is the trustworthiness of the information that the
monitor is receiving. Although technically the monitor itself is not corrupted, the
effects can be equivalent. For example, a Supervisory Control And Data Acqui-
sition (SCADA) System controlling critical infrastructure such as the electrical
grid, could be manipulated to perform undesirable actions, without ever com-
promising the SCADA System. This can still be accomplished by an attacker
who can only manipulate the information being received by the SCADA System.
For instance, if an attacker can manipulate the information feeding the SCADA
System, telling it that there is a massive overdraw on the electrical grid, they
can affect SCADA System responses such as causing a rolling blackout. This is
accomplished without specifically corrupting the SCADA system to do so. The
SCADA System would respond correctly to the environment it believes exists,
not the actual environment. A simpler exploit corrupting the information being
passed to monitors is a denial of service (DoS) attack. If the SCADA system does
not receive readings from sensors monitoring critical sections of the system, it
will be unable to respond to parameters out of acceptable ranges. This could
quickly compound into catastrophic failure.

Although this issue is acknowledged in a number of works [6,16,17], we have
not found research that investigates this aspect. Our research explores this as-
pect of the monitor’s security. Rutkowska presents methods for corrupting the
memory access of the PCI Bus without affecting the processor’s access to mem-
ory [20] which is discussed in more detail in Sec. 3. This exploit highlights the
importance of this aspect of classification for the security of the monitoring sys-
tem. CoPilot [6], one of the examples Mott identifies as being strict-hard security,
is defeated by this attack because of its security weakness on this new axis of
categorization. We present an independent axis for categorizing the security of
the monitor relating to the trustworthiness of the monitored data: how far re-
moved the monitor is from what it is monitoring. This classification is defined
in Sec. 4.3.

3 Defeating Hardware-Based RAM Acquisition

As the previous section began to develop, the ability to falsify the information
a security monitor receives corrupts the integrity of the security system. One
prominent example of this exploitation is Rutkowska’s defeat of hardware based
random access memory (RAM).

Rutkowska discusses both software and hardware approaches to memory ac-
quisition with the claim that the hardware based approaches are superior to
that of software based solutions [20]. She cites non-persistent malware as mo-
tivation for needing memory acquisition and she presents a number of known
exploits of software memory acquisition by code running at the same privilege
level as the acquisition software. One specific example of such an exploit is the
FU Rootkit [21]. Rutkowska notes that these software memory acquisition tools
require additional software on the target machine, which she claims violates the
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Fig. 1. Rutkowska’s Defeat of Hardware Based RAM Acquisition [20]

forensic tool requirement not to write data to the targeted machine. She then
extols the virtues of hardware based solutions, setting her readers up for her
defeat of this “superior” memory acquisition method.

Rutkowska delivers three levels of compromise to hardware based memory
acquisition devices such as CoPilot [6] and Tribble [1]; each building upon the
same basic exploit with increasing levels of damage. This exploit, depicted in
Fig. 1 involves configuring the north bridge on a system to map arbitrary ranges
of physical memory to I/O space. This remapping denies memory access to
peripheral devices for the specified physical memory range while not affecting the
memory access of the processor(s). This allows an exploit to execute correctly,
while hiding the exploit’s presence from the hardware-based acquisition tool.
These levels range from a denial of service to an attack that provides the monitor
with false data, completely masking the compromise from the monitor.

The exploits Rutkowska presents show definitively that current hardware
based memory acquisition devices, such as those that plug in to a firewire port
or as a PCI device, are not reliable. The lesson to be taken from her work is
not that hardware cannot do a better job of providing security features, rather
that hardware is not a magic bullet; it does not automatically improve secu-
rity. This work highlights that many current hardware solution are missing an
important aspect of the capability and security of the monitoring system. This
provides substantial motivation to explore the trustworthiness of the information
being received by a security monitor. This critical axis of security for a moni-
tor, though acknowledged in numerous works [1,6,16,17] is not well understood
and not clearly defined. Section 4.3 provides definitive categorization along this
axis to aid future work in security related fields understand what is required to
provide truly reliable security monitoring.
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4 Why Hardware?

Most current security systems for computers are based largely on software sys-
tems. Numerous flaws and vulnerabilities have been exposed and even exploited
in these different software solutions. Compromise of protected code via rootk-
its [22] represents one of the most prevalent exploits. Recent work has be-
gun exploring different hardware based approaches to security [5,6,12] with
many people coming to believe that we cannot solely use software to protect
software and only hardware, coupled with software, can do that job success-
fully [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]. Though a number of advantages to hardware
over software have been suggested, we found no research discussing what pre-
cisely makes hardware a significant improvement over software and just what
capabilities hardware provides that software cannot. We present here a number
of key advantages achievable through the use of hardware.

Reduced Avenues of Attack. Separate monitoring hardware can strengthen
the security of the monitor by reducing the extent of the coupling between
the security and production systems.

Trustworthiness of Information. Correctly designed hardware guarantees
that the monitor receives valid data from the production system, something
that we show software incapable of doing.

Additional/Different Information Available. Mott’s research explores a
number of pieces of information that can be gathered through hardware
primitives and leveraged to increase the overall security of the system [5].
These hardware primitives include information such as the program counter,
instruction traces, and added visibility into memory.

Timeliness of Detection. The ability to guarantee real-time detection, as de-
fined in Sec. 2, requires the ability to guarantee that the monitor will execute
with the ordering of ( 1). Dedicated monitors are necessary to accomplish this.

In the rest of this section we develop justification for needing capabilities
beyond what software can provide and explore each of these advantages in greater
detail. We define what is required of hardware to overcome the vulnerabilities of
software and provide significantly improved performance.

4.1 Vulnerabilities of Software Security Systems

There are a number of vulnerabilities inherent in software-based security. Two
critical vulnerabilities are the inability to guarantee real-time monitoring in stan-
dard commercial operating systems, even on a multiprocessor system, and the
inability to protect the integrity of the security system once the production
system has been compromised. The first vulnerability is evidenced by the fact
that scheduling of processes on both uniprocessor and multiprocessor systems
does not make any guarantees on precise ordering or timing of when a specific
process gets time on a processor. Work such as CuPIDS changes this standard
paradigm to guarantee monitored processes run in lock step with the monitoring
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process [16] and overcome this first critical vulnerability of software security sys-
tems. Despite CuPIDS’ ability to overcome this vulnerability, it cannot protect
itself once the kernel has been compromised.

The specific point where software loses the ability to protect other software
is when faced with exploitation of a vulnerability in privileged code. Once an
attack can gain access through such a vulnerability, they have access to any
piece of software in the system and can modify both data and executable code.
This allows for changes in both user applications and the operating system itself,
compromising the security of the security system itself. This can be accomplished
through modification to the security software itself or by modifying the operating
system to interact with the security software in another manner, such as reducing
its privilege level. Note that exploitation of vulnerabilities in privileged code
provides two main avenues of attack into the system. The more obvious method
of attacking the security software itself is to degrade or interrupt its capabilities
described above. The other avenue of attack is corrupting the information that
is being sent to the security software.

This second issue is the general method that rootkits use to remain unde-
tected. They interpose themselves between processes by taking control when
there is a library function or system call. By controlling what information is
passed back to the monitoring process the rootkit can neutralize the security
software without directly modifying it [22].

4.2 Advantages of Hardware

The vulnerabilities of software discussed above show clear need for a security so-
lution that can overcome these vulnerabilities. Does hardware provide protection
from these attacks? Not necessarily. Hardware can provide increases in protec-
tion, but only if appropriately designed into the system’s architecture. Two key
factors in designing hardware that can enhance these areas of security are where
we connect the security hardware to the system and how we make those connec-
tions. Where we connect controls the Trustworthiness of Information as well as
influences the Timeliness of Detection. The next two subsections explore these
advantages in greater detail. How the security hardware is connected impacts the
amount of information available to the security system and defines the only av-
enues of direct attacks on the security system. By limiting the physical pathways
between the production system and the security system to specific hardware prim-
itives, the attack surface is significantly reduced. These primitives can also pro-
vide access to key information which is unobtainable via software-based solutions.
Both aspects of hardware primitives are discussed in Sec. 4.5.

4.3 Trustworthiness of Information

Although the need for the monitor to receive accurate data is understood, there is
no real framework for understanding what precisely is needed to accomplish this.
Towards this end we define a new axis categorizing the trustworthiness of the in-
formation being received by the monitor. This axis of trustworthiness stands as its
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Fig. 2. Immediate Information: Secu-
rity Monitor placed inline between
main memory and the memory con-
troller

Fig. 3. First-hand Information: Secu-
rity Monitor placed on a shared bus,
vulnerable to Denial of Service from ex-
cessive device traffic

own contribution and should be considered when attempting to provide an accu-
rate, secure monitoring device of any sort. By creating this categorization we set
important bounds on what exactly affects the trustworthiness of the information.

Immediate Information. (Fig. 2) With immediate access to what is being
monitored we can insure the monitor is receiving true data. This immediate
categorization represents a specific form of first-hand information where the
monitor is inline, directly between what is being monitored and its inter-
action with the system. While this level of trustworthiness is certainly the
most definitive method for ensuring the monitor’s security, it leads toward a
design with individual monitors on every single hardware component, thus
requiring a complete redesign of all aspects of a system.

First-hand Information. (Fig. 3) This level of trustworthiness represents a
monitor that has direct access to the data being output from some device.
Depending on the specific design of the architecture being monitored, this
level of trustworthiness will likely be equivalent to Immediate Information.
However, a shared bus architecture could be vulnerable to a denial of service
(DoS) exploit. This would be accomplished in much the manner that someone
would have trouble listening to another’s conversation in a crowded room.

Second-hand Information. This level of trustworthiness encompasses any
monitor that relies on some intermediary mechanism, such as hardware or
software components, to pass it the data it is attempting to monitor. Al-
though each additional mechanism relied upon reduces the trustworthiness
into third-hand information and so forth with a continually lessening level
of trustworthiness. For simplicity we group all levels of trustworthiness that
cannot guarantee accurate monitoring into this category of second-hand in-
formation. Unless any and all mechanisms being relied upon to pass the
monitor data can be guaranteed secure, this presents an avenue of attack
for corrupting the monitor be feeding it false data. Figure 1, on page 40,
shows a PCI-based memory acquisition tool, such as CoPilot [6], that must
trust the PCI bridge, the south bridge, and the north bridge; trust which
Rutkowska’s research demonstrates as unwarranted [20].
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It is this previously undefined axis of the monitor’s security that is being ex-
ploited by Rutkowska’s attack. Our research defines the requirement to protect
against this attack: monitors must be capable of receiving at least First-hand In-
formation. Two important things to note about this axis of security are that 1)
all software based security systems on a uniprocessor system are inherently un-
able to achieve a level of trustworthiness better than Second-hand Information
since they must rely on data controlled by the operating system and 2) even soft-
ware based solutions designed to operate within a multiprocessor system, such as
CuPIDS [16], must still rely on the trustworthiness of main memory and there-
fore receive no better than Second-hand Information. In order to ensure accurate
monitoring, the monitor needs to have access to at least First-hand Information
of the data being produced, any intermediate devices provide the possibility of the
data being manipulated before reaching the monitor. Therefore at very least we
need monitoring or interaction points at each of the bridges in the system, i.e. any
device that passes information from one part of the system to another.

4.4 Timeliness of Detection

Another aspect of monitor placement is the speed with which a monitor can
detect an attack. One of the areas where the speed of a device far exceeds the
speed of the buses that pass information to and from it is the processor(s). To
accomplish real-time monitoring as defined in Sec. 2, monitors will need to be
closer to the main processor than system bridges will allow. One such example
of this is a hypothetical purely cache based attack [6]. Such an attack will be
able to do its damage before detection, since detection is only possible with
access to a present view of cache. Even if we accept near real-time monitoring
capabilities, Kuperman’s δ value in (2) will be significantly smaller for a monitor
that is located on-chip.

4.5 Hardware Primitives

The manner in which we connect monitors to the system plays a significant role
in enhancing both the security of the production system and the security of the
security system. By limiting connections between the monitor and production
systems and remaining within Mott’s Semi-hard security level the only avenues
of directly attacking the security system are the hardware primitives that bridge
the monitors and production system. As long as no primitives allow for modi-
fication of the monitoring system’s code, we maintain a greatly reduced attack
footprint for the security monitor. At the same time, these hardware primitives
can offer direct access to information previously difficult to obtain and even pro-
vide access to information not accessible through any software methods. Mott
presents a number of hardware primitives that can be leveraged in [5]. The two
main areas of interest for creating hardware security (and security in general)
have been attempts to monitor processes running on the production system,
mainly through various memory introspection techniques [1,2,3], and monitor-
ing the incoming network traffic as it enters the system [8,9,10,11,12,13].
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4.6 What Do We Mean by Hardware Security?

To this point we have left the definition of hardware security somewhat up in
the air. All computer systems contain a mix of hardware and software and only
a limited amount is accomplished with purely hardware. To create a security
system purely in hardware would significantly hamper the flexibility and mod-
ifiability of such a system reducing the number of future attacks to which a
system could potentially respond. Solutions such as a field programmable gate
array (FPGA) can be used to extend software flexibility into hardware, though
it does require performance tradeoffs and is not pivotal to this aspect of our dis-
cussion. However, a pure hardware solution is not our goal when we talk about
hardware-based security. The key component of hardware-based security is the
communication between the production system and the security system. Whether
a specific monitor is pure hardware, a FPGA, or software running on some combi-
nation of hardware that remains separate from the production system hardware,
what qualifies a security component as hardware-based is that connection back
to the production system. Note that an important result of this definition is that
a hardware-based security solution requires physically separated memory. This
is not to say that pure hardware or at least FPGA solutions will not be required
in some instances to provide fast enough response. Areas where high-speed de-
tection is crucial will almost certainly benefit from pure hardware solutions. One
predominant example of this is the network IDS field where research has shown
benefits from hardware solutions [10,11,13,23].

4.7 Hardware/Software Interaction

With the key component of using hardware being the communication between
the production system and the security system, software can be employed on a
separate security processor. This allows a full-fledged software security operating
system to run on such a dedicated security processor. Mott et al. explore this
interaction, pointing to the hardware monitors as decoupling production and se-
curity software [24]. This software can perform management and communication
roles between elements of the security system so long as there is no access to
modify the software via the production system. With the inclusion of dedicated
security system I/O, via some variant of a communications port, the software
can be modified and updated as needed to respond to future threats.

5 Specific Requirements for Achieving Benefits from
Hardware

So far we have discussed the different advantages of dedicated hardware for se-
curity solutions and discussed what is required to achieve these advantages. Here
we explicitly define these requirements for dedicated hardware. By designing to
these requirements, it is possible to design a comprehensive security solution
that achieves the advantages of hardware previously explored. These require-
ments are:
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First-hand Information. of all monitored information: This level of trusted
information guarantees accurate monitoring of what is happening in the sys-
tem. Without this level of trusted information security solutions are vulner-
able to being denied access to the information or even fed false information.
This vulnerability provides a route to compromise the effectiveness of the
security system, without the need to compromise the security system itself.

Dedicated Monitors. for parallel, concurrent monitoring: To protect against
potential timing attacks monitors must be able to run concurrently with
what they are monitoring to allow the possibility guaranteeing of Kuper-
man’s real-time detection [17]. Any monitor which does not run concurrently
with its target must ensure that it runs often enough to be impervious to tim-
ing attacks. In a software-based solution this becomes infeasible due to the
performance penalty of continuous context switching. Dedicated hardware
monitors remove the burden on production resources and keep performance
degradation to a minimum [7].

Explicit Hardware Communication. between the production and security
systems: By limiting communication between the production and security
systems to hardware pathways, we reduce avenues of attack upon the secu-
rity system to these explicitly defined pathways. Without modifiable commu-
nication pathways, the ability to corrupt these pathways is reduced. These
limited pathways provide a clear set of attack avenues which can be under-
stood and protected.

Dedicated Storage. of security code and data: Without dedicated, separate
security storage we leave software communication pathways present in the
system. These communication pathways represent a significant avenue of at-
tack to be exploited. Any software-based separation becomes vulnerable to a
root-level compromise of the production system. Separate storage which can-
not be directly modified by the production system provides a more reliable
method of protecting the security code and data.

Dedicated Security Processor. for controlling and coordinating the security
mechanisms: Though not explicitly a requirement for gaining security capa-
bilities, a dedicated security processor is included here for the coordination
and communication abilities it can provide. This separate processor will allow
for a secured security control center when coupled with these other require-
ments. It will provide the ability to modularly add security mechanisms into
a security backplane. An important aspect of this ease of modularity is the
ability to combine both network IDSs and host-based IDSs into a combined,
complete IDS which can leverage combined knowledge from each to provide
more flexible and effective response.

6 Conclusion

The use of hardware is necessary to provide quality security solutions. Short of
verifying the trustworthiness and security of all software and hardware mecha-
nisms in the chain from the monitored information back to the monitor, First-
hand Information, that requires dedicated hardware to achieve, is the only way
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to guarantee the security monitor is not fed false data. As computer security
systems become more reliant on dedicated hardware, the need for a clear un-
derstanding of the necessary design requirements to overcome inherent software
security vulnerabilities is essential. This work provides a basis for this under-
standing by defining the advantages that can be gained from hardware, and the
necessary design to achieve them.
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Abstract. With the growing use of protocols obfuscation techniques,
protocol identification for Q.O.S enforcement, traffic prohibition, and in-
trusion detection has became a complex task. This paper address this
issue with a probabilistic identification analysis that combines multiples
advanced identification techniques and returns an ordered list of proba-
ble protocols. It combines a payload analysis with a classifier based on
several discriminators, including packet entropy and size. We show with
its implementation, that it overcomes the limitations of traditional port-
based protocol identification when dealing with hard to classify protocol
such as peer to peer protocols. We also details how it deals with tunneled
session and covert channel.

Keywords: payload analysis, header discriminator, p2p, traffic classifi-
cation.

1 Introduction

The use of protocol identification as a defense against unwanted traffic such as
P2P (peer to peer) and Malware, has received a lot of attention lately. It might
appear that there is a simple identification technique to classify traffic : assuming
that protocols will use well-known ports such as the one assigned by the IANA
[18]. This is, however, not reliable anymore. A recent study [25] reports that in a
large university about 40% of the traffic failed to be classified by this heuristic.
In particular, many P2P (Peer to Peer) protocols use obfuscation techniques to
avoid detection [21]. They do not use static well-known port numbers, but rather
dynamically use available port numbers. They also masquerade themselves by
using ports reserved for other applications and encrypt their packet payloads
[29]. For example, an Edonkey node can use the port 80, typically reserved for
HTTP for its own communication, allowing it to confuse firewalls, packet shaper
and passive network monitors [21]. Moreover prohibited software and botnets
try to deceive network security devices by tunneling their connections into other
protocol such as ICMP or HTTP [7].

In this paper, we shall show that our advanced protocol analysis allows to
improve protocol identification and detect tunneled and covert session. In
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particular, we demonstrate through our passive network monitor prototype Ne-
tAnalyzer [6] evaluation, that our analysis if effective against two of the most
populars P2P network: Edonkey and BitTorrent while remaining sufficiently ef-
ficient to be used online.

We choose to implement our technique in a passive network monitor because
despite the great benefits provided by an advanced protocol analysis, every public
passive network monitors we are aware of, including NTop [10] and Iptraf [19],
still solely rely on a port-based heuristic for traffic classification. Additionally
to traffic classification, our analysis reports valuable information for network
assessment such as software products and protocol versions that can be used as
contextual information for security evaluation.

The main contribution of this paper is a probabilistic identification analy-
sis that combines a packet payload analysis, a packet classifier and the port
heuristic. The payload analysis is based on signature. The classifier uses mul-
tiple packet discriminators: packet entropy, packet size, and packet intervals.
To our knowledge, this is the first work that combines multiples identification
techniques to return an ordered list of probable protocols for a given session. It
seems to be also the first to add to signature and techniques a confidence value.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we will survey related
work and in Sect. 3 we will give a straightforward example of how the analysis
works. This example is used as a guideline for the rest of the paper. Sect. 4 presents
our probabilistic identification analysis. Sect. 5 details how tunneled session are
handheld. Sect. 6 shows how covert channel are detected. Sect. 7 details a specific
application of the advanced analysis to passive monitoring: file masquerading de-
tection. In Sect. 8 we evaluate the accuracy and the speed of the analysis against
P2P traffic. Finally, we will conclude in Sect. 9.

We emphasize that even thought our discussion focus on passive network mon-
itor, our analysis is not limited to this use. The ability to have a reliable protocol
identification and session contextual information such as software version are also
valuable for Firewall and NIDS (Network intrusion detection system) and traffic
shaper.

2 Related Work

Ranking algorithms are a common for information retrieval [39,15]. For instance
Google use the well known Google Page rank algorithm [30]. Beside payload and
packets discriminators, others techniques exists. They are either unusable for on-
line analysis [42], or specific to a type of protocol such a P2P detection [9,21,16].
Protocol identification through payload analysis is used for Q.O.S enforcement
in CISCO router [3] and Linux Netfilter [35]. It is also used in Bro NIDS [11] to
instantiate appropriate decoders. The use of automatic signature generator has
received a lot of attention [22,37,17,41] because it removes the burden to create
signature by hand. Tools such as Polygraph [28] and Hamsa [24] are used to
create attack signature automatically. Attack against automatic signature gen-
erator have been studied in [8]. Some of NetAnalyzer signatures are taken from
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the Nmap [14], and L7 filter [35] databases. This technique uses packets headers
to build a classifier [27] based on discriminators. Some discriminators work on
packet payload for example packet entropy, [36], and character frequency [41].
Others, such as the packet size or time interval between packets [5] are payload
independent and focus on packet headers. In [23], a combination of six discrimi-
nators is used to detect intrusion in HTTP CGI. Malwares and P2P clients, even
Skype [4], use many techniques to avoid protocol identification. Packet padding
[13] is used in Emule [34] to avoid traffic classifier. Popular BitTorrent clients
use the ”Message Stream Encryption” scheme [2] which is specifically designed
to defeat protocol identification. Botnet use ICMP [7] and DNS [40] covert chan-
nel. Tunneling a protocol trough a proxy [12], is a popular technique to defeat
protocol prohibition e.g IRC, Instant Messaging.

3 Identification Result Example

This example highlights the two most relevant benefits provided by our analysis
namely: the accurate ranked protocol identification, and the session advanced
information reporting.The example is a HTTP session reported by NetAnalyzer
(figure 1). Each session report is composed of four parts: the summary (line 1),
the traffic information (line 2), the advanced information (line 3 to 10) and the
identification details (line 11 and 12);

(1)http (94%): x:1052 -> y.:2080 F:0/2 R::2/0 R:0/2 E:0/0 TCP CLOSED RST
(2)[Traffic] I:1 Kb/s (3pkt) O:37 Kb/s (20pkt) [Distance] C:local S:7
(3)[Protocol]:http (1.1) HyperText Transfer Protocol - RFC 2616
(4)[File] request:www.xxx.org/vip.html Ref:"http://xxx"
(5)[File] content: extension:.html familly:text (X)HTML
(6)[File] request:www.xxx.org/hello.gif Ref:"http://xxx"
(7)[File] content: extension:.jpg familly:image
(8)[Server] Apache httpd 2.0.52
(9)[Client] browser Internet Explorer 6.0 Windows XP
(10)[Client] proxy squid 2.5.STABLE4-20031106
(11)[Guessed protocol] http:94% Port:0% Class:100% Patt:100%
(12)[Guessed protocol] autodesk:9% Port:100% Class:n/a Patt:0%

Fig. 1. NetAnalyzer Session output example

3.1 Protocol Identification

This first major benefit of our identification analysis, is the ability to identify
the correct protocol regardless of its and to provide the accuracy probability of
its identification.

The protocol identified with the highest probability is displayed on the left-
most part of the first line. Here it is the http protocol with a probability of 94%.
It is not 100% because the server port 2080 is not the standard one: 80. Hence
there is a conflict between the port heuristic result and the payload analysis
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result. The list of all possible protocols for the session, is presented at the end
of the report (line 11 and 12). Each line gives the protocol name, its probability
and details the result of each technique used. Intuitively the probability of 94%
for the HTTP protocol results of the six signatures positive match along with
the port heuristic’s negative result and the classifier 100% positive result. The
classifier score is 100% positive because every 23 packets of the session match
HTTP protocol profiles. Because each protocol classifier probability result is
independent, the sum of all protocol probabilities might exceed 100% as here.
Autodesk have a probability of 9% because it only has the port heuristic positive
result. Autodesk classifier result report report n/a (not available) because the
analyzer does not have profile for this protocol.

3.2 Advanced Data

Advanced data are displayed from line 3 to 10. These data are gathered when
signatures are successfully matched. The signature language allows to extract
data from the payload such as the filename requested in the HTTP request
(line 4 and 6). This is done as in Perl regular expression by adding capture
parenthesis to the signature and adding the corresponding capture variable to
one of the signature template. In the case of the HTTP filename, the variable
was added to the filename template.

To provide a set of suitable templates for each type of information gathered
NetAnalyzer uses four types of signatures: protocol, file, software, and user. For
example the software version data is irrelevant when dealing with file analysis.

4 Probabilistic Identification Analysis

As exemplified in the above section, the analysis combines the result of multiple
signatures matches along with identification heuristics. The protocol identifi-
cation is said continuous because for each new packet, the session protocol is
re-evaluated. As demonstrated in [17], protocol identification based on signature
matching is more accurate than the identification based on classifier. Both of
them are of course more reliable than the identification based on port heuristic.
Thus the analysis uses the weighted arithmetic mean to reflect these different
levels of accuracy. Accordingly the probability of a protocol Px is computed as
follows:

Px =
αHx + βCx + γSx

α + β + γ

where Hx is the protocol probability according to the port heuristic and α is its
confidence coefficient. Hx is either equal to 0 or 100. Cx is the protocol prob-
ability according to the classifier heuristic and β is its confidence coefficient.
Cx range from 0 to 100. Finally S is the protocol probability according to the
payload analysis and σ is its reliability coefficient. In NetAnalyzer, we use the
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following values α = 1, β = 5, σ = 10. They are consistent with [17] and work
well in practice. The HTTP protocol probability of the example 1 is therefore:

Phttp =
1 × 0 + 5 × 100 + 10 × 100

16
= 93.75

4.1 Classifier Probability

The classifier probability for a given protocol is computed by comparing each
packet with a set of profiles. In its current implementation, NetAnalyzer only re-
ports TCP protocol solely identified by profile if and only if there is no protocol
identified by the payload analysis. ICMP and UDP identified protocols are al-
ways reported. The classifier probability is the ratio between successful matched
packets and the total of packets:

C =
success

total
∗ 100

In the above example (Figure 1), the 23 packets were successfully matched
against HTTP profiles.

As in [41], server and client stream profiles are separated to improve classifier
accuracy. This makes sense because often one stream is used to request data that
are sent back by the other e.g the HTTP client request a file that is sent by the
server. The classifier uses four discriminators: the packet size, the time elapsed
since the last packet from the same stream, the time elapsed since the last packet
from the other stream, and finally the entropy of the packet. The entropy use
the Paninsky estimator [31] which is known to be efficient even against a small
amount of data. As noted in [5], the set of profiles matched by a packet is related
to it position in the stream: the stream first packets often contains request and
authentication data. For example a POP3 session starts with a hello exchange
followed by an authentication. That is why we keep a separate set of profiles
for the first 10 packets of each stream and an aggregate one for the remaining
packets. Thus each protocol has 22 profiles sets.

Ping:ICMP:2:2:64:64:995229:1004962:::7.54564:7.65728:

Fig. 2. ICMP ping packet 1 profile

For each discriminator, an upper bound and a lower bound are determined
from the average mean and the standard deviation. If the packet value is between
these bounds then it matches the discriminator. A packet matches a profile if
it matches the four discriminators. We use a set of profiles rather than a single
profile with very large bound to improve detection accuracy. We generate auto-
matically profiles with smaller bound by using the standard k-means clustering
[32] algorithm. We prevent profile over-fitness by limiting the number of pro-
files to 5 by set. During the clustering process, meaningless discriminators are
removed. A discriminator is meaningless, if its standard deviation is too wide
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despite the clustering process. For example the entropy discriminator is removed
if it has a standard deviation above 3. Figure 2 is an example of profile used
in NetAnalyzer. The first field is the protocol name: Ping. The second field is
the layer 3 protocol: ICMP. The third is the targeted stream: the number 1 is
used for the server stream and 2 for client stream. The fourth field is the stream
packet number. The exemple is a profile for the stream second packet. The rest
of the profile are the four discriminators lower and upper bound: First the packet
size (64 bytes), Secondly the time elapsed since the last packet from the same
stream in microsecond (around 1 second here). Thirdly the time elapsed since
the last packet from the opposite stream. Here it has been removed because it
was meaningless.

Finally the packet entropy, which has to be between 7,54 and 7,65. Profiles
are very efficient for covert channel detection as we will shown in Sect. 5

4.2 Payload Probability

Intuitively the payload analysis can be misled by tunneled session because the
first signature matches belong to the tunnel protocol not the tunneled one. Hence
the first thing to detect tunneled session is to perform continuous identification
to identify the tunneled protocol. This is however not sufficient because the
analyzer has also to figure out which one is the real protocol. This is done by
taking into account the matches time line . Relying on the last match is not
an option because it opens the door to injection attack that add an irrelevant
payload at the end of the session. That is why the payload analysis gives to the
latest matched signature a more significant weight than any previous match. To
do so the technique uses a weighted moving average to compute each protocol
probability:

P =
Dxi × n + Dx−1 × (n − 1) + ... + Dx1 × (1)

n + (n − 1) + ... + 1

Where Dxi is the confidence value associated to the signature matched in position
i and n the global number of matches. The confidence value associated to a
signature is by default 100. It can be however tweaked by the signature language
option confidence. This is useful to decrease the confidence of a signature that
is known to produce false positive. NetAnalyzer uses a specialized signature
language to perform the payload analysis that allows to specify the signature
confidence. For instance some of the signatures used to detect edonkey p2p
traffic are known to produce from time to time false positive because they are
quite short. However due to the edonkey protocol format they cant be improved,
hence the only way to mitigate false positive is to reduce their confidence value.

5 Tunneled Session Detection

Tunneling a protocol into an another is a popular technique to bypass firewall
restriction, hence a tunneled session is often a violation of the security policy.
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As explained above (Sect. 4.2), the WMA Weighted Moving Average used to
compute the payload analysis probability assigns a heavier weight to the most
recent match. This is consistent with the fact that matches from the tunneled
protocol will be reported after tunnel protocol ones.

(1) CONNECT irc.********.org:6667 HTTP/1.0
(2) HTTP/1.0 200 Connection established
(3) USER 0 0 0 ::
(4) NICK ****
(5) :irc.********.org 001 **** :Welcome to the ** **!0@xxx

Fig. 3. An exemple of a tunneled IRC session in a HTTP one

Figure 3 example is an IRC session tunneled into an HTTP one. The first
two matches will identify the sessions as a HTTP one (line 1 and 2). If the
identification process stops after the first match then the session is incorrectly
identified as HTTP. With the continuous inspection, two matches for the IRC
protocol will be reported (line 3 and 5). Hence the analysis ends up with four
matches: two for HTTP and two for IRC. Because the analysis use a WMA, the
two IRC matches will have an heavier weight, and therefore the session will be
correctly identified as an IRC one. Payload probability scores are:

Shttp =
100 + 200

100 + 200 + 300 + 400
= 30% Sirc =

300 + 400
1000

= 70%

Thereafter identification scores are:

HTTP =
100 × 1 + 30 × 10

11
= 36, 3% IRC =

0 × 1 + 70 × 10
11

= 66, 6%

Let’s take a step further and imagine that the session is not a tunneled session
but instead the download of the IRC RFC. In this context, the protocol identi-
fication has been misled. However, the previous computation does not take into
account the probability given by the classifier. HTTP session and an IRC session
exhibit very different profiles.

The figure 4 presents the packet size evolution for an IRC server stream
whereas the figure 5 shows the packet size evolution for a HTTP server stream.
In the HTTP stream, the packet size is constant after the first packet because
when a file is sent to a client, the standard behavior is to maximize the through-
put by sending the largest packet possible. This behavior is often referred as a
TCP bulk transfers. Conversely because IRC is an interactive protocol the mes-
sage size transmitted by the server to the client greatly fluctuate and never reach
the maximum segment size. Hence every packet will be recognized by the classi-
fier as HTTP one. Thereafter the complete protocol identification probability is:

HTTP =
100 × 1 + 100 × 5 + 30 × 10

16
= 56, 25% IRC =

0 × 1 + 0 × 5 + 70 × 10
11

= 43, 75%
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Fig. 4. An IRC server stream packet size evolution

Fig. 5. An HTTP server stream packet size evolution

6 Covert Channel Detection

An other important problem is the detection of covert channel. Botnets and
malware use them to hide there presence and bypass firewall restriction. The
DDOS tool Stacheldraht [7] use an ICMP covert channel, and the backdoor
Spotcom [40] use, to some extent a DNS one. ICMP covert channel are hard to
detect because the RFC [33] state that the packet payload can be anything. DNS
channel are also difficult because tunneled traffic hide in TXT record or other
arbitrary length field. That is why covert channel are mainly uncovered by the
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traffic classifier. We present here how a ICMP tunnel is detected by the traffic
classifier. For testing purpose, we have used the popular software PTunnel [38]
to tunnel a SSH session into an ICMP covert channel. NetAnalyzer was able to
detect it because the packets generated by the covert channel does not match
ICMP ping profiles. Two discriminators exhibit very different behavior when it
is a legitimate ping and when it is a covert channel. The first discriminator is
the packet size: for a legitimate ping, the packet size is constant (diagram 6)
whereas it fluctuates greatly for the covert channel (diagram 7).

Fig. 6. An Icmp echo reply stream packet size evolution

Fig. 7. A Ptunnel server stream packet size evolution
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Fig. 8. An Echo reply stream packet interval evolution

Fig. 9. A PTunnel server stream interval size evolution

The second discriminator is the interval between packets of the same stream.
Values are very stable (See diagram 8) for a legitimate ping because requests are
send on regular basis, whereas the interval is totally unpredictable for the covert
channel (See diagram 9).

Due to the lack of space, we do not detail how a DNS channel is detected, but
as noted in [20], the entropy discriminator is effective against it. Intuitively this
is because the legitimate data uses a limited character set [26], that induce a low
entropy whereas tunneled session have a high entropy. Traffic classifier is effective
against covert channel, because it is very difficult to impersonate successfully
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every aspect of a given protocol. However some obfuscation techniques such as
packet padding [13] or a combination of them [2] can be use to deceive it. In this
case the only option is to find an other discriminator that will be not confused
until a new obfuscation method is introduced.

7 File Masquerading Detection

The payload analysis allows NetAnalyzer to use content information to detect File
masquerading. A file masquerading occurs when the extension of file does not re-
flect the content of the file e.g an avi file with a .html extension. This masquerading
can mainly occurs for two reasons that deserve attention. The most common one,
is when the masquerading is used to hide litigious or illegal file.

This a common practice used by many pornographic websites to deceive free
hosting policy: they rename their photos or videos with textual extension such as
.txt, to evade server log analysis that only rely on file extension. This technique
is also commonly used by hackers to hide their illegal files on a compromised
server. The second reason that leads to file masquerading is when a legitimate
user makes a mistake. In this case detecting file masquerading is also important
because it can prevents legitimate application to open properly the masqueraded
file. A real world example of such masquerading is visible in figure 1: The first
requested file is a gif masquerades as a jpeg file. This is not a serious issue as
the browser will handle it, but nevertheless gif format is still proprietary.

8 Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of our identification analysis presented in Sect 4,
we run NetAnalyzer against a 8Gb trace of a residential network traffic. The
goal was to evaluate the analysis ability to identify P2P sessions. We run two
analysis : the first with only the port heuristic activated and the second with
advanced analysis.

Analysis results are summarized in the following table:

Protocol Port heuristic Advanced inspection Difference
HTTP 8589 9512 10,7%

BitTorrent 0 1504 n/a
Edonkey 1694 11249 564%
Unknown 16604 7564 -54.4 %
Others 3748 806 - 78,5%

When the identification use only the port heuristic, 54% of the traffic is re-
ported as unknown which is coherent with the study [25]. Only 6% of the traffic
is detected as Edonkey and none as BitTorrent (See figure 10). The traffic re-
ported as ”Other” include email and instant messaging traffic but also improba-
ble protocols. This not surprising that port heuristic performs so poorly against
Edonkey and BitTorrent traffic. Both of them use many obfuscation techniques.
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Fig. 10. Protocols classification based only on the port heuristic

Fig. 11. Protocols classification that uses the advanced analysis

The popular client for the Edonkey network Emule [34] enable by default ob-
fuscation techniques, such as padding, since version 0.47b . Popular BitTorrent
client such Azureus [1] recommends to not use standard port and can use a very
effective obfuscation scheme called ”Message Encryption Stream” [2] based en
public key cryptography and payload randomization. This scheme, also used by
μTorrent, is designed ”to provide a completely random-looking header and (op-
tionally) payload to avoid passive protocol identification and traffic shaping.” In
particular it can use RC4 and DH to encrypt the packet payload.
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When the advanced analysis is enabled, the protocol classification accuracy
improves drastically (See figure 11). This time the traffic classification shows that
more than 60% of the traffic is in fact P2P traffic. It also reduce the number
of unknown traffic by 54.4%, and to increase the number of Edonkey session
identified by 564%. The advanced analysis is able to uncover BitTorrent traffic,
something that the heuristic based analysis was unable to achieve. The number
of others protocol also shrinks down by 78,5%: the advanced analysis was able
to reduce the number of sessions incorrectly identified. Even if the protocol
classification is still not perfect, as 25% of the traffic remains unclassified, the
advanced analysis as been proved effective to improve significantly the protocol
classification when hard to classify protocols are used.

9 Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper was a probabilistic identification analysis
and its implementation in a passive network monitor called NetAnalyzer. We
have shown that it overcomes the limitations of traditional port-based protocol
identification when dealing with hard to classify protocol. We also have shown
that the analysis is able to deal with tunneled and covert channel. A Future
work is to introduce specific discriminator for P2P to improve further more the
identification. The UDP and TCP connection pairing discriminator proposed in
[21] seems promising.
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Abstract. An attacker who can control arbitrarily many user identities
can break the security properties of most conceivable systems. This is
called a “Sybil attack”. We present a solution to this problem that does
not require online communication with a trusted third party and that in
addition preserves the privacy of honest users. Given an initial so-called
Sybil-free identity domain, our proposal can be used for deriving Sybil-
free unlinkable pseudonyms associated with other identity domains. The
pseudonyms are self-certified and computed by the users themselves from
their cryptographic long-term identities.

1 Introduction

Today, users often need to communicate and cooperate in networked environ-
ments. Virtual / Online communities, peer-to-peer systems, and applications for
anonymous communication are only some prominent examples. Often, these sys-
tems depend on a majority of users being honest for tasks like voting in virtual
community, reputation computation, Byzantine fault tolerance, or traffic mix-
ing. Unless such systems implement expensive countermeasures they fall prey
to the Sybil Attack [17], which entails a single attacker controlling arbitrarily
many user accounts (called Sybil identities). Moreover, both identity certificates
and the most advanced non-centralized Sybil defence mechanisms [23, 29] are
privacy-invasive.

This paper defines identity domains as domains that uniquely specifies the
context in which a set of identifiers is used. The purpose of a domain is to build
an anonymity set i. e. a set of identifiers within an user is not identifiable. The
context may include validity time, location, application, or other parameters.
A secure identity domain should provide a Sybil-free environments (i. e., absent
of Sybil identities) in which applications can be deployed. This paper shows
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how, given one initial Sybil-free identity domain, we can propagate the Sybil-
freeness to arbitrary many identity domains. In every identity domain each user
is known under a different and unique pseudonym, and further there is no need
of the continuous involvement of a Trusted Third Party (TTP). Access to a
Certificate Authority (CA) is required only for the bootstrapping of a Sybil-free
domain1.

We call our solution self-certified Sybil-free pseudonyms2. These pseudonyms
do not depend on the continuous availability of a TTP and, they are fully unlink-
able. This is achieved using a self-certification mechanism: self-certified Sybil-free
pseudonyms use concepts such as anonymous credentials and group signatures to
enable the generation of an arbitrary number of anonymous certificates – how-
ever, only one certificate per identity domain and user identity. Access to the
certificate authority (CA) is required only for acquiring the membership certifi-
cated from which the self-certified pseudonyms are derived from. Our solution
can be seen as a framework that enables privacy-enhanced and Sybil-resistant
buildup of user groups. We use periodic n-times spendable e-tokens [9] as a base
for the instantiation, although there are also other cryptographic primitives that
can be used to create such pseudonyms.

A user that wants to participate in the system first enrolls with the CA
to acquire exactly one membership certificate. Thereby, we establish the ini-
tial Sybil-free identity domain. Using the certificate, the user can create one
self-certified pseudonym per newly created identity domain. Membership cer-
tificates can be used for issuing pseudonyms for arbitrarily many identity do-
mains, but the pseudonyms are only valid within the domain they were issued
for. Further, pseudonyms issued for different identity domains are mutually un-
linkable. Specifically, they cannot be linked to the underlying membership cer-
tificate even by the CA itself. The self-generated pseudonym certificates that
come with self-certified pseudonyms provide three main functions: (i) binding
of a freshly generated public key to the pseudonym (as with identity certifi-
cates); (ii) verification of the pseudonym and the binding; and (iii) disclosure
of the user identity and revocation of her certificates, if the same membership
certificate is used to create two different pseudonym certificates for the same
domain.

This paper is organized as follows. The assumptions are presented in Section
2. Section 3 discusses applications that can benefit from our solution. The un-
derlying cryptographic mechanism for our solution – n-spendable e-tokens – are
introduced in Section 4. Then, the instantiation of our Sybil-free self-certified
based on the e-tokens is described in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
paper.

1 Identity domains can be constructed assuming continuous availability of a TTP. The
problems with this approach are that the TTP can link all pseudonyms to the issuing
user and the availability requirements on the TTP.

2 Self-certified pseudonyms are also discussed in [2]. Whereas this paper presents a
detailed description on their construction, the main focus of [2] is on their application
in mobile ad hoc networks.
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2 Assumptions

We assume that: (i) the CA is capable of establishing the initial Sybil-free do-
main; (ii) identity domain identifiers ctx are unique; and, (iii) devices are capa-
ble of performing the necessary cryptographic functions. Regarding the attacker
model, the attacker has two main goals: (i) deploy a Syibil attack in a given iden-
tity domain and (ii) identify a relationship between two pseudonyms generated
for different identity domains to find out if those pseudonyms belong to a same
user. We assume that attackers are able to eavesdrop all network communication,
but each attacker has at most one membership certificate certU .

A serious challenge regarding an eventual real life implementation of our sys-
tem is the realization of the initial Sybil-free domains. Yet, this assumption is not
exclusive for our scheme. In fact, for any scheme based on certificates, regardless
of whether a fully distributed or a completely distributed security model is used
(or something in between, such as a threshold scheme), some entity (or a cluster
of several entities) must be trusted not to hand out more that one credential per
identity (at least, it must be made very costly to obtain several credentials).

3 The Need for Sybil-Free Applications

The number of applications where a group of users interact electronically is
endless: numerous instant messaging applications, chat rooms, forums and e-
commerce platforms are only a few examples of widely used applications. Often,
such applications allow users to slip into different roles, and behave accordingly.
However, with growing size and sophistication of such communities and appli-
cations, the amount of required administration tasks grows: misbehaving users
need to be excluded, user contributions need to be evaluated based on user rep-
utation, and work tasks need to be distributed. In short, such applications and
communities develop their own social dynamics, and there is a need to make
decision processes work in a more automated way. For instance, such decisions
could be based on majority voting, seniority, or reputation.

Truly anonymous or pseudonymous applications are currently debated, partly
because they can enable misbehaving users to create social problems within their
communities. Although these users can be banned from such applications, it is
often easy for the wrongdoers to simply re-register using a new name. To change
IP addresses using proxies or similar techniques is enough to thwart most existing
countermeasures. Reputation systems also break under such an attack as users
can register multiple times to collaboratively increase the reputation of all of
their pseudonyms. Further, they can manipulate the allocation of resources and
the distribution of work. Evil users can also choose names similar to other users
to abuse their reputation. Finally, users that control multiple identities can more
easily spread rumors and influence voting results to their own advantage.

Nonetheless, this separation between real world identities and different vir-
tual worlds that allows the support of pseudonymous and anonymous users is
a valued feature. As networks are “unforgetful” and may log and remember a
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close to infinite number of network interactions, this separation decreases the
privacy risks associated with interacting in a computer network. Many scientific
papers have been dedicated to various types of pseudonymity [5, 19, 4] or the
graceful degradation of anonymity towards full identification [1] using existing
approaches.

Numerous applications would benefit from having such a basic building block
in place (even if the Sybil protection of the initial domain would only be approx-
imate):

– Resilient systems require a majority of users to be honest in order to achieve
Byzantine fault tolerance;

– Peer-to-peer systems need to manage reputation, some of which may rely on
dummy e-currencies and distributed double-spending detection;

– Online communities. On platforms like eBay, a protection against
self-ranking can be provided. Furthermore, if a user deletes his account and
joins again (to get rid of “bad” reputation), both actions can be linked. Dat-
ing communities can be protected in the way that only one profile can be
posted per physical user. Some online forums provide automatic banning of
users if some fraction of the users vote for it. By using surveys, it is possible
to make sure that a disjoint set of people was questioned;

– Online multi-user games need to be protected against cheaters. Privacy-
friendly subscriptions with protection against sharing can be provided. Fur-
ther, exclusion of bots from the game can be achieved;

– Anonymous communication systems require some portion of the users to
be honest. They assume that nodes on the path between the sender and
the receiver belong to different entities and do not cooperate. Otherwise,
anonymity can be easily compromised. We investigate an example of such a
system in [2].

We expect Sybil-free self-certified pseudonyms to be used in admission control
schemes [21,25,26] to aid applications, such as those discussed in this section to
manage anonymous or pseudonymous users in a secure and privacy-respecting
manner. Privacy-friendly admission control allows to create and manage identity
domains comprised of several parallel and unlinkable identity domains. Thus, a
user can be part of multiple identity domains simultaneously (e. g. different online
communities) and keep the identities used in different domains unlinkable.

4 Preliminaries: k-Spendable E-Tokens

We use a special signature scheme for creating pseudonym certificates: Ca-
menisch et al. have proposed a protocol for periodically spendable e-tokens [9].
In their scenario, sensors spend an e-token whenever they report some data. Yet,
it is only possible to compute k different e-tokens per time period. Consequently,
sensors can file at most k reports per time period anonymously. Otherwise the
sensors have to spend some e-token twice, which allows everyone to compute the
sensor’s identity from these two e-token show transcripts.
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The e-token based signature scheme consists of the algorithms IKg, UKg,
Obtain, Issue, Sign, V erify, Identify, and Revoke. These algorithms are ex-
ecuted by the issuer I of e-token dispensers, the user U , and the signature
verifiers:

– IKg(1k) and UKg(1k, pkI) – creates the issuers key pair (pkI , skI) and the
user’s key pair (pkU , skU ), respectively. The value k is the security parameter;

– Obtain(pkI , skU ) ↔ Issue(pkU , skI) – at the end of this protocol between
a user and the e-token issuer, the user obtains an e-token dispenser D that
can be used to create one e-token based signature per ctx. I stores pkU and
revocation information rD under the user’s identity;

– Sign(m, D, pkI, ctx) – shows an e-token from dispenser D in context ctx
to sign a message m. The outputs are a token serial number (TSN) S, a
transcript τ , and an updated e-token dispenser D′;

– V erify(m, S, τ, pkI , ctx) – checks that S and τ were created by a valid dis-
penser D to sign a message m in context ctx;

– Identify(pkI, S, τ, τ ′, m, m′) – given two records (S, τ) and (S, τ ′) created
by a dispenser D when signing m and m′, m �= m′, respectively, Identify
computes the public key pkU of the owner of D;

– Revoke(skI , pkI , rD) – takes as input skI and pkI and the revocation infor-
mation rD that corresponds to a particular user (see Obtain). It outputs an
updated issuer public key pk′

I . In the rest of the paper, we assume that all
parties use the most up-to-date issuer key for signing and verification.

4.1 Cryptographic Related Work

Different cryptographic systems can be used to create unlinkable and unique
pseudonyms. As long as the identification of “double-spent” pseudonyms is not
an issue, such pseudonyms can be realized based on the so-called epoch number
of direct anonymous attestation [8]. Schemes that support identification were
presented in [9] and [15]. By binding a different tag to every identity domain, k-
times anonymous authentication [28] can be used to create unique pseudonyms.
Our scheme uses the cryptographic techniques of Camenisch et al. [9] (i. e., e-
tokens), but can be seen as a more general systems framework that could also
be instantiated using other cryptographic techniques.

4.2 Realization of the Cryptographic Algorithms

Briefly, the above functionality can be realized as follows. The issuer and the user
both generate key pairs. Let the user’s key pair be (pkU , skU), where pkU = gskU

and g generates a group G of known order. The issuer’s key pair is used for
creating and verifying CL signatures. We use a PRF fs whose range is the group
G. Using Obtain, the user interacts with the issuer running the Issue algorithm
and obtains an e-token dispenser D that allows her to show one e-tokens per
context. The dispenser D is comprised of seed s for the PRF fs, the user’s
secret key skU , and the issuer’s CL signature on (s, skU ). CL signatures are
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used to prevent the issuer from learning anything about s or skU . Moreover, the
dispenser D is revoked by revoking the corresponding CL signature [11]. In the
Sign algorithm, the user shows her token for the context ctx: she releases a serial
number S = fs(0‖ctx), a double-show tag E = pkU · fs(1‖ctx)h(m), and using
the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [18] creates a non-interactive ZK proof σ that (S, E)
correspond to a valid dispenser for context ctx (i. e., the user proves in zero-
knowledge that S and E were properly formed from values (s, skU ) signed by
the issuer). To sign message m, m is hashed into the challenge together with the
first message and the public parameters of the proof. The transcript τ contains
both E and σ. An e-token is verified by checking the non-interactive proof.
Unlinkability and Identification. As fs is a pseudo-random function, and all proof
protocols are zero-knowledge, it is computationally infeasible to link the resulting
e-token to the user, the dispenser D, or any other e-tokens corresponding to D.
If a user shows two e-tokens in the same context to authenticate two messages
m and m′, then both e-tokens must use the same serial number. The issuer can
easily detect the violation and compute pkU from the two double-show tags,
E = pkU · fs(1‖ctx)h(m) and E′ = pkU · fs(1‖ctx)h(m′). From the equations
above, fs(1‖ctx) = (E/E′)(h(m)−h(m′))−1

and pkU = E/fs(1‖ctx)h(m). For a
more detailed security analysis, we refer the reader to [9].

4.3 Cryptographic Details

This writeup is based on a similar writeup for compact e-cash [10]. See the Ap-
pendix for more details about the cryptographic primitives used in the writeup.
To provide the full protocols for e-token signatures, we provide details about the
CL signature scheme used by the issuer. Let QRn denote the set of quadratic
residues modulo n. Let Z, U , V be elements of QRn that are part of the public
key of the issuer. Let ln denote the number of bits of the issuer’s RSA modulus
n and let lo be a security parameter controlling the statistically zero knowledge
property of the proof protocol as well as the statistically hiding property of the
commitment schemes we use. A signature of the issuer on the seed (message)
s consists of the values (Q, e, v), where e ∈ {2le − 2le′ , 2le + 2le′ } is a random
prime, v ∈ {0, 1}ln+lo is a random integer, and Q ∈ 〈U〉 ⊂ QRn, such that the
following holds:

Z ≡ QeV vUs (mod n).

The issuer does not learn s when issuing this signature. Rather, the issuer and
user run a two-party protocol where the output of the user will be (Q, e, v). If
the issuer signs a block of messages at once, say (u, s), we replace V by (V1, V2)
in the public key. The signature still consists of values (Q, e, v) such that

Z ≡ QeV u
1 V s

2 Us (mod n).

We now describe how the user creates an e-token signature in more detail. Recall
that the user has obtained from the issuer a signature (Q, e, v) on u and s.

1. The user computes the serial number S = g1/(s+0‖ctx) and a security tag
E = pkUgH(m)/(s+1‖ctx)
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2. The user chooses a random rB and computes the commitments B = guhrB .
3. The user chooses a random r and computes Q′ := QUr. Note that (Q′, e, v+

r) is also a valid signature on the message u and s but that Q′ and Q are
statistically independent.

4. The user computes the following signature proof of knowledge:

σ = SPK{(α,μ, γ, ζ, ε, ρ1, ρ2) :

Z = ±Q′εV μ
1 V γ

2 U ζ∧
g = SγS0‖ctx ∧ B = gμhρ2∧
1 = BγB1‖ctx(1/g)αhρ1∧
gH(m) = EγE1‖ctx(1/g)α∧
γ ∈ {0, 1}lm+lo+ln+2∧
(ε − 2le) ∈ {0, 1}le′+lo+ln+1

}(Z,V1, V2, U,g,h, n, g, S, E, B, m) (1)

The parts of the proof related to the CL signature are done over QRn while
the proofs for S and E are done in G. Elements g and h are generators of
G; g and h are generators of QRn.

5 Self-certified Sybil-Free Pseudonyms

In this section we describe how self-certified Sybil-free pseudonyms can be con-
structed and used.

5.1 Instantiation Based on E-Token Signatures

In this section, we describe how to implement self-certified Sybil-free pseudonyms
by using e-token signatures as a base. The pseudonym certificates cert(U ,ctx)
that come with the self-certified pseudonyms provide three main functions: (i)
the binding of a freshly generated public key to the pseudonym (as with identity
certificates); (ii) the verification of the pseudonym and the binding, and; (iii) the
disclosure of the user identity and revocation of her certificates should the same
membership certificate be used to create two different pseudonym certificates for
the same identity domain.

While k-spendable e-tokens provide the necessary main functionality for ful-
filling our requirements, we adapt their solution in several ways: (i) while their
show protocol is interactive we require non-interactive publicly verifiable shows
for signature verification; (ii) we bind a temporal public key to the e-token show
– the public key is the message that is signed; (iii) instead of time periods we
limit the number of generated e-tokens per signing context – while a context has
a validity period, it may also have a name and other characteristics; and, (iv)
we use a version optimized for k = 1. The first two properties are obtained by
applying the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [18], a cryptographic trick that turns certain
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Table 1. A summary of the notation used on the conceptual and the solution level

Conceptual Level Solution Level
membership certificate certU dispenser D
pseudonym certificate cert(U,ctx) transcript τ
pseudo-random pseudonym P(U,ctx) serial number S

domain identifier, context descriptor ctx

interactive identification protocols into signature schemes. Instead of a time pe-
riod t, we use an arbitrary context identifier ctx. The value ctx can be seen as
identifying the context in which a signer is allowed to sign only once.

The interaction model of our proposal consists of two “phases”, one enroll-
ment phase in which an initial Sybil-free identity domain is established, and one
identity domain buildup and use phase where users create and maintain identity
domains derived from the original identity domain. See Table 1 for a summary
of our notation for the conceptual and the solution level, respectively, and the
entities of our system and the roles they may assume are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. A summary of the system entities and their respective roles

Entities Trusted Possible Roles
Certificate Authority Yes Issuer
User No User, verifier,

domain controller

Enrollment. This phase involves several users and one issuer – the certifi-
cate authority I. Initially I generates an e-token issuing key pair (pkI , skI)
using IKg. To enroll, a user U creates a membership key pair (pkU , skU ) using
UKg. She transfers pkU to I and authenticates under her identity for the Sybil-
free identity space. In turn, U and I interact using the Obtain(pkI , skU ) ↔
Issue(pkU , skI) protocol. In this way U obtains an e-token dispenser D. It is
used as her membership certificate certU (see Table 1).

Identity Domain Buildup and Use. In this phase, users collectively buildup
and participate in identity domains. It consists of three subphases, during which
a subset of the users may take the roles of domain controller and / or verifier.

– Identity domain context creation. To create a context for an identity domain,
a domain controller publishes a domain identifier ctx. As a heuristic, a long-
lived ctx should follow some kind of URI-like (Uniform Resource Identifier)
scheme and a short-lived ctx should include the identity domain’s validity
time. The uniqueness of the domain identifiers used by a user U can be
guaranteed under three conditions: (i) U never turns back her clock; (ii) U
keeps a list of all the domain identifiers she has used, and removes records
from the list only if the corresponding identity domains have expired; (iii) U
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only joins domains that have not yet expired and whose domain identifiers
are not already on her list.
In addition, ctx may contain the name of the domain, the public key of
the domain controller, or even a contract that all of the users who join the
domain should agree on. From a practical point of view, there is no hard
limit on the size of ctx. It can be hashed down to a constant size value
before being used in the cryptographic algorithms. Appending the hash to
the validity time makes the uniqueness of ctx independent from the collision
resistance of the hash function.
As the identity domain controller does not need to be trusted, any user
(or several users) could perform this role. Besides publishing ctx, the iden-
tity domain controller will often be responsible for distributing pseudonym
certificates. The user that controls the identity domain controller can also
participate in the domain, issuing its own pseudonym certificate.

– Pseudonym certificate creation and verification. Registration at an identity
domain is done using the triplet (pk(U ,ctx), P(U ,ctx), cert(U ,ctx)), generated as
follows: a user U with a membership certificate certU wants to certify a new
application specific and hitherto uncertified public / private key pair, which
we will from now on call (pk(U ,ctx), sk(U ,ctx)). She creates a pseudo-random
pseudonym P(U ,ctx) for a given ctx using the e-token to sign pk(U ,ctx). The
Sign(pk(U ,ctx), certU , pkI , ctx) algorithm outputs an e-token-based signature
(S, τ). U uses the e-token’s serial number S as her pseudo-random pseudonym
P(U ,ctx), and the transcript τ as her pseudonym certificate cert(U ,ctx) (see
Table 1). Hence, the domain controller cannot prevent a qualified user (i. e. an
user U with a membership certificate certU ) that knows ctx to join the
domain.
Any user can now verify the correctness of cert(U ,ctx) using V erify(pk(U ,ctx),
P(U ,ctx), cert(U ,ctx), pkI , ctx). Afterwards, the uniqueness of the pseudonym
can be checked by comparing P(U ,ctx) with the pseudonyms of the other
certificates for this domain by executing Identify. These verifications can
be done by any node that is part of the domain, at any choosen time.

– Misuser identification and revocation. By executing Identify, it is possible
to extract the membership public key pkU of a user from two pseudonym reg-
istrations (pk(U ,ctx), P(U ,ctx), cert(U ,ctx)) and (pk′

(U ,ctx), P
′
(U ,ctx), cert

′
(U ,ctx))

if P(U ,ctx) = P ′
(U ,ctx) (assured by the system) and pk(U ,ctx) �= pk′

(U ,ctx).
Identify(pkT , P(U ,ctx), cert(U ,ctx), cert

′
(U ,ctx), pk(U ,ctx), pk′

(U ,ctx)) will output
pkU . Then, certU can be revoked using Revoke. Note that we do not view a
user who reuses the same public key pk(U ,ctx) as a Sybil attacker. She is just
using the same short term identity again.

5.2 Efficiency

The overall costs of our system are linear in the size of the identity domain with
respect to users joining the domain, and quadratic with respect to the verifica-
tion of the Sybil property: every user needs to execute the Sign algorithm for her-
self, and the Verify algorithm for all other users. The construction in [9] requires
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10 multi-base exponentiations for pseudonym certificate creation and a similar
number of multi-exponentiations for verification. Using multi-base exponentiation
tricks, multi-base exponentiations can be made almost as efficient as normal ex-
ponentiations. This compares to schemes that do not support identification with
about half the number of multi-exponentiations, and ordinary CA-issued pseudo-
nym certificates with one or two exponentiations. Verification may not be needed
in all cases, e. g., if users trust the domain controller to verify users on their behalf,
or if the application bases its security properties on the assumption that only a set
of key users are not Sybil nodes, rather than every single user.

5.3 Security Analysis

This section discusses some security properties of our proposed self-certified
pseudonyms.

– Sybil-Proof Property: the cryptographic properties of e-token signatures en-
sure that for each valid membership certificate there can exist only one
unique pseudonym P(U ,ctx) per identity domain (see Section 4). However,
as there is no inherent trust in any user in the identity domain (including
the domain controller), users have to check the correctness of the pseudo-
nym certificate cert(U ,ctx) of all other users in the domain by locally running
V erify. After an honest user has finished this verification and has checked
the uniqueness of P(U ,ctx), she is assured that her communication partner is
a real user with public key pk(U ,ctx), provided that she authenticated with
sk(U ,ctx).

– Unlinkability Property: our approach has strong unlinkability properties as
the cryptographic properties of the e-token signatures ensure the algorithmic
unlinkability of two pseudonym certificates generated for different domains
(see Section 4). However, should the users violate precautions on the network
or application layers, the attacker may still be able to make an educated
guess on whether two arbitrary pseudonym certificates from different identity
domains are related or not. In a real word scenario, a variety of different
information could help the attacker to make such a guess, for instance, the
location property of the identity domain or the location of the user. A traffic
analysis of each setting is required to assess the concrete threats to the users’
privacy.

6 Summary and Outlook

In this paper, we have described the construction of a solution to the Sybil attack
that does not require online connectivity to a TTP but preserves user privacy:
self-certified Sybil-free pseudonyms. We have discussed some real-world applica-
tions that would benefit from our solution. Future work includes implementing
the proposed solution in a real system.
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A Cryptographic Building Blocks

A zero-knowledge (ZK) proof is an interactive proof in which the verifier learns
nothing besides the fact that the statement that is proven is true. This notion is
defined by means of a simulator, which can reproduce the communication know-
ing only what the verifier knows. A proof of knowledge is an interactive proof
in which the prover succeeds in convincing a verifier that it knows something.
What it means for a machine to know something is defined in terms of compu-
tation. A machine knows something, if this something can be computed, given
the machine as an input. The machine extracting the knowledge is called the
knowledge extractor. Protocols with a simulator and a knowledge extractor are
called zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge.

For some protocols only simulators that work for honest verifiers are known.
These are verifiers that choose the challenge according to a predetermined distri-
bution. Honest-verifier zero-knowledge proofs-of-knowledge protocols that have
a three move structure – commitment, challenge and response – are called sigma
protocols. Such protocols can be made non-interactive by applying a crypto-
graphic trick called Fiat-Shamir heuristic [18]. This heuristic uses a crypto-
graphic hash function to allow the prover to compute the challenge herself with-
out involving the verifier. Non-interactive proofs of knowledge have the advan-
tage that they do not require interaction between the prover and the verifier. In
addition, they allow to sign any message by hashing it together with the first
message when creating the challenge.

Sigma protocols exist for proving knowledge of discrete logarithm (DL), equal-
ity of DLs, and linear relations between DLs in groups of known [27,7, 14], and
hidden order [3,22]. This allows us to prove statements about certain algorithms
(some of wich are detailed below) that operate in these groups, for instance that
two commitments contain the same value or that a committed value lies in a
certain interval [6], that we know a signature for a value or a committed value,
that a value was verifiable encrypted, or that a value was correctly created using
a pseudo-random function and a secret seed.

B Cryptographic Primitives

DY Pseudorandom Function (PRF). Let G = 〈g〉 be a group of prime order
q ∈ Θ(2k). Let a be a random element of Z∗

q . Dodis and Yampolskiy [16] showed
that fDY

g,a (x) = g1/(a+x) is a pseudorandom function, under the decisional Diffie-
Hellman inversion assumption (y-DDHI), when either: (1) the inputs are drawn
from the restricted domain {0, 1}O(log k) only, or (2) the adversary specifies a
polynomial-sized set of inputs from Z∗

q before a function is selected from the
PRF family (i.e., before the value a is selected). For our purposes, we require
something stronger: that the DY construction work for inputs drawn arbitrarily
and adaptively from Z∗

q . Dodis-Yampolskiy PRF is adaptively secure for inputs
in Z

∗
q under the SDDHI assumption [9].
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Pedersen and Fujisaki-Okamoto Commitments. Recall the Pedersen commitment
scheme [24], in which the public parameters are a group G of prime order q, and
generators (g0, . . . , gm). To commit to the values (v1, . . . , vm) ∈ Zq

m, pick a
random r ∈ Zq and set C = PedCom(v1, . . . , vm; r) = gr

0
∏m

i=1 gvi

i . Fujisaki and
Okamoto [20] showed how to expand this scheme to composite order groups.
CL Signatures. The Camenisch and Lysyanskaya signature scheme [12] includes
two protocols: (1) An efficient protocol for a user to obtain a signature on the
value in a Pedersen (or Fujisaki-Okamoto) commitment [24, 20] without the
signer learning anything about the message. (2) An efficient proof of knowledge
of a signature protocol. Security is based on the Strong RSA assumption. Using
bilinear maps, we can use other signature schemes [13] for shorter signatures.
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Abstract. Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) provide a formally defined
structure for overlay networks to store and retrieve content. However,
handling malicious nodes which intentionally disrupt the DHT’s func-
tionality is still a research challenge. One particular problem - which is
the scope of this paper - is providing availability of the DHT’s lookup
service in the presence of attackers. We focus on DHTs with unidirec-
tional routing and present concrete algorithms to extend one particular
such DHT, namely Chord. Our extensions provide independent multi-
path routing and enable routing to replica roots despite attackers on the
regular routing path. In addition, we investigate algorithms to detect
adversary nodes which employ node-ID suppression attacks during rout-
ing. We demonstrate how these techniques can be combined to increase
lookup success in a network under attack by deriving analytical bounds
for our proposed extensions and simulating how our algorithms come
close to these bounds.

1 Introduction

Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) [12] [13] [19] [20] offer a formally defined sub-
strate for structured overlay networks to efficiently and consistently store data
items. However, in general it cannot be guaranteed that nodes in the network
behave according to the DHT-protocol. This opens the door for a broad range
of attacks on DHTs [2] [7] [16].

Our contribution is the enhancement of a DHT with unidirectional routing
so that it can handle a high degree of adversary nodes in the network and
still provide successful lookups. Unidirectional routing has the advantage that
all routing paths for a particular resource converge towards the node in the
network responsible for storing that resource. While this is a disadvantage from
a security perspective (as we will show) this property is beneficial for caching
frequently queried resources [9]. We present concrete algorithms to extend a
particular DHT, namely Chord [19], while preserving an unidirectional routing
structure. Furthermore, we provide a theoretical analysis of our solutions and
exhibit simulation results to show the effectiveness of our algorithms.
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In Section 2 we discuss related work and compare it to our approach. Section 3
presents a formal DHT model and our attacker model. In section 4 we define the
scope of our work: lookup availability. Section 5 presents Chord, the rationale
why we chose this DHT, and theoretical results on lookup availability in Chord.
We present concrete algorithms for Chord extensions in section 6, including
simulation results. Section 7 concludes the paper with a short summary.

2 Related Work

Much work on various DHT security challenges exists. Here we survey previous
work with focus on DHT lookup availability (the scope of our work).

Srivatsa and Liu present an analytical model for the failure rate of an arbitrary
lookup in DHTs [18]. They derive theoretical bounds but do not provide concrete
algorithms. In a previous publication we showed that for unidirectional DHTs
stronger bounds can be obtained [15].

Castro et al. investigate lookup availability in a multidirectional DHT (Pastry
[13]) [2]. They suggest constrained routing tables against routing table poisoning.
Further, they rely on multipath routing to derive techniques for recursive routing
in a multidirectional DHT which explore alternate routing paths. In contrary, we
investigate an unidirectional DHT (Chord [19]) which does not provide multipath
routing. Therefore, our problem domain is different and some of our solutions
are specific to unidirectional DHTs.

Danezis et al. use a weak form of a social network, the bootstrap graph, to
improve lookup performance in a Chord network under attack [6]. Marti et al.
use an external, existing social network to increase the lookup success rate in
Chord [10]. Hence, unlike our approach, the approaches in [6] and [10] rely on
the existence of a social network to increase lookup availability. However, both
of these approaches are complementary to our approach and we consider using
these techniques as add-ons to our algorithms interesting future research.

The approach closest to ours is Cyclone [14], an extension to Chord which
can guarantee multiple independent paths in Chord in the special case where
the ID-space is fully utilised. Compared to Cyclone, our solutions are beneficial
in any network, independent of ID-space utilisation. In addition, our work differs
from the one in [14] because we use iterative routing (which allows the detection
of node-ID suppression attacks) and we directly route to replicated content for
increased availability.

Contrary to our work, none of the previous extensions to Chord [6] [10] [14]
considers nor mitigates the case where the node responsible for storing content
(or its predecessor) is an adversary node. Not only do we consider this case in our
model, additionally we provide techniques to alleviate this problem. Further, our
approach is the first to enable the detection of node-ID suppression attacks on
every routing hop in Chord. For our extensions to Chord we assume that secure
node-ID assignment against Sybil attacks [7] is used. Techniques for secure node-
ID assignment in a DHT have been suggested by Awerbuch and Scheideler [1],
Condie et al. [3], or Fiat et al. [8] and are outside the scope of this paper.
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3 Formal DHT Model and Attacker Model

The two basic primitives provided by a DHT are store (key,data), and lookup
(key) = data. DHTs have been designed to guarantee consistent data storage and
load balancing even when nodes enter and leave the network at a high frequency.
Examples of Distributed Hash Tables are CAN [12], Pastry [13], Chord [19], and
Tapestry [20]. To be able to classify threats on DHTs, precisely define the scope
of our work, and to formally specify our extensions to Chord we use a formal
model of a DHT.

3.1 Formal DHT Model

Our formal model of a DHT consists of the following:

Node-ID and Key-ID Space: An l−bit key identifier space K and an m−bit node
identifier space I define the basic DHT structure. The DHT provides a function
for mapping a key onto a key-ID k, fkm(key) = k ∈ K and rules for mapping an
external identifier eID onto a node identifier (node-ID) ni, fnm(eID) = ni ∈ I.

Data responsibility: A data placement function fdp : K → I maps a key-ID
k ∈ K onto the node-ID space I and a responsibility function fresp : I → I
states which node ni ∈ I is responsible for storing fdp(k). Thus, the data item
for key k is stored at node ni = fresp(fdp(k)). We denote the node responsible
for storing data belonging to key k as the root node for that key rootk. For
reliability, a replication function frep : I → Ir maps the key onto r other nodes
which store the data for k as well; we call these nodes the replica roots for key
k denoted by rootk . . . rootrk.

Routing: A routing table Tr at each node ni contains t links to nodes at some
distance in the ID-space. Further, a second routing table Ts at each node ni

contains s direct neighbors in the DHT structure. Routing table functions ftr :
I → It and fts : I → Is determine which nodes are in Tr and Ts of any node
ni in the system. A routing function froute : K → I specifies which entry the
routing table returns upon receiving a message (lookup or storage) for key-ID k.

State: Since the system is dynamic, its state changes constantly and a set of rules
for joining and leaving of nodes is necessary. As we do not examine joining and
leaving of nodes in this paper we do not define these rules formally. Σ denotes
the set of possible states. At any state σi ∈ Σ we have N nodes in the system.
The set of all N nodes (denoted N ⊆ I), their N routing tables Tr and Ts, and
all the data items stored in the system define the current state σi.

3.2 Attacker Model

We assume the following attacker model: A network consisting of only good
nodes is infiltrated over a certain period of time by attacker nodes which either
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join the system or compromise good nodes. After this period, at a certain state
σi ∈ Σ the system contains Na = f∗N adversary nodes and Ng = (1 − f)∗N
good nodes, where f < 1 and Na ∩ Ng = �. All adversary nodes may collude
(e.g., because they are controlled by a single external identity). Adversary nodes
route exclusively to adversary nodes and do not drop messages: ∀ni ∈ Na :
froute(k) = nj ∈ Na (i.e., adversary node suppress existing good nodes in their
routing tables); good nodes route to good and adversary nodes: ∀ni ∈ Ng :
froute(k) = nj ∈ N .

In principle, adversary nodes could also drop messages. However, this would
result in a less severe attack on lookup availability because this behaviour can
easily be detected through time-outs. In contrary, by continuing to route amongst
them (never reaching the target data item) colluding adversary nodes can absorb
more DHT routing resources in vain. Thus, by expecting adversary nodes not to
drop messages we consider a stronger attacker model.

Adversary nodes are distributed uniformly1 over the node-ID space I. Ad-
ditionally, we assume that any message sent on a single DHT-hop will arrive
unchanged (i.e., attacks on the IP-layer are out of scope).

4 Availability of the Lookup Service

In principle, without a trusted authority in the network, a single adversary can
control a large fraction of an overlay network with only a few external identities
[7]. An adversary node on the path from the query node to some key can either
drop the message, alter the message, or route the message to another adversary
node. Castro et al. were the first to thoroughly investigate this problem [2]. They
conclude that in order to achieve secure routing in a DHT three properties have
to be fulfilled: 1) Secure node-ID assignment, 2) Protection against routing table
poisoning, and 3) Secure message forwarding. In this context we define lookup
availability as follows:

Definition 1 The Availability of the Lookup Service is the probability that the
corresponding data item is returned by the DHT after a node has invoked an
arbitrary lookup for a key.

A lookup can consist of many routing attempts from the query node to the key.
Thus, a lookup can use several different paths and is finished if either it succeeds,
a threshold th (limiting the number of hops used in the lookup) is reached, or all
possible paths between the query node and the node responsible for storing the
corresponding data item (i.e., rootk) have been tried without success. We define
a path in a DHT as follows:

1 Existing work on secure node-ID assignment for DHTs and for Chord in particular
[1] [2] [3] [8] provides solutions to achieve this property. Thus, this assumption is
reasonable if secure node-ID assignment techniques are used. We expect the use of
such techniques as a fundament for our extensions (see further section 4).
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Definition 2 A path p(nq, k) ⊆ N from a query node nq ∈ N for key k ∈ K
is any set of nodes such that routing from nq for key k will pass through these
nodes including rootk. Two different paths are called alternate if at least one
node (other than nq and rootk) is on both these paths and independent if they
share no common node other than nq and rootk.

As a metric for lookup availability in a DHT we use the success-rate of a random
lookup (as a secondary metric we use the hop count of a random lookup, denoted
with χ):

Definition 3 The success rate ρ is the probability that a random lookup will
succeed: ρ = P (∃p(nq, k)|∀ni ∈ p(nq, k) : ni is good) where nq is a random query
node and k is a random key.

We assume that secure Node-ID assignment techniques against Sybil attacks
[7] are used [1] [2] [3] [8] and that the DHT is protected against routing table
poisoning (Eclipse attacks [16]): fnm(), ftr(), and fts() cannot be attacked. This
implies that at state σi in a reasonably large network the routing table Tr of any
good node in the system contains with high probability f × d adversary nodes
and (1 − f) × d good nodes, where d ≤ t is the number of distinctive nodes in
Tr. Further, we assume that the integrity of data items stored in the DHT can
be verified by the application on top of the DHT, e.g., by using a public key
infrastructure or self-certifying keys/data [5].

Despite these assumptions attackers are still able to degrade the availability
of the DHT severely by attacking the routing function froute(), i.e., message
forwarding. Our goal is to develop algorithms for froute() that provide resilience
against such attacks on the DHT-layer.

5 Extending an Existing Unidirectional DHT

As an example DHT with unidirectional routing we choose Chord [19]. Our goal
is to make as few general changes to regular Chord as necessary. In fact, we only
make very few changes to Chord that have to be adopted by all nodes in the
system (which we call global extensions). These changes do not change Chord’s
formal properties. Most extensions we introduce are local : nodes can optionally
decide to use a different froute() function than in regular Chord. However, these
local extensions do not affect other nodes or the DHT.

Chord uses the IP-address of a node as its external identifier (eID). A pre-
defined hash function h() maps any eID onto an m − bit node-ID ni and also
any key onto an m − bit key-ID k. The node identifier space I is a virtual ring
where node-IDs are ordered clockwise from 0 to 2m − 1. Each node in the ring
is responsible for storing the content of all key-IDs that are equal to or less than
its own identifier but larger than the identifier of the node’s direct predecessor in
the Chord ring. For reliability against node failures, the data for k is also stored
at r nodes directly succeeding rootk in the ring. In its routing table Tr each
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Fig. 1. Iterative Routing in Chord

node ni stores links to m succeeding nodes in the ring (unidirectional routing
[9]). Additionally, each node keeps a link to its direct predecessor in the ring.

It is precisely specified how routing tables are filled (making routing tables
constrained, protecting against Eclipse attacks [2] [16] and thus making our as-
sumption of ftr() and fts() being secure reasonable for Chord): The jth entry
in Tr contains the IP-address of the first node that follows ni by at least 2j−1

in the virtual ring: ftr(ni) = [succ(ni + 20), succ(ni + 21), ..., succ(ni + 2m−1)]
where succ(x) = no ≥ x(¬∃np ∈ N |no > np ≥ x). ‘>’ is a relation ‘succeeding
in the ring‘ using modular arithmetic to ensure that routing and data respon-
sibility is shared across 2m − 1 in the ring. The first entry in Tr is the node
directly succeeding ni. The last entry in Tr contains a link to a node at least
2m

2 away from ni in the ring. To achieve fast lookups, nodes forward messages
to the node with the highest ID in their routing table that is smaller than the
key-ID (greedy routing). Routing succeeds when the direct successor of a node
has a larger ID than the key-ID. This successor node is responsible for the key.
Additionally, each node keeps a list of its s direct successors Ts to handle node
failures. Routing is either iterative (the query node contacts other nodes to get
iteratively closer to the key) or recursive (a query message is passed through the
network hop by hop).

Figure 1 exemplifies iterative routing in a Chord network [15]. In the routing
tables displayed the rightmost column shows to which other nodes in the DHT
links exist. The two leftmost columns point out how to compute precisely which
node is in the particular routing table entry, i.e., determining the value where
the first node ‘succeeding‘ this value in the ring must be in that routing table
entry (compare to the previous paragraph). In this example, a query node with
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node-ID 8, n8, starts a lookup for key-ID 57. n8 sends a message to the node in
its routing table that has the node-ID closest to but not larger than the key-ID
(57) which is n46 in this example 〈1〉. n46 replies by returning to n8 the node with
the highest node-ID from its routing table not larger than the key-ID which is
n55 in this example 〈2〉. n8 sends out a query message to n55 〈3〉. n55 determines
that the first node in its routing table, i.e., its direct successor in the ring, has
a node-ID (59) which is higher than the key-ID (57). n55 concludes that this
node must be responsible for key-ID 57 and returns n59 to the query node n8
〈4〉. To retrieve the data item for key-ID 57, n8 contacts n59 〈5〉 which answers
by sending the corresponding data item to n8 〈6〉.

In regular Chord, any lookup has to pass the predecessor of the node storing
the content for the key looked up. This is also referred to as the shield problem
[11] [15] and a consequence of unidirectional greedy routing. We denote the
predecessor of rootk with shieldk for any key k. Formally, we define shieldk =
ni ∈ N |(ni < rootk) ∧ (¬∃nl ∈ N |ni < nl < rootk).

An important consequence of the shield problem is that in Chord only one
independent path from the query node nq to rootk exists for any lookup. Hence,
the success rate for an arbitrary lookup in regular Chord is bound by the fol-
lowing inequality [15]:

P (lookupsuccess) ≤ (1 − f)2 (1)

To see why inequality (1) holds, consider a random lookup for a key. In our model,
with probability (1 − f), rootk is good and with probability (1 − f), shieldk is
good. Any lookup can only succeed if both nodes are good because any lookup
has to pass these two specific nodes. Since it is statistically independent if either
one of the two nodes is controlled by an adversary equation (1) holds.

In [18] an upper bound for DHTs is given on the failure rate for an arbitrary
lookup which can be converted into a lower bound on the success rate by taking
the opposite event and mapped to Chord [15]:

1 −
(
1 − (1 − f)(

1
2 ) log N

)
≤ P (lookupsuccess) (2)

6 Algorithms for Increased Lookup Availability

In this section we describe our extensions to Chord for increasing lookup avail-
ability. In principle, we combine three techniques: 1) We use the direct successor
list of each node to accomplish independent multipath routing. 2) To overcome
the shield problem we directly route to replica roots. 3) We use density checks
on each iterative routing hop to detect paths that contain adversary nodes as
early as possible.

For all our techniques described below we use the following general (global)
extension to Chord: Each node in the network must support iterative routing
where at each routing hop the query node receives not only the next hop from the
node it queried (as in regular Chord) but instead the whole routing table Tr of
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the queried node and its list of direct successors Ts. Note that this extension only
affects the size of each iterative query response. In particular, it does not affect
the total number of links stored at each node because the additional information
received at each iterative routing step is only stored temporarily during the
lookup. We call this extension complete-knowledge iterative routing because at
each iterative routing hop the query node receives the complete information the
hop node has about the network. All other routing techniques we introduce are
solely computed at the query node (locally). Thus, it does not affect the success
rate of a lookup if other nodes in the network use these techniques or not.

6.1 Multiple Independent Paths

In the case a lookup path has failed, we explore two techniques to let the lookup
continue (we refer to this as failover routing)2: a) by starting a new independent
path at the query node (independent restart) or b) by starting a new path at the
closest node to the key received during the previous path which has not been
used in the lookup (backtracking).

For both techniques the query node maintains a temporary list Tm of nodes it
has used in the lookup so far. In each individual path it explores during a lookup
the query node only uses nodes it has not used before in this lookup, i.e., nodes
/∈ Tm. In regular Chord the direct successor list Ts is only used for redundancy
(i.e., in the case of node failures). We allow each node to use the list of direct
successors Ts on every routing hop. Since we use complete-knowledge iterative
routing a query node can in principle use for the next hop any node from the
routing table Tr and the direct successor list Ts it received from the node on the
last hop. However, for our extensions at each hop the nodes in Ts are only used
in routing if all nodes from Tr have been used previously in the lookup, i.e., are
already in Tm. nq (the query node) always routes greedy (as in regular Chord):
It always uses the node ni ∈ Tr (or ni ∈ Ts if ∀ni ∈ Tr : ni ∈ Tm) with the
highest node-ID smaller than k. This assures that queries make progress.

With unidirectional greedy routing independent paths converge towards the
root [9]. Using Ts allows a path to continue if at some hop in Tr all entries smaller
than k are already in Tm. For independent restart, using Tm guarantees that all
paths in a lookup are independent. Further, independent restart allows for up
to s (the number of entries in every Ts) independent paths because this is the
maximum number of independent paths that can converge on the penultimate
hop before reaching the root. Because with backtracking a new path does not
start at the query node, this technique explores alternate (not independent)
paths.

In our model, adversary nodes suppress good nodes in the routing tables Tr

and Ts they return. This implies that once a path has reached an adversary
node, only adversary nodes will be added to Tm on this path. Thus, node-ID
suppression attacks do not prevent our technique to subsequently explore a path
with only good nodes on every hop.

2 Remember that in our model a lookup consists of several individual paths.
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6.2 Direct Replica Routing

Fig. 2. Direct Replica Routing

To tackle the situation where
rootk, shieldk, or both are mali-
cious we allow to route directly to
the replica roots of k. Chord repli-
cates content at r replica roots
which are the r nodes directly suc-
ceeding rootk in the ring. How-
ever, in regular Chord the replica
roots are only used for redun-
dancy (i.e., node failure of rootk).

We now extend Chord in a way
that routing to the replica roots of
a key k is possible without passing
shieldk nor rootk: We allow direct
routing to a node ni ∈ rootk . . . rootrk = REPk if ni ∈ Ts (we refer to this as
direct replica routing). Because at every hop Ts contains s direct successors in
the ring, the query node can check if some of these nodes are ∈ REPk (nq simply
has to verify if ∃nj ∈ Ts|k ≤ nj ≤ rootrk). If all replica roots retrieved at some
hop have been queried without success, a failover (backtracking or restart) is
pursued.

Using direct replica routing results in each key k having effectively s shield
nodes (the s direct predecessors of rootk) which we denote with
shieldk...shields

k = SHIk. By setting s = 2r (globally) in the system, any of
the r + 1 closest shield nodes to a particular key k can route directly to any of
the r replica root nodes for k. In general, setting s ≥ r ensures that the last
replica root rootrk is accessible from s − r + 1 shield nodes.

Figure 2 exemplifies how replica roots can be reached through more than one
node (b) compared to regular Chord (a). Any Ts the query node nq will receive
from an adversary node will only contain the next s adversary nodes in the ring.
However, by setting s = 2r we guarantee that reaching one good shield node of
the r closest shield nodes to k is enough to reach one good replica root ∈ REPk

(if existing).

6.3 Detecting Node-ID Suppression Attacks

Recall that in our attacker model a network of good nodes is infiltrated and
routing tables in Chord are constrained (and therefore protected against routing
table poisoning). Thus, good nodes have (with high probability) f ×d adversary
nodes and (1−f)×d good nodes in their routing table Tr as well as f×s adversary
nodes and (1−f)×s good nodes in Ts. Adversary nodes suppress good nodes in
the routing tables they return. This enables them to attack lookup availability
even if complete-knowledge iterative routing is used by the query node.

We can detect these attacks by using density checks : the query node nq cal-
culates the average distance α between nodes in its direct successor list Ts as
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α = nl−nf

s where nl is the last entry in Ts and nf is the first entry in Ts. From
any routing table Ts(ni) that nq receives from a node ni, nq can compute α(ni)
and compare it with its own average distance by computing δ = α(ni)

α(nq) . If δ ≥ td

(a density threshold), nq considers ni to be an adversary node.
An adversary node na can only decrease its α(na) by either creating artificial

entries in Ts(na) (which will be detected on the next hop if such an entry is
chosen by nq) or limit suppression of good nodes in Ts(na) (which would give nq

access to good nodes). With a low density threshold td there is a risk of falsely
estimating good nodes as adversary ones. However, this only affects froute() of
nq locally.

6.4 Theoretical Analysis of the Proposed Extensions

Our proposed extensions to Chord provide several independent paths between
nq and rootk, and route directly to the replica roots of a key k so that not a
single root node can control all access to data items for a key k. Thus, there
exist at most s shield nodes (one on the penultimate hop of every independent
path) denoted shieldk . . . shields

k and for every key k there are r routable replica
roots, denoted rootk . . . rootrk.

We now extend the theoretical results for regular Chord from Section 5 to this
case. Analytically, we use a sample space Ω for a random lookup. Ω samples all
shields and all replica roots for an arbitrary key and determines for each shield
and replica root node if it is an adversary node. We are interested in the following
events in our sample space:

A = {”at least one shield node is good”} B = {”at least one replica root is good”}
E = {”at least one replica root and one shield node are not adversary nodes”}

Event E states an upper bound on the success rate for an arbitrary lookup
because this event is the minimum requirement for any lookup to succeed (a
lookup can still fail under this event if all paths explored contain at least one
adversary node).

We now derive the probability for event E for the case that we have precisely
s shield nodes and r routable replica roots for any key k:

P (A) = 1 − f s P (B) = 1 − f r (3)

P (lookupsuccess) ≤ P (E) = P (A) ∗ P (B) = (1 − fs) ∗ (1 − fr) (4)

Note that it is possible to multiply P(A) and P(B) because these events are
statistically independent in our model. Adapting the lower bound from inequality
(2) to s independent paths we get [18]

1 −
(
1 − (1 − f)(

1
2 ) log N

)s

≤ P (lookupsuccess) (5)

With our extensions, there exist at most s independent paths and exactly r
replica roots. Since equation (4) provides an upper bound, it holds for our ex-
tensions even though some lookups might explore less than s independent paths.
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Fig. 3. MRR − r with th = ∞ compared to theoretical upper bound (N= 1000/2000)

However, the lower bound in inequality (5) does not apply to our extensions.
Still, it indicates analytically that as more independent paths are explored (which
is the effect of our multipath-extensions to Chord) the lower bound on the success
rate increases. In any case, we are interested in the maximum success rate (and
thus the upper bound) that our extensions can theoretically achieve.

6.5 Simulations

To see how close our algorithms come to theoretical limits we simulated mul-
tipath routing combined with direct replica routing (which we call MRR for
Multipath Replica Routing) for various network sizes N and attacker rates f and
compared it to the upper bound on ρ from equation (4). In all our experiments we
simulated 1000 lookups in 10 random Chord networks with |I| = 232 and adver-
sary nodes behaving according to our attacker model. We only consider lookups
where Ts(nq) ∩ REPk = �, i.e., lookups where no replica root is contained in
the direct successor list of the query node.

Figure 3 shows results for independent restart (we also conducted simulations
for backtracking with very similar results). It can be observed that our algorithms
come very close to the upper bound (u bound) on lookup success in equation (4),
almost reaching theoretical limits even for high attacker rates.

We noticed however that with th = ∞ (as in Figure 3) the average hop
count χ can get quite high with increasing levels of network infiltration (e.g.,
for f = 0.7, N= 2000 and a success rate of 92% we obtained an average of 635
hops per lookup). In some applications for which DHTs have been proposed (e.g.,
signalling in real-time communications [17] or a distributed DNS architecture [4])
the time it takes for a lookup to succeed is crucial. To reflect this requirement
and investigate the effectiveness of our algorithms with a timing constraint, we
conducted simulations with a hop threshold th. Figure 4 displays MRR with
backtracking (-b) and independent restart (-r) compared to regular Chord with
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Fig. 4. Success rate for MRR compared to regular Chord and upper bound (th = 50,
N= 4000)

independent restart (RC-r) for th = 50. Additionally, the figure shows the success
rate for MRR-r with density checks (MRR-rd) for td = [1.5, 2.5].

It can be noticed that independent restart performs better than backtracking
for attacker rates up to f = 0.6. Further, the detection of node-ID suppression
attacks with density checks on every hop increases lookup availability percep-
tibly. One can see that a higher threshold td is better suited for low attacker
rates whereas a lower threshold results in better performance for high attacker
rates (in Figure(4), for attacker rates higher than f = 0.3, td = 1.5 performs
better). In general, it is advisable to set td < 1

f because the range of an attacker’s
successor list increases reciprocal to f with node-ID suppression attacks.

Table 1. ρ and χ for MRR-r (f=0.6,
N=2000)

th td ρ χ
MRR-r 100 ∞ 0.49 74.1
MRR-r ∞ ∞ 0.98 321
MRR-rd 100 1.5 0.62 59.8
MRR-rd 100 2.5 0.61 68.1

In addition to increasing the success rate,
density checks also significantly decrease the
hop count χ. Table 1 illustrates this by
showing ρ and χ for MRR-r (with and
without density checks) with f=0.6 and
N=2000. Compared to MRR-r without any
hop threshold, density checks achieve a more
than 35 % lower success rate. However, note
that the average hop count needed for this
result is a factor of 5 lower. Compared to
MRR-r using the same hop threshold (th =
100), routing with density checks requires ∼14/6 less hops on average (td =
1.5/2.5) even though it achieves a higher success rate. We consider exploring the
tradeoff between ρ, χ and th interesting future research (in the end, deciding on
this tradeoff depends on application constraints/demands).
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7 Conclusion

We enhanced a DHT with unidirectional routing (Chord) to increase lookup
availability. Our proposed algorithms enhance Chord with independent mul-
tipath routing, direct routing to replica roots, and mechanisms for detecting
node-ID suppression attacks to provide resilience of the DHT’s lookup service
against attacks on the DHT-routing layer. We showed through simulations that
our algorithms can come very close to theoretical limits. For example, we can
achieve a lookup success rate of 98 % in a network with 60 % adversary nodes.

We consider combining our algorithms with techniques relying on social net-
works on top of a DHT (see related work) as well as exploring the tradeoff be-
tween the hop threshold, the average hop count, and the success rate interesting
future research.
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Abstract. This paper reviews the way in which the security protocols
EAP-SIM/AKA are used in 3G/WLAN network interworking from the
point of wiew of the U(SIM). As result, a new AAA protocol architecture
is derived from the integration of a Network Smart Card, NSC, that im-
plements U(SIM) functionalities within the scheme. The implementation
in a testbed shows the robustness and feasibility of such an architecture.
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1 Introduction

The wide availability of wireless equipments of reduced size increases the demand
for access points to the worldwide digital information and services. Although ini-
tially WLANs were conceived as an extension of corporative networks, nowadays
their usage has been popularized in SOHO, campus and residential environments.
The number of public hotspots is continuously proliferating, and this allows the
information to be accessible in any time and any place.

The third generation mobile systems could be seen as a competitive solution,
in terms of wide geographical area coverage and effective roamings. Moreover,
depending on the scenario, issues such as reliability, throughput, value-added
services (e.g. global localization) and contents (including multimedia services
directly to your mobile phone) should be considered as advantages that this
technology could offer. However, the expensive investment required by the 3G
networks forces to the operators to look for more profitable and versatile solu-
tions, and aiming to offer a wider variety of services for avoiding a leakage of
subscribers.

WLAN’s features allow to provide services with significant transmission rates
in high demand zones and when the mobility is not a requirement. On other
hand, 3G systems offer high mobility, wide coverage, well-established voice ser-
vices but lower transmission rates, so they are more adequate for low/medium
demand. Additionally, these systems posse a robust network and management
infrastructure to deal with demands for security, billing and roaming requisites.
Thus, as it is shown, wireless local area and 3G networks are complementary.
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The wireless local area and 3G cellular networks interworking is a clear trend
in the public access infrastructures (PWLAN , Public Wireless LAN ) [1], which
are progressively being deployed. It is considered as a significant step towards
the fourth generation of all-IP wireless networks.

The combination of both technologies are allowing the development of ser-
vices with high transmission rates (e.g. IP-based multimedia services, IMS) in
mobile/roaming scenarios for an important number of profiled subscribers and
preserving the quality of services. Beyond multimode terminals that provide both
wireless interfaces (3G and WLAN) in order to access to each system, there exist
integral solutions that provide transparent roaming between both technologies
by the appropriate smart switching, with the goal of keeping initiated sessions.

In the 3G/WLAN integration, the subscriber must be authenticated before
being her access to network services authorized. Thus user’s multimode devices
(e.g. laptops, smartphones, PDAs, etc.) require the appropriate personalized
secure module. As in the stand-alone 3G systems, the chip card-based U(SIM)
provides this functionality in PWLANs.

The important role of smart cards in this context is worth studying if one
considers potential scenarios with the corresponding security functionalities. In
Figure 1, an independent smart card with authentication purposes is isolated in
the reference model.

Fig. 1. Reference Model

In the 3G/WLAN interworking, the authentication schemes are based on a
combination of the solutions that were initially supported by these two sys-
tems: the SIM-based solutions simultaneously inherit from EAPoL-based (i.e.
802.1X/EAP, RADIUS [2][3] or DIAMETER [4] used in WLAN technologies)
and from U(SIM) authentication schemes supported by 3GPP subscriber regis-
ters (i.e. HLR/HSS).

The standardized protocols EAP-SIM [5] and EAP-AKA [6] represent the
two most relevant SIM-based authentication schemes that establish mutual au-
thentication between the mobile station and the backend authentication server.
On one hand, the user is accustomed to use an (U)SIM, which allows her to
access to a set of services by means of her mobile phone. On the other hand,
the 3G/WLAN network operators do not require a different credential or secure
module in order to authenticate, personalize or bill for such services. Hence, the
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SIM-based authentication schemes are good competitors against the Web-based
schemes, among other reasons due to the latter does not provide mutual au-
thentication functionality between mobile station and backend server (a client
certificate should be required) whereas the SIM-based schemes easily supports
such a functionality.

Consequently, the EAP-SIM/AKA standardized protocols along with RA-
DIUS or DIAMETER (supporting AAA procedures) are de facto authentica-
tion schemes for the 3G/WLAN interworking architectures [7][12]. By means
of a number of proxies, it is possible to transport the authentication messages
through a visited wireless local network towards our home 3GPP network, in a
roaming situation.

Due to the complexity associated to the network in 3G/WLAN scenarios,
most of works have been focused on the security and technical problems in the
network side. Thus, some authors highlight the resulting latency during the
authentication process and propose techniques based on AAA brokers as third
trusted party [8], which manages the security associations and key distribution.
Other original works are focused on a proactive key distribution scheme based
on a context transfer between foreign and home network [9], and in other cases,
as we will see in the section 2 of this paper, they study global security problems
associated to the standardized protocols.

Nevertheless, regarding the chip card running in these interworking schemes
in a U(SIM) role, few works have been developed and that is the scope of the
present paper. More concretely, this paper aims to review the way in which the
EAP-SIM/AKA security protocols are used in 3G/WLAN interworking from
the point of view of U(SIM), with the goal to provide a more robust and secure
solution.

Our new approach starts from a different authentication model [10] that con-
siders an isolated U(SIM) with autonomy during the authentication process. In
other words, the U(SIM) participates as stand-alone supplicant or claimant, and
not relies on the access terminal (i.e. WLAN mobile station) for this function-
ality. Additionally, this work assumes an a priori untrustworthy environment,
where the WLAN MS is considered as a potential attacker. Hence, the WLAN
MS should be authenticated by the network as a different host from U(SIM).
Thus, we will define in this paper an AAA architecture, which represents a more
robust and flexible solution in terms of security. Beyond these benefits, this ap-
proach also provides efficient mobile stations’ customization or personalization
in critical or public environments.

In the reminder of this paper, the related work is reviewed in section 2
and, afterwards, we describe an AAA architecture based on our network smart
card concept [10], NSC, which implements U(SIM) authentication functionalities
(NSC-based U(SIM)). In section 4, security and trust issues related to such an
architecture are discussed. Finally, we describe the testbed and implementation
carried out with the goal to run end-to-end authentication protocols over the
proposed architecture and to test her feasibility.
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2 Related Work

The advances in the 3G/WLAN interworking systems have been reflected in the
standardization process [7][11], where the reference model for different scenarios
is detailed. In [12] and other works [13] [14], the security related to theses systems
is profusely described. An example of interworking architecture (compounded by
UMTS and IEEE802.11 technologies) was evaluated in simulation environments
in [15].

After the subscriber authentication phase takes place by means of her U(SIM),
the cellular network operator will provide access to certain IP-based services. It is
important to highlight the heterogeneity feature in wireless devices and networks
under the all-IP concept, which is applied along the end-to-end communication
for the provision of multiple services (Web, IMS, VoIP, video streaming, etc.).
From the beginning, many works were devoted to this topic. In [16], the call
admission control over various DiffServ settings was studied for this kind of
architectures and in [17] the session establishment with SIP was tested for the
provision of IMS services. In [18] the VoIP throughput into an IPSec tunnel
was analysed by forcing the number of connections to an unique access point in
mobility situations.

Continuing with the network side, standards and many works have been fo-
cused on 3G/WLAN interworking security. The subscriber authentication pro-
cess (more general, AAA) through the 3G/WLAN architecture in a roaming
situation and, obviously, previous to the IP session, is illustrated in Figure 2. A
wireless local network based on IEEE 802.11i technology is represented.

Fig. 2. Example of an AAA protocol architecture in 3G/WLAN interworking

The AAA architecture shown in Figure 2 is based on the EAP-SIM/AKA
protocols. In summary, the U(SIM) stores the corresponding subscriber authen-
tication credentials and computes the envisaged cryptographic algorithms in
such protocols, on the behalf of mobile station. In order to provide universal
support for transmission-level security, and enable both intra- and inter-domain
AAA deployments, IPsec support is mandatory in DIAMETER [19][4]. IPsec
ESP in transport mode and authentication algorithms provides per-packet au-
thentication, integrity protection, confidentiality and supports replay protection
mechanisms.

Nevertheless, some weaknesses in EAP-SIM/AKA schemes have been found
[20][21][22]. Since authentication procedure requires multiple request-response
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exchanges, attacks in visited networks that can compromise authentication vec-
tors in roaming situation have been detected. Moreover, identity privacy is not
always guaranteed when the identification of a user is performed by means of
the permanent subscriber identity (IMSI) or pseudonym in clear text [23]. Ad-
ditionally, the system could be actively attacked by a malicious impersonation
of the network with the goal to obtain the subscriber’s IMSI. Finally, EAP-
AKA does not support cipher suite negotiation or protocol version negotia-
tion , therefore negotiation attacks are feasible, as well as, man-in-the-middle
attacks.

With the goal of overcoming these flaws, in [21] and more recently in [24]
can be found proposals of tunnelled end-to-end authentication schemes based on
EAP-TLS [25] or EAP-TTLS [26] over the 3G/WLAN interworking architecture.
Other previous working lines, have aimed to make more robust the subscriber
authentication and authorization on the basis of temporary attributes certificates
[27]. The goal of this proposal was to reduce the inconveniences of the certificates
management and their revocation, minimizing the impact on the interworking
architecture.

However, the problems derived from the certificate management in the client
side or/and from the complexity of tunnels establishing, supported by the
U(SIM), suggest to look for more lightweight schemes.

Another problem in the current implementation of EAP protocols in U(SIM)
is due to the by default consideration of a implicit trustworthy WLAN MS (e.g.
laptop, smartphone, PDA, etc.). That means that both devices blindly trust
each other. In fact, they behave as an unique supplicant. In our opinion, this is
not a by default recommendable assumption. Thus, the authentication schemes
should be designed to protect against any potential scenario, even where the
WLAN MS is an a priori untrustworthy terminal.

Moreover, when a smart card interacts in an untrustworthy environment, a
previous devices authentication (UICC and mobile station) should be required
before a secure messaging (ISO 7816) is established. However, this protection is
not considered in [12], as it is illustrated in Figure 2.

Therefore, a more robust approach should be performed in order to obtain ver-
satile solutions. Just note that, an U(SIM) may be an external contact/contacless
smart card that customizes (personalizes) a public wireless terminal for a 3G/
WLAN access. Specifically in such a case, the U(SIM) behaviour as an stand-alone
supplicant is highly recommendable. So it should be isolated and protected. Oth-
erwise, the WLAN MS could be considered as the perfect candidate to be the man
in the middle. An example of MitM attack concerning EAP-SIM is described in
[28]. This attack breaks the A5/2 algorithm, whenever a few valid GSM triplets
have been retrieved.

In the following section, we propose a novel approach on the AAA architec-
ture in Figure 2. This proposal is respectful with the required protocols (EAP-
SIM/AKA, RADIUS/DIAMETER, etc.) and it basically aims to improve the
robustness and security in this kind of interworking scenarios.
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3 New NSC-Based AAA Protocol Architecture in
3G/WLAN

This paper proposes a new AAA protocol architecture for 3G/WLAN infras-
tructures based on our Network Smart Card concept (NSC-based). Under this
scope, we consider an U(SIM) remote authentication scheme, where this device
adopts the functionality of stand-alone supplicant instead of split supplicant:
the U(SIM) and WLAN MS does not cooperate in the authentication process as
an unique device. That is why, in our work, the authentication protocol stack
is designed as an integral part of the U(SIM) (atomic design). With this goal,
we propose a specific protocol stack for the chip card that participates as actual
endpoint in the authentication process with a 3G AAA server.

This new architecture (Figure 3) implies minimal changes in the original one
(Figure 2) but it introduces significant advantages. For instance, in the 3G net-
work side no changes are needed. Thus, proxies and end-equipments keep settings
and implementation features.
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Fig. 3. Our NSC-based AAA protocol architecture in 3G/WLAN interworking

The proposed AAA protocol architecture requires a simpler protocol imple-
mentation for the WLAN acces points (APs) with U(SIM) remote authenti-
cation purposes. Note that WLAN Mobile Station participates as a Network
Access Server (NAS) implementing the role of pass-through authenticator as a
DIAMETER client according to [4].

In a first phase, the DIAMETER server authenticates the WLAN MS by
her own mechanisms. In a second phase, the function of the pass-through au-
thenticator is shifted to WLAN MS. This reinforces the stand-alone supplicant
functionality in the U(SIM), since WLAN MS cannot act as supplicant and
authenticator at the same time for the same U(SIM). One should note the ad-
vantages that the U(SIM) isolation brings with regard to assure the security of
the entire scheme in untrustworthy scenarios.

Our architecture takes advantage of the functions of the LCP protocol that is
provided by PPP [29]. LCP/PPP protocol may be easily hosted in the U(SIM)
stack. The functions for controlling network included in the NCP sub-protocol
are beyond the scope of this work. On the other hand, PPP offers versatility in
the authentication, thanks to its extensibility. In fact, EAP (Extensible Authen-
tication Protocol) was initially designed for PPP. According to our approach, the
EAP Layer must be atomically implemented in the smart card and must allow
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the packets exchange between the EAP-SIM/AKA methods and LCP frames, as
well as, the duplication and retransmissions control.

Based on this architecture, an authentication messages exchange has been
designed in our work. Figure 4 illustrates this authentication flow.

Fig. 4. Authentication Flow in our AAA architecture

The NSC-based U(SIM) authentication process is as follows:

1. The WLAN MS (representing the network and providing WLAN access)
sends an PPP-EAP request identity (either an IMSI or a pseudonym) message
to the NSC-based U(SIM) in order to initiate the procedure.

2. The NSC-based U(SIM) returns the EAP Response/Identity packet to the
WLAN MS.

3. The WLAN MS sends the EAP Response/Identity packet to the 3G AAA
Server in network. The authentication messages exchange between WLAN MS
and 3G AAA Server are encapsulated into DIAMETER packets.

4. The 3G AAA Server initiates the EAP AKA authentication process with
the appropriate EAP Request/AKA-Challenge message.

5. The WLAN MS processes the DIAMETER headers and sends the received
EAP packet to the NSC-based U(SIM), encapsulated into a PPP frame.
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6. The NSC-U(SIM) returns the EAP Response/AKA-Challenge packet to
the 3G AAA Server, which will check the validity of the RES.

7. The WLAN MS builds the corresponding DIAMETER packet and sends it
to the 3G AAA Server.

8. The 3G AAA Server checks the validity of the RES and computes the MAC
of the entire received message, and she compares it with the received MAC.

9. In case of a correct validation, the NSC-based U(SIM) is authenticated and
the 3G AAA Server sends an EAP Success packet to the NSC-based U(SIM).

10. The WLAN MS retransmit the EAP Success packet on the PPP link.

11. After a successful EAP authentication, the NSC-based U(SIM) is autho-
rized by the network equipment (e.g., WLAN MS or even the actual 3G AAA
server). Both devices could derive/know a master session keys to establish a se-
cure channel (secure messaging) between them.

As is stated in [7], an EAP-AKA fast re-authentication procedure was devel-
oped with the goal to make more lightweight the authentication process. Note
that the EAP-AKA authentication process may be frequently performed in or-
der to obtain fresh authentication vectors from the home network. By means
of fast re-authentication procedure, the certain keys that have been derived in
a previous full authentication are reused, so just one new master session key is
generated with link layer protection purposes. The inclusion of the EAP-AKA
fast re-authentication in our scheme is trivial.

4 Security and Trust Issues

Regarding the security aspects of our architecture, it should be noted that
we are not proposing a new U(SIM) authentication protocol in the context of
3G/WLAN interworking. Our architecture is designed by well-known protocols
that are implemented inside the U(SIM) with a novel approach.

Nevertheless, this new architecture determines a new way to transport au-
thentication messages between the U(SIM) and a 3G AAA server, and where
the U(SIM) takes the control in the user side. Therefore, the security weakness
and threats are derived by the own nature of such standardized protocols and
the correctness of their implementation.

Additionally, new secure algorithms, key material or cryptographic techniques
are not required. The implementation of the EAP-SIM or EAP-AKA methods is
transparently reused, both in the U(SIM) side and in the 3G AAA Server side.
However, one of the more important impacts of our proposal is related to the
trust models. If we study the trust model, Figure 5, derived from the current
AAA protocol architecture in a 3G/WLAN interworking scenario (Figure 2), we
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Fig. 5. Trust model in the original architecture
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observe that there exists an explicit trust between AP and 3GPP AAA server
(supported by DIAMETER protocol) and an explicit trust between WLAN MS
and 3GPP AAA server after a successful authentication process (supported by
an EAP method). In any case, the trust relationship in the interface between
U(SIM) and WLAN MS is not questioned and it could be considered as ”blind”.
As we mentioned before, this assumption should not be applied to all scenarios
and a more flexible solution is required. With this goal, we introduce a more
realistic architecture, which a new trust model is derived from, Figure 6.

In our trust model, the trust relationship between the WLAN MS and the 3G
AAA server is supported by DIAMETER protocol (e.g pre-shared keys) and such
trust relationship could be considered as explicit. Here, the WLAN MS is part of
the network and it behaves as an access point for the U(SIM). The trust relation-
ship between U(SIM) and WLAN MS is a priori null (untrustworthy). After an
end-to-end successful authentication process (supported by an EAP-SIM/AKA
method) between the U(SIM) and 3G AAA Server, the trust relationship between
them should be now considered explicit, as result of a mutual authentication pro-
cess. Therefore, in this point the trust relationship between U(SIM) and WLAN
MS is just implicit, since no direct mutual authentication process between them
has occurred. In other words, just when U(SIM) trusts 3G AAA server then she
trusts WLAN MS. This is a reasonable result in a priori untrustworthy scenarios.
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Moreover, in untrustworthy scenarios a device authentication process should
occur, i.e. an authentication process between devices based on shared keys (or
card verifiable certificates), directly driven by the involved devices. In this con-
text, it does not make sense to perform two mutual remote authentication, i.e.
subscriber authentication and device authentication, so a local device authen-
tication (U(SIM)- WLAN MS) may take place in order to avoid an additional
management of the key material in a number of public WLAN MSs. By means
of our AAA protocol architecture the corresponding master session key (also
derived by U(SIM)) is sent to WLAN MS from the network side. Therefore, the
(U)SIM-WLAN MS interface is per-session authenticated and protected against
potential attacks (e.g. MitM attack, WLAN MS impersonation).

Although some flaws in EAP-AKA have been proved by several authors, the
tunnel-based solutions (e.g. based on EAP-TLS) are interesting proposals, which
could deal with these weaknesses. In principle, our architecture could further im-
plement this kind of protocols, though performance tests should be carried out.

5 Implementation and Testbed

The testbed for the AAA network architecture is represented in Figure 7. It has
been implemented by means of the OpenDiameter [30] libraries. OpenDiameter
libraries provide a C++ API both to EAP and Diameter EAP.

3G AAA Server

The back-end authentication server is basically implemented in a computer by
the libdiametereap library. Such a library implements the specification defined in
[4]. The Diameter EAP API is extensible in a way that server applications can
define its own authorization decisions for each authorization attribute carried in
Diameter EAP Answer (DEA) messages.

Additionally, the libeap library implements a set of state machines of EAP,
which is specified in [31] . In this case, this library provides an EAP backend
authenticator implementation.

The EAP API is extended in order to support EAP-AKA as a new authentica-
tion method including the corresponding method’s state machine and message
parsing. On the other hand, the OpenSSL library includes a general purpose
cryptography library, which is partially included in this testbed with the goal
of providing a set of AKA cryptographic functionalities. Since this work is fo-
calised on authentication purposes, for simplicity’s sake, the implementation of
functions f3 and f4 [32] has not been carried out. This functions are envisaged
with key agreement purposes (CK and IK). These keys would be used to derive
further keying material with different goals: e.g. EAP-AKA additional packets
protection, link layer security, in HMAC algorithm or fast re-authentication iden-
tity encryption.
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Fig. 7. Testbed for our architecture

Network AAA proxy

Multiple network AAA proxies could intermediate between the wireless LAN
network and the 3G network. Our testbed considers just one proxy, which sim-
ulates one of these entities. The standard Diameter base protocol procedure in
her relay version (Diameter proxy) is provided by the libdiameter. It allows us to
complete the implementation of the adequate protocol stack in a layer 2 wireless
Access Point. In our testbed, Diameter messages are hop-by-hop protected by
IPsec with pre-shared keys (IKE Aggressive Mode) between WLAN MS (NAS),
AAA proxy and between this one and AAA server.

WLAN MS

The WLAN mobile station is a common laptop with a IEEE 802.11g wireless
interface. The functionality of NAS (Diameter client) is provided by the imple-
mentation of the libdiametereap library.

Network Smart Card with U(SIM) functionalities

The base implementation in the smart card for this testbed is previously described
in [10]. Thus, the bulk LCP/EAP protocol stack -according to the standardized
statemachines- hasbeen enhancedwitha set of functionalities correspondingEAP-
AKAmethod.As is statedbefore,CKand IKderivation, aswell as, synchronization
and re-authentication functionalities have been avoided with testbed experiments
purposes. Partial view of the EAP- AKA state machine is illustrated in Figure 8.

Although we are continually improving the implementation of this architecture
and protocol, we have measured a initial performance time of 6-7 sec. for complet-
ing the authentication process (authorization policy is excluded) in laboratory en-
vironment. The Sm@rtCafé Expert 3.x and Sm@rtCafé Expert 64 smart cards and
G&D’s development tools [33] have been used for the experiments in our testbed.
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(rxReq, rxSuccess, rxFailure, reqId, reqMethod) =
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Fig. 8. Partial view of the EAP state machine in the smart card

6 Conclusion

Our testbed shows the feasibility and robustness of the proposed NSC-based
AAA protocol architecture for 3G/WLAN interworking scenarios. The standard-
ized EAP-AKA protocol is transparently implemented in a common U(SIM),
which participates as stand-alone supplicant (NSC-based U(SIM)), and she does
not rely on the WLAN mobile station for this functionality. This feature defines
a novel trust model that assumes an a priori untrustworthy environment, where
the WLAN MS is considered as a potential attacker. Thus, our approach repre-
sents a more flexible solution in terms of security. Beyond these benefits, it also
provides efficient mobile stations’ customization or personalization in critical or
public environments. Next future works will study other related protocols over
the same architecture and they will in depth treat performance tests.
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Abstract. Vehicular Ad hoc Networks are the focus of increased at-
tention by vehicle manufacturers. However, their deployment requires
that security issues be resolved, particularly since they rely on wireless
communication, and rogue vehicles can roam with contaminated soft-
ware. This paper examines security threats to VANETs and argues that
a security architecture built around TPMs can provide a satisfactory
solution.

1 Introduction

Over the last few years, Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) have gained
much attention within the automobile and research worlds. One reason is the
interest in a growing number of applications designed for passenger safety – such
as emergency braking, traffic jam detection and cooperative driving – as well as
in applications aiming at the comfort of passengers, such as games, chat-rooms
and vehicle data-sharing (e.g., CarTorrent [1]).

VANETs are highly dynamic ad hoc networks of devices with very restricted
access to a network infrastructure. Moreover, if base stations are sparsely de-
ployed along the road, access is also of short duration due to vehicle speed.
Since on-board applications need to exchange data, the communication secu-
rity problem must be addressed. The absence of a permanently present infras-
tructure means that a decentralized security architecture is required. Given the
safety critical nature of some VANET applications, the security architecture
must imperatively prevent a malicious person from successfully launching an
attack intending to provoke collisions between vehicles.

This paper examines some of the security requirements for VANETs for two
selected applications – platoons and event reporting. The security analysis insists
on the need for pseudonymity, trustworthy information exchange and a fail-safe
mode where doubts over the trustworthiness of information can be conveyed to
the vehicle (driver). We contend that these requirements can be met in a scal-
able way by a security architecture built around the emerging Trusted Platform
Module (TPM) [2] specification. This is partly because use of the TPM makes
it easier to verify that correct functioning of software on a vehicle, and the dis-
tribution of keys for TPM operation can be accommodated by current vehicle
registration and maintenance practices.

J.A. Onieva et al. (Eds.): WISTP 2008, LNCS 5019, pp. 106–116, 2008.
c© IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2008
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related
work. Section 3 presents two example VANET applications along with their
security requirements. The TPM is presented in Section 4, and the TPM based
security solution is outlined in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

In a wireless Vehicular Ad hoc Network, as data is broadcast over a shared
communication media, it is simple for a malicious node to intercept or modify
data, or to inject erroneous data. A data injection can provoke collisions in a
vehicular platoon [3]. The open nature of a VANET thus renders communication
security a great challenge [4,5,6,7].

One approach to VANET security has been to adopt a VANET PKI (VPKI)
[8,9] that allows vehicles to securely communicate among themselves. Base sta-
tions placed along the road provide support for the infrastructure, notably for
key distribution and revocation.

VPKI solutions address privacy using an anonymous key set and a key chang-
ing algorithm to avoid the possibility of car tracking. Without key changing, a
vehicle would use the same public key to sign all of its messages. It would thus
be easier for an eavesdropper on the network to correlate the vehicle’s positions
with the public key holder.

VPKIs are promising for VANET applications. However, the PKI deploy-
ment is a large-scale and potentially costly procedure since it requires large-
scale testing after deployment to ensure operation under real-world VANET
conditions. Further, the solution really only aims at ensuring authentication (of
pseudomyns). As we argue in the next section, a security infrastructure must
be aimed at establishing the authenticity of message contents for safety and
security.

Some other papers address the problem of privacy [10,11,12] in VANET with
the help of infrastructures (base station and certification authorities) and
pseudonym use. [12] deals with the challenges encountered when applying
anonymity to a VANET communication system and proposes a framework for
pseudonymity support. A study of the impact of pseudonym changes on ge-
ographic routing in VANETs is made in [13]. All of these papers underline
that supporting pseudonymity requires changing other identifiers of the protocol
stack, such as IP or MAC addresses.

3 Use Case: Cooperative Driving

In this section, we present two cooperative driving applications for Vehicular Ad
hoc Networks. This is the subject of Section 3.1. Section 3.2 then presents the
security threat model for these applications, and Section 3.3 finishes with a list
of desired security properties.

In the context of this paper, vehicles are nodes of an ad hoc network, and
we use the terms node, car and vehicle interchangeably. Each car has wireless
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networking capabilities (e.g., ad hoc WLAN) and possesses a GPS device for
positioning itself. A vehicle may have further sensor devices, e.g., for sensing
the weather conditions. The set of sensors maintained by a vehicle is termed its
configuration.

Note, we do not expect each car circulating on the road to be part of a VANET.
Rather, VANET functionality will be something progressively introduced into
new cars. Even then, there will always be old model cars as well as foreign
vehicles on the roads. Thus, the cooperative driving use cases do not rely on all
cars being VANET nodes.

3.1 Description

Each node has embedded sensors to detect environment information. While
the sensor configuration may differ from one node to another, all nodes of the
VANET use wireless communication to broadcast and share information ob-
tained via their sensors about the state of the traffic – traffic jams, road fluidity,
obstacles, weather conditions, etc. As suggested in Figure 1, information sharing
may help to avoid accidents by enabling drivers to adapt their behavior based
on pertinent safety information from vehicles driving in the opposite direction.

Another cooperative driving application, based on inter-vehicle information
sharing information, is vehicular platoons [3], c.f., Figure 2. A platoon reduces
the distance between vehicles, and this has the economic and ecological advan-
tage of reducing fuel consumption. The application embedded in the vehicle
manages the distance between a vehicle and its predecessor and successor vehi-
cles, and manages variations in speed.

Both of these applications rely on the vehicles’ configuration returning accu-
rate readings. For instance, the GPS module of a given vehicle can make an error
in positioning, or its internal clock may be erroneous, thus indicating an event
that is more recent than its message suggests. Further, every car is different –
the time it takes to accelerate or decelerate is different for each car and this has
an important impact in the platoon application. It is therefore important for the
vehicle’s configuration to be up-to-date with respect to device and sensor char-
acteristics: the vehicle must continuously measure its configuration so that other
nodes can interpret messages received from it with respect to sensor accuracy.

Fig. 1. Data transmission
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Fig. 2. Vehicle platoons

3.2 Threat Model

As mentioned, the reception of traffic information can modify the behavior of a
driver. When a message announces an obstacle on the road or fog a few kilometers
ahead, the control screen of the vehicle or a digital voice alerts the driver. There
is a high probability that the driver slows down.

The reduction of distances between vehicles increases the risk of collisions if
an attacker can send wrong information to a vehicle at the wrong moment. We
need to avoid such a possibility because this kind of attack can have catastrophic
consequences. Generally, the security architecture has to deal with the following
attacks.

The Sybil Attack. The Sybil attack was first described and formalized by
Douceur in [14]. It consists of a node sending multiple messages, with each
message containing a different, fabricated, source identity. Thus, the attacker
appears in the network as a large number of different nodes. Applications of
the Sybil attack to Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks are discussed in [3,15] and show
the importance of Sybil node detection in VANETs. A possible goal of a Sybil
attack by an attacker is to give the illusion to other cars that there is a traffic
jam and thus encourage other vehicles to leave the road to the attacker’s benefit.
Nevertheless, this attack may be more dangerous, targeting directly human life
by trying to provoke collisions [3].

One important result shown in [14] is that without a logically centralized au-
thority, Sybil attacks are always possible (i.e. may remain undetected) except
under the extreme and unrealistic assumption of resource parity and coordina-
tion among entities.

Node Impersonation. Drivers are legally responsible for their actions behind
the wheel. In the event of an accident or a driving offense, there is a need for
the police to associate the implicated vehicle with its driver. This is currently
possible thanks to databases of driving license plates. In a VANET, this can be
easily accomplished by giving a unique identifier to every vehicle. In case of an
accident provoked by wrong information sent by a vehicle, the message can be
verified and its identifier controlled. The police may then bind the identifier with
the driver’s identity.

This identifier must be protected so that an attacker cannot masquerade with
a fabricated or some other car’s identity. At the same time, for privacy reasons,
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it must not be possible for someone to deduce the driver’s identity from the
vehicle’s VANET identifier.

Sending False Information. An attacker may want to send wrong or forged
data to other vehicles to provoke collisions, to free the road or for some other goal.
This threat against the vehicle may be mitigated by the fact that there exists a
way to know the identifier of the sender of a message. Nonetheless, the security
mechanism must integrate ways to estimate the truthfulness of information.

Car Tracking. Driver privacy is a concept that must be integrated into the
security solution. Drivers may wish to preserve their anonymity even though the
use of unique identifiers allows vehicles to be tracked. Nevertheless, in [6] the
authors underline an important fact: today vehicle are only partially anonymous.
Drivers implicitly surrender a portion of their privacy since each vehicle has a
publicly displayed license plate that uniquely identifies it. It might not be difficult
to link a license plate to the driver’s identity.

The use of wireless communication does not add a new problem threatening
the driver’s privacy. Nevertheless, as data is broadcasted over a potentially long
range, it becomes easier to collect data. Moreover, if base stations are deployed
along the road, data might be collected by a third party with a commercial aim.
Solutions based on the use of pseudonyms are presented in [12,10,11]

3.3 Basic Security Properties

Regarding the different threats exposed in the previous section, we can define
basic properties that a security solution must provide.

Property 1. A node must have a unique identifier. This identifier may be asso-
ciated with a set of pseudonyms, but in this case an authority must have the
possibility of linking a given pseudonym to its associated unique identifier.

Property 2. To avoid modification of a given message or a wrongful claim of
identity in a message, each message must be authenticated with regards to a
vehicle identifier, and the integrity of this message must be ensured.

To engage the liability of a driver having caused an accident, non-repudiation
must also be provided by the security solution. Nevertheless, this security prop-
erty is implicitly provided by the combination of properties 1 and property 2 –
if a message containing the unique identifier of its sender cannot be modified,
then non-repudiation is effectively provided.

Property 3. The trustfulness of message contents must be verifiable.

This is a stronger property than before. In effect, it entails being able to challenge
a vehicle for it to prove that its configuration readings are correct. In effect,
the security infrastructure is more linked to demonstrating correct functionality
rather than identity.
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One way to avoiding false information exchange is to authenticate the appli-
cation, rather than the vehicle, sending the information. If we can prove that
information have been sent by a cooperative driving application and that this
application has no been hacked, we can ensure that this information is not vol-
untarily wrong.

Avoiding information that is involuntary wrong, e.g., due to erroneous sensor
readings, is achieved by challenging vehicles for readings while in the same geo-
graphical vicinity. In this case, the readings of the challenger and the challenged
vehicle should not significantly diverge. If they do, then either vehicle has an
error and should avoid a platoon with other vehicles.

4 The Trusted Platform Module

Implementing the security properties that we presented in Section 3 requires
that a vehicle be able to establish trust in another vehicle, even though that
vehicle is under the complete control of an unknown, and therefore untrusted,
driver. The solution thus requires the use of secure hardware. An example of
a general purpose hardware chip designed for secure computing is the Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) [2] which can be integrated into any device. TPMs are
now shipped with PCs; 200 million TPM-enabled PCs have been shipped by the
end of 2007.

A TPM is a piece of hardware, requiring a software infrastructure, that is able
to protect and store data in shielded locations. A TPM has also cryptographic
capabilities such as a SHA1 engine, an RSA engine and a random number gen-
erator. Figure 3, taken from [2], illustrates the main components of a TPM.

A trusted platform must provide three basic features: protected capabilities,
integrity measurement and integrity reporting. Integrity measurement and re-
porting mean that at the first boot of a platform, the TPM is able to store a
fingerprint of application and environment variables in a specific shielded loca-
tion called a Platform Configuration Register (PCR). In principle, any change

Fig. 3. Architecture of a TPM
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that an attacker tries to make to the application will lead to a difference between
the original fingerprint of the application and the fingerprint of the hacked appli-
cation, thus allowing other devices to detect that a hacked application is being
run.

The data used to take fingerprints are stored by the platform in a Stored Mea-
surement Log (SML); only the digests of this data are stored in PCRs. During
a challenge, the challenger requests to see specific PCR values. Then, an agent
on the platform collects the SML entries and receives the PCR values from the
TPM. The challenged TPM signs the PCR values with an attestation identity
key (AiK). The platform agent collects certificates, or credentials in TPM par-
lance, the signed PCR values, SML entries and returns these to the challenger.
Finally, the challenger verifies all the received elements. This procedure is known
as an attestation protocol.

The credentials involved in attestation serve to demonstrate that the TPM is
operating correctly and that the AiK was generated by a valid TPM. There are
several keys and credentials, the most important being:

– Each TPM has a unique master key called an Endorsement Key (EK). This
is a pair of RSA keys with a minimum size of 2048 bits. Storing this key
inside the TPM ensures its security. The public part of the EK is available
in the Endorsement Credential. This credential is available outside the TPM
itself. The EK is generated by the TPM constructor.

– A Platform Credential is created and signed by the platform provider in
which the TPM is integrated and identifies the platform. Generally the plat-
form provider, or some entity that he trusts, will test the TPM and issue
a Conformance Credential for the TPM. The conformance credential proves
that the TPM has passed the different phases of evaluation.

– A TPM can generate AiKs for attestation protocols. However, credentials
must also be issued for these keys that certify that the TPM that generated
the key is valid. The TPM specification describes a protocol where a trusted
party known as a privacy CA can generate AiK credentials for TPMs. The
advantage of this is that AiKs credentials need not disclose platform identity
in an attestation protocol.

The TPM embedded also offers the possibility of creating and storing encryption
keys for data. This feature can be used by vehicles to store driver data securely.
For this reason, and also because there is a mapping between vehicle registration
and review organizations in practice allowing the appointment of privacy CAs,
means that the TPM is a good solution on which to base a security architecture.
This is the subject of the next section.

5 Exploiting the TPM for Use Case Security

The security model works at two levels. The basic level permits a trusted channel
to be established between any two vehicles. This means that the two vehicles are
satisfied that each is running an untampered version of the security software,
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and that no intentional data attack or Sybil attack is being attempted. The
second level aims at information verification. It builds on trusted channels to
offer means to ensure that a vehicle’s configuration does not contain erroneous
readings.

Implementing trusted channels relies directly on the TPM’s attestation mech-
anism. A vehicle can trust another if the latter can demonstrate that its software
has not been tampered with, and the source of the software can be verified. The
issue in deploying a TPM on VANET nodes is to assign roles to the actors in
the TPM protocols. We assume the following:

– Car manufacturers sign the platform credentials for their vehicles. It is logical
to assume that a manufacturer takes responsibility for all embedded devices
on their vehicles. Further, manufacturers are relatively few in number and
are “well-known” in the sense that certificates signed by these principals
should be recognizable to all vehicles and automobile authorities.

– Automobile authorities are responsible for organizing technical reviews. In
most countries, car owners are obliged to submit their car to a technical
review every 2 to 3 years. A car that fails the technical review cannot be
driven on the road. Automobile authorities are thus well-known principals
that can act as privacy CAs that can sign AiK credentials.

The TPM provides a means to securely attribute a vehicle identifier. This can
be signed by an automobile authority, thus ensuring Security Property 1 of
Section 3. The attestation protocol used when vehicles exchange information
then ensures Security Property 2.

The second level of security, information verification, is based on three simple
procedures. These guarantee Security Property 3.

1. Auto-measuring. A vehicle’s software maintains data on the vehicle’s accel-
eration and deceleration capabilities, as well as related data such as tire
denseness (which embedded devices are now able to measure). These values
evolve so the vehicle continuously updates them. These values are obviously
important for the platoon scenario where neighboring cars need to agree on
minimal distances.

2. Challenge-response protocol. This procedure is needed to detect uninten-
tional errors in information transmitted by a vehicle that are due to per-
manent errors in the sensor of the car. Cars that are close together should
possess the same readings for many information types, e.g., temperature,
time, location, luminosity. The goal is thus to permit a car to challenge
another with respect to any of these readings.

3. Technical review. Technical reviews – organized by automobile authorities
– for cars with VANET functionality must include reviews of the correct
functioning of all sensor devices. Further, we expect that any changes that
need to be made to the application software is made at this moment. This is
important since the TPM can only be used to help verify that the software
on a platform has not been tampered with; in no way does this guarantee
that absence of security flaws or bugs in the software itself.
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Fig. 4. The embedded architecture

Fig. 5. The challenge-response protocol

The three procedures help to detect and isolate permanent errors in readings.
Obviously, intermittent errors are not necessarily treated, and we will look more
into this issue in future work. However, we note that these errors are especially
a problem for the information exchange scenario of Figure 1 and less so for the
platoon scenario (of Figure 2). The latter is more safety critical.

Figure 4 shows the different components of the embedded architecture and
the data flow. For instance, for auto-measuring, sensors embedded in vehicle give
results of their measures to the application. Then the application asks the TPM
to sign the data, the TPM checks the PCR value associated with this application
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and signs data provided by the application. Then the application can store this
data in a dedicated repository.

The details for challenging another vehicle in order to detect unintentional
errors is given in Figure 5. The challenger sends a query about data it can ver-
ify, the current position in the exemple. Then the challenged vehicle collects
the appropriate data, gives this data to its TPM. The TPM checks the PCR
values associated with this application and signs data. The application sends to
the challenger the signed data and associated credential. The challenger veri-
fies the signature and then can compare the given position to its own current
position to detect misconfiguration of the positioning unit of the challenged
vehicle.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented the benefit provided by the TPM architecture
in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks. We described an application of cooperative driv-
ing and its associated threat model. We claim that an embedded TPM inside
vehicles can greatly increase the security of wireless communication in this kind
of network, and serves as a basis for detecting both intentional and accidental
attacks. We are currently working on improvements of our model, notably to the
way that updates to application code and embedded certificates are handled.
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Abstract. Most of the existing intrusion detection systems (IDS) often
generate large numbers of alerts which contain numerous false positives
and non relevant positives. Alert correlation techniques aim to aggregate
and combine the outputs of single/multiple IDS to provide a concise
and broad view of the security state of network. Capability based alert
correlator uses notion of capability to correlate IDS alerts where capa-
bility is the abstract view of attack extracted from IDS alerts/alert. To
make correlation process semantically correct and systematic, there is a
strong need to identify the algebraic and set properties of capability. In
this work, we identify the potential algebraic properties of capability in
terms of operations, relations and inferences. These properties give better
insight to understand the logical association between capabilities which
will be helpful in making the system modular. This paper also presents
variant of correlation algorithm by using these algebraic properties. To
make these operations more realistic, existing capability model has been
empowered by adding time-based notion which helps to avoid temporal
ambiguity between capability instances. The comparison between basic
model and proposed model is exhibited by demonstrating cases in which
false positives have been removed that occurred due to temporal ambi-
guity.

Keywords: - intrusion detection, capability model, attack scenario.

1 Introduction

Since long information system and network security experts have made consid-
erable efforts to protect secure systems from exponentially increasing threats,
despite this the hackers tools now includes technology that conventional se-
curity tools and services cannot sustain. Even critical systems and networks
equipped with highly sophisticated security techniques are vulnerable to blended
and multi-stage attacks which use stealth and intelligence to strategically com-
promise a target, escaping detection and penetrating the defences [1].

The surveillance and security monitoring of the network infrastructure is
mostly performed using Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs). Event streams are
used by IDS in two different ways, according to two different paradigms: anomaly
detection and misuse detection. In anomaly detection systems ([2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7]), historical data about a systems activity and/or specifications of the
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intended behavior of users and applications are used to build a profile of the
normal operation of the monitored system. The intrusion detection system then
tries to identify patterns of activity that deviate from the defined profile. Mis-
use detection systems take a complementary approach ([8], [9], [10], [11], [12]).
Misuse detection tools are equipped with a number of attacks descriptions (or
signatures) that are matched against the stream of audit data and look for the
evidence modeled attack. Misuse and anomaly detection systems have their own
advantages and disadvantages [12].

Moreover, intrusion detection, audit and logging systems often provide sen-
sory feedback data that cannot be effectively analyzed as they flag thousands of
alerts which may overwhelm the analysts. Most of them are false positive and
non relevant positives. Non relevant positives are alerts that correctly identify
an attack, but the attack fails to meet its objective. Several alert correlation
techniques have been proposed including approaches based on similarity be-
tween alert attributes, using pre-defined attack scenarios, pre/post-conditions
of attacks, using multiple networks and auditing tools. Each technique has its
own advantages and disadvantages, therefore none of the technique dominate
the other [13]. For example similarity based approaches lack on finding attack
step sequence, pre-defined attack scenario only work well for known scenarios,
pre-post condition based approaches can detect new scenario but defining these
conditions is itself error-prone and enumeration of these conditions is non triv-
ial task whereas multiple information source based approaches suffer from sheer
volume of data to process.

The require/provide model [14] used for alert correlation states that in a
multistage intrusion comprising of a sequence of attacks, the early attacks acquire
certain advantages, like information about the system under attack and the
ability to perform actions on that system and use these advantages to support
the later attacks that require them. Capability model [15] captures this notion
of attacker capability and use it for logical alert correlation.

In this work we give algebraic property of capabilities. These properties give
better understanding of capability characteristics. These characteristics help in
designing the correlation process in a systematic and modular fashion. We group
the identified algebraic properties into three classes i.e. operations, relations and
inferences. Operations include join, split etc. which represent basic manipulation
using one or more capability instance. Relations include overlapped, mutual ex-
clusive, independent relations between capability instances. These relations help
in identifying the preconditions to allow specific operations. As the whole system
is based on require/provide model therefore to determine whether a capability
satisfies a required capability, inferences are used. Inferences include compara-
ble, resulting etc., which enumerate the possible inferences from different real
life views. The paper also gives three derived version of the correlation process
from basic correlation process using these algebraic properties. We have also
enriched the basic capability model by adding time parameter in the defini-
tion of capability. This helps to remove temporal ambiguity between capability
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instances. The comparison between basic model and proposed model is exhibited
by demonstrating cases.

In this work, we consider attack from single source to a single destination.
However this can be easily generalized for distributed kind of attacks where
multiple sources/multiple destinations are involved.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents related
work on alert correlation and capability model. Section 3 presents the proposed
modified capability model. Section 4 presents the capability algebra. Section 5
provides a detail of the correlation algorithm and also shows the case study in
which results have been improved. In the section 6, alternate way of correlation
algorithm has been discussed with their benefits and pitfalls. Finally, Section 7
draws conclusions and outlines future work.

2 Related Work

In order to minimize false positives, the alert correlation techniques have been
widely studied. Pouget et. al. [16] has classified these techniques into eight
classes.(i) Rule based (ii) Scenario-based (iii) Uncertainty reasoning (iv)Time
reasoning (v) State transition graphs (vi) Neural networks (vii) Bayesian belief
networks (viii) Context reasoning. ([17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25])

To define logical relation between different attacks, Templeton and Levitt [14]
proposed the require/provide model based on the system states. The proposed
JIGSAW language for correlation uses simple predicates to define system state.
However, they do not provide a systematic approach to develop predicates. An-
other similar approach given in Ning et. al. [26] also defines predicate for alert
correlation. However definition of predicates used is ambiguous and also the
paper does not give consistent way to develop it.

Our work is motivated by Jingmin et. al. [15] which uses capability model for
attack correlation. This capability model uses capability as basic building block
and used it for developing several algorithms in correlation based on alert ab-
straction and inference rules. Their work also shows that the approach is capable
of handling missing attacks and is promising at alert fusion and correlation. How-
ever the paper does not discuss the algebraic operations and relation between
capabilities.

In our work, we give a new definition of capability which is closer to the seman-
tics of real life attacker capability and also avoid temporal ambiguity between
definitions of capabilities. We also give several algebraic operations. The work
also identified relations that exist between capabilities and derived inference
rules to define logical association between two capabilities. These relations are
helpful in understanding the capabilities properly and for defining the semantics
of algebraic operations which in turn are used in correlation algorithm.

Li et. al [27] and Wijeskera et. al. [28] defined algebra for access control
policies [29] which is related to capability. However the definition of capability is
generalized as compared to access control and is not limited to a specific service
e.g it applies for database, network, OS etc.
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3 Capability Model

In the capability model, capability represents facilities and accesses that an at-
tacker gains by making a connection. Capability describes the ability of an at-
tacker during intrusion. An attacker can have many capabilities at a particular
instance that may or may not belong to the same intrusion.

3.1 Capability Model

Let D be a set of network addresses, C be a set of credentials, A be a set of
actions, SP be a set of pair of services and their property and [t1, t2] is a time
interval where t1 and t1 are constant time and t2 > t1.

Definition 1 (Capability). Capability is a six-tuple capability = (source, des-
tination, credential, action, (service, property), interval)
where source ∈ D, destination ∈ D, credential ∈ C, action ∈ A, service ∈ S,
property ∈ P , interval ∈ [t1, t2] in which capability is valid. It may be noted
that we have added the attribute interval to the definition of capability given by
Jingmin et. al. [15].

Example 1. The capability (pushpa, dblab, user1, read,(’/etc/passwd’, content),
From : 〈1997 − 07 − 16T 19 : 20 : 30 + 01 : 00〉) means there is capability from
host pushpa (source) to host dblab (destination) with credential user1 for read
action of content of the file ”/etc/passwd” in interval [1997 − 07 − 16T 19 : 20 :
30 + 01 : 00, ∞].

3.2 Attributes

In the modified capability model the definition of Source, Destination, Action
and Credential are same as those given by [15]. As service and property attributes
are tightly coupled, therefore they have been merged into a single attribute of
two tuples. This modification helps us in defining operation more clearly. Interval
is a new attribute added in the definition of capability. Table 1 shows description
of each attribute along with examples.

3.3 Direct and Indirect Capability

After connection has been established from source (attacker host) to destination
(victim host) by attacker, he/she may gain some privilege or knowledge. This
type of capability will be called as direct capability. Implication of direct capa-
bility will be called indirect capability. For example if attacker succeed to make
connection for reading a file in which mail and credit card passwords have been
stored then direct capability is being able to read that file and indirect capability
is being able to use mails and credit cards.
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Table 1. Attributes of Capability

Attribute Description Example
Source source address IP:10.20.3.2, Ethernet:006097981E6B etc..

Destination destination address IP:10.20.3.2, Ethernet:006097981E6B etc..
Action Actions that can be

performed by an attacker read, write, communicate etc.
Credential Credential using which

action can be done root, system, user etc.
Service Service used by connection IIS 3.0, \etc\passwd etc.

Property Property of service version, content etc.
Interval Capability Time interval From:tstamp, Between:tstamp+tt,

during at:tstamp etc.. Where tstamp
time-stamp and tt is length

3.4 Significance of Time Parameter

Time parameter which is denoted by the interval is a crucial parameter in re-
ducing the false belief that each capability will last forever during correlation.
Some capabilities especially indirect capabilities that depend on service running
in target host and may only be valid under certain conditions. It is not necessary
that these conditions will always be present in the network or system for example
in case where service is scheduled to run for a specific duration. Therefore, it is
clear that these conditions are bound to the validity of a session for capability
and cannot be assumed that once gained by attacker they will always be with
him. Ambiguity due to the assumption that capability once gained will always
exist is called temporal ambiguity.

Time interval is represented by predicate between : [t1, t2] which shows that
capability will exist from timestamp t1 to timestamp t2. It is also true that
some capabilities (e.g. of knowledge type) once gained will always exist with
the attacker. To denote it from predicate is used i.e. From : t1. For example
if attacker gained that target machine running on Solaris OS at time t1 then
interval of this capability is From : t1.

There are various sources of information that may help in specifying the closed
time interval of the capability e.g. host integrity checker, HIDS etc... From these
sources it can be identified that capability gained earlier is no longer valid. Other
sources may be administrator knowledge especially when some service is allowed
for a limited period. For example there is one connection having capability to
execute a program in host at time t1 and later at time t2(where t2 > t1) service
has been blocked . In this case former established connection will not have same
capability as in earlier.

Timestamp can be taken in different format. In this model following format
of timestamp has been used:-

YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sTZD

For example 2007-07-16T19:20:30.45+01:00
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where YYYY = four-digit year, MM = two-digit month (01=January, etc.), DD
= two-digit day of month (01 through 31), hh = two digits of hour (00 through
23) (am/pm NOT allowed), mm = two digits of minute (00 through 59), ss = two
digits of second (00 through 59), s = one or more digits representing a decimal
fraction of a second, TZD = time zone designator (Z or +hh:mm or -hh:mm).

3.5 Correlation Process

The correlation process is based on the require/provide model in which capa-
bilities gained from the previous attacks are used to satisfy the prerequisite of
subsequent attacks. The model has following components.

H-alert. An H-alert is a three tuple (require, provide, raw) and represents
transformed object of alert in terms of capability, where

Require: - It is a set of capabilities that are required for alert to be a true
attack.

Provide: - It is a set of gained capabilities after an alert has been generated.
Most IDS generate two kinds of alerts for each attack step, one for incoming
traffic in victim host and the other for outgoing traffic from victim host. Alerts
that have been generated for incoming traffic may be either successful or failure.
This information is available in outgoing traffic. Attacker may even gain capa-
bility in failed attack therefore provide set contain those capabilities which have
been gained by either successful attack or failure attack whichever is applied.

Raw: - Raw contains other information available in alert message such as
time of alert generated, traffic direction etc.

M-Attack. An M attack is a three tuple (haset, capset, tmpstmp) which is a
collection of correlated alerts where haset is a set of alerts (h−alerts), capset is
a set of capabilities provided by h-alerts in haset and tmpstmp is the timestamp
of last correlated alert which can be considered as timestamp of M.

Capabilities are tagged to be considered as mandatory and optional (can be
ignored while correlation in some conditions) in the capset.

In other words, M-attack represents the set of correlated alerts and correlation
process correlate the newly generated alert (H-alert) with these M-attack/M-
attacks. Overall correlation algorithm has been explained in section 5.1.

4 Capability Algebra

To modularize the whole correlation process, it is necessary to analyze the prop-
erties and characteristics of the capability model. By identifying the algebraic
properties of capabilities, capability extraction from IDS signatures can be made
automatic. It gives better insight and puts clarity and separation between def-
initions of capabilities. This also helps to determine the level of granularity in
defining the capability. Capability algebra can be divided into three groups i.e.
operations, relations and inferences. These are described in the following section.
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For comparing two capabilities, it is required to determine the relations be-
tween two capabilities, their inferences and relevant operations. It may be noted
that attributes of capabilities form a hierarchy. We identify following operations,
relations and inferences base on this hierarchy.

4.1 Operations

Operations represent manipulations in the capabilities required in the correlation
process. There are three kinds of operations identified for the correlation process.

Join. Join operation merges two capabilities in presence of a join condition
(see Algorithm 1). Two capabilities can be joined if both capabilities belong
to the same source and destination. Also other attributes should be same ex-
cept an attribute based on which join operation will be performed. For example
capability C1 ( srcS, dstD, daemon, block, (ftp process, port 80), from:2008-07-
16T19:20:30.45+01:00) is join capability of C2 ( srcS, dstD, daemon, block, (ftp
process, port 80), between:[2008-07-16T20:10:30.00+01:00, 2008-07-16T21:00:00
.00+01:00]) and C3 ( srcS, dstD, daemon, block, (ftp process, port 80),
from:2008-07-16T19:20:30.45+01:00).

Algorithm 1. Joining two capabilities
Require: Two capabilities C1 and C2

Ensure: Resultant capability C3 if C1 and C2 can be joined else NULL.
Let S = (cred, action, (service, property))
procedure Join(C1,C2)

if C1.src = C2.src and C1.dst = C2.dst then
if ∀Ai ∈ S s.t. C1.Ai = C2.Ai then return C1

else if ∃ an attribute Ak ∈ S s.t. C1.Ak �= C2.Ak and ∀Ai ∈ S − Ak,
C1.Ai = C2.Ai then return C3 with C3.Ak = C1.Ak ∪ C2.Ak

else if C1.interval and C2.interval overlaps and other attributes are same
then return C3 with C3.interval = C1.interval ∪ C2.interval

end if
end if
return NULL

end procedure

Join operation reduces the redundancy which in turn minimizes the number of
comparisons (while finding inferences) between h-alert require set and M-attacks
Capset (see section 5) during correlation process.

Split. Split breaks a capability into two capabilities based on the given attribute
and its value. For example (srcS, dstD, userU, modify, (file, content), from:t1) can
be split in (srcS, dstD, userU, append, (file, content), from:t1) and (srcS, dstD,
userU, delete, (file, content), from:t1). It may be noted that split is semantically
inverse of join operation. Split can be performed on the attributes (a) Action
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(b) Credential (c) Property (d) Time, if their value is composite1. After split
resultant capabilities would have same values of src(source), dst (destination)
and service, however no split will be done on the basis of these attributes.

Split is a special case of Reduce (defined in section 4.1) where one capability
C when split in two capabilities C1 and C2 then by joining C1 and C2 we can
form C again which may not be the case in Reduce. In other words, split is
lossless reduction (see Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 2. Split a capability into two capabilities for given attribute
Require: Capability C, Attribute A and value of attribute v
Ensure: Resultant capability C1 and C2 if C can be split else C

procedure Split(C,A,v)
if C.A is not composite1 then return C
else C1.A = v, C2.A = reduce(C, A, v), ∀Ai ∈ S − A set C1.Ai = C2.Ai = C.Ai

where S=(src, dst, cred, action, (service, property), interval)
return C1 and C2

end if
end procedure

Reduce. The Reduce operation weakens a capability by reducing strength of
any of its attribute. For example capability (srcS, dstD, root, modify, (program,
code), from:t1) can be reduced to (srcS, dstD, userU, modify, (file, content),
from:t1). Difference between split (Algorithm 2) and reduce (Algorithm 3) is
that split operation always gives two capabilities whereas in the case of reduce
it is not mandatory that reduced part will be a capability.

Algorithm 3. Reducing a capability
Require: Capability C, Attribute A (must be composite) and v is value of A
Ensure: Reduced capability Cd

Let S = (src, dst, cred, action, (service, property), interval)
procedure Reduce(C,A,v)

Create a new capability Cd with Cd.A = Cd.A − v,
∀Ai ∈ S − A set Cd.Ai = C.Ai, return Cd

end procedure

Subtract. The Subtract operation takes two capabilities C1 and C2 and returns
C3 which is deduction of capability C2 from C1. For example (srcS, dstD, userU,
send, (IIS, Ftp), from:t1) is result of subtraction of (srcS, dstD, userU, receive,
(IIS, Ftp), from:t1) from (srcS, dstD, userU, communicate, (IIS, Ftp), from:t1).

Subtract is similar to reduce in which minuend Capability is reduced by sub-
trahend capability. For the substraction it is necessary that both capabilities

1 Attribute A is composite if it contains multiple values or a value that can be divided
into distinct components for eg. RW action can be split into R and W actions.
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Algorithm 4. Capability Subtraction
Require: Capabilities C1 and C2

Ensure: Resultant capability Cs

procedure Subtract(C1,C2)
if C1.src=C2.src and C1.dst=C2.dst then

if ∃ an attribute A ∈ S s.t. C1.A �= C2.A and ∀B ∈ S − A, C1.B = C2.B
where S=(action, (service, property), interval) then
Cs= Reduce(C1,A,C2.A)

else Cs = C1.
end if return Cs

end if
end procedure

have same source and destination and only one attribute is different among the
rest (see Algorithm 4).

4.2 Relations

A relation represents a logical association between two or more capabilities.
Following three types of relations are identified for the correlation process.

Overlap. Two capabilities overlap if there exists a common capability between
them (see Algorithm 5). For example capabilities (SLab, Dlab, RW, (/home/
user1, content), user1, from:t1) and (SLab, Dlab, WX, (/home/user1, content),
user1, from:t1) overlap because the capability (SLab, Dlab, W, (/home/user1,
content), user1, from:t1) is common in both. If any of the following attributes are
common in two capabilities, then there is overlapping: (a) Interval (b) Credential
(c) Action and property of service.

Algorithm 5. Test two capabilities whether they are overlap
Require: Two capabilities C1 and C2

Ensure: true or false
Let S = (src, dst, cred, action, (service, property), interval)
procedure Overlap(C1,C2)

if (C1.interval and C2.interval overlaps) and ∀Ai ∈ S − {interval}
s.t. C1.Ai = C2.Ai then return true

else if ∃ a credential credk s.t. credk ∈ C1.cred∩C2.cred and ∀Ai ∈ S −{cred}
s.t. C1.Ai = C2.Ai then return true

else if ∃ an action actk s.t. actk ∈ C1.action∩C2.action and ∀Ai ∈ S −{action}
s.t. C1.Ai = C2.Ai then return true

else if ∃ a property p s.t. p ∈ C1.property∩C2.property of the same service and
∀Ai ∈ S − {(serivce, property)} s.t. C1.Ai = C2.Ai then return true

else return false
end if

end procedure
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Independent. Two capabilities are independent if they cannot be joined ( see
Algorithm 6).In other words, two capabilities are called independent if either
both have different source/destination or have different values of more than one
attributes among the rest of attributes. For example capabilities (SLab, Dlab,
W, /home/user1, content, user1, from:t1) and (SLab, Dlab, X, httpd, (Apache
3.2, apacU), from:t1) independent.

Algorithm 6. Test two capabilities whether they are Independent
Require: Two capabilities C1 and C2

Ensure: true or false
procedure Independent(C1,C2)

if join(C1,C2) is NULL then return true
else return false
end if

end procedure

Mutual Exclusive. Two capabilities are mutually exclusive if their correspond-
ing attribute’s value cannot coexist (see Algorithm 7). Mutually exclusive capa-
bilities are less likely to belong to the same attack. This information helps in re-
ducing false correlation. For example capabilities (SLab, Dlab, R,(/etc/passwd,
content), user1, from:t1) and (SLab, Dlab, X, IIS, Ver4.0, user1, from:t1) are
mutually exclusive.

Algorithm 7. Test two capabilities whether they are Mutual Exclusive
Require: Two capabilities C1 and C2

Ensure: true or false
procedure Mutual-Exclusive(C1,C2)

if ∃ an attribute A s.t. conflict(C1.A,C2.A) is true then return true
else return false
end if

end procedure

The conflict set used in algorithm 7 is a knowledge base having pair of at-
tributes that cannot coexist e.g. service of windows and Linux cannot exist
simultaneously in the same IP.

4.3 Inferences

Inference means causal relationship involved in process of deriving result or
making a logical judgment on the basis of known evidence. Inferences identified
here are used in comparing capabilities of require set of h-alert with capabilities
in M-attack’s capability set based on require/provide model during correlation
process. Almost all inferences given in this section are same as given in [15].
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Comparable Inference. Comparable inference denotes semantic comparabil-
ity of two capabilities. Two capabilities can be compared only if they hold same
type of service and property while other attributes must be same. This inference
will be used to correlate two capabilities to construct attack scenario. Capabil-
ities can be correlated only if required capability can be satisfied with some of
the capability of M-attack set by comparable inference (see Algorithm 8).

Algorithm 8. Test whether C1 and C2 can be compare directly
Require: Two capabilities C1 and C2

Ensure: true or false
procedure Comparable(C1,C2)

if ∀ Ai ∈ { src, dst, cred, action }, C1.Ai = C2.Ai, with overlapped time interval
and both have same type of service and property then return true

else return false
end if

end procedure

Service and property belong to the same type when services belong to same
category as given in [15].

Resulting Inference. In many cases logical relations between capabilities can-
not be represented by comparable inference due to strict conditions. One ca-
pability is the resulting inference of other if it gives the other capability on its
execution. These inferences are nothing but a single step of whole correlation
process and are used in making attack scenario through multi step correlations
(see Algorithm 9).

Algorithm 9. Test whether C2 is resulting inferable from C1

Require: Two capabilities C1 and C2

Ensure: true or false
procedure Resulting Inferable(C1,C2)

if exercise of C1 logically derive C2 then return true
else return false
end if

end procedure

Administrator knowledge, topology of network are some of the major infor-
mation sources to identify the capabilities which can be logically derived by
exercising a capability.

Other Inferences. Several other inferences are also possible along with the
given inferences. For example compromise inference and external inference as
given by Jingmin et. al. [15].Through compromise inference one capability can
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be inferred from other capability for compromising the destination machine (ex-
ecuting arbitrary program).Capability C1 can be externally inferred from ca-
pability C2 if C2 is the capability to execute arbitrary program on destination
machine which is the source of C1.

5 Correlating Alert Using Modified Capability Model

5.1 Correlation Algorithm

Correlation algorithm correlates new h-alert (created from alert generated by
IDS) with the existing M-attacks. Initially there is a set of M-attacks M. When-
ever a new alert comes, then it is abstracted into an h-alert. Correlation algo-
rithm searches minimal and ordered subset of M-attacks from M such that all
the require capabilities of h-alert are satisfied by the capabilities of a subset
of M-attacks. Then the algorithm combines h-alert with the identified subset
of M-attacks in a single M-attack. This M-attack contains all capabilities of se-
lected M-attacks along with the h-alert’s provide capabilities. This new M-attack
replaces the subset of M-attacks. The whole correlation process is presented in
Algorithm 10. Algorithm 11 shows the search procedure of M-attacks that satisfy
the required capabilities of newly generated h-alert.

5.2 Case Study

We have extended the existing capability model by adding a new attribute i.e.
time. The modified capability improves the correlation by reducing the cases of
false correlation and by increasing correlation strength. Some of the major cases
are as follows.

Case1: We have a require capability C1 (srcX, dstX, credX, {RW},(/home/
user1, content), intvX) of a newly generated h-alert and two M-attacks
M1 and M2 in M-attack set having capabilities C3 (srcX, dstX, credX,
{R},(/home/
user1, content), intvX), C3(srcX, dstX, credX, {W},(/home/user1, content),
intvX) in their capset respectively. Using former approach capability C1 can-
not be correlated with either of M-attacks (M1 or M2) capability because
the action attribute of C1 cannot directly be compared with that of C2 or
C3. Therefore, the former approach is unable to correlate it. But in the mod-
ified approach when C1 and C2 will be correlated, C1 will reduce to (srcX,
dstX, credX, W,(/home/user1, content), intvX) and it is directly correlated
with C3 i.e. C1 is correlated by M1 ∪M2. Consequently, the enhanced model
is able to detect these kinds of true correlations that would have gone un-
detected in earlier approach. These kind of cases have been handled in the
modified approach because of flexibility by defined operations.

Case2: Consider another case where the require set of an incoming h-alert is
satisfied by the capset of M-attacks M1, M2 and there exists a capability in
M1 which is mutually exclusive of other capability that belongs to M2. In
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Algorithm 10. Correlate a new h-alert which is an abstract form of recently
came alert with M-attacks
Require: h-alert h1 and set of M-attacks M={M1, · · · Mn}
Ensure: a new M-attacks set M’={M1,.... Mk}

procedure Correlation algorithm(h1,M)
Find a minimal and ordered subset Mk of set M (as given in Algorithm 11)
such that h1.requires is satisfied by capabilities in M-attacks of set Mk

if Mk �= φ then Make new M-attack Mnew as
Mnew .capset = CM ∪ h1.provide where CM =

⋃
i Mk

i .capset and Mk
i ∈ Mk,

Mnew .haset = hM ∪ h1 where hM =
⋃

i Mk
i .haset and Mk

i ∈ Mk

and replace all M-attacks in Mk by Mnew

else Make new Mnew as Mnew.capset = h1.provide and Mnew .haset = h1

end if
Mnew .timestamp equal to the timestamp of newly correlated alert.

end procedure

this case M1 and M2 actually have no correlation. But the former approach
could correlate these kind of capabilities. Whereas, in the proposed model
such capabilities are not correlated because they are mutually exclusive and
logically donot belong to the same attack.
For example a capability C1 (eth0:12ffdd3453, eth0:12ffee1234, credX,
{RW}, (/home/user1, content), intvX) belongs to M1 and other capabil-
ity C2 (srcX, dstX, credX, {RW}, (IIS, content), intvX) belongs to M2.
Administrator knowledge, services running in the network, topology of net-
work are the major sources of domain knowledge in identifying the mutual
exclusive capabilities discussed in section 4.2.

Case3: Modified process also handles the correlation conflicts that arise due
to temporal ambiguity as explained in section 3.4. For example, suppose
attacker has a capability to read and write in a host H, then attacker can
also read and write the mail of a user whenever he opens his mail account
on that machine i.e. attacker will have the capability of reading/writing
mail from a particular user account only for the duration in which the user
is logged in. However in this case, there is no upper limit of interval for
reading/writing other files. To avoid this ambiguity time attribute has been
added with every capability.

Apart from the cases discussed above, there are several other cases where pro-
posed model helps in making overall process efficient. For example Join opera-
tion helps in reducing the redundancy which in turn saves the number of com-
parisons while correlations. Suppose there are two capabilities C1 (srcX, dstX,
credX, {RW}, (/, content), intvX) and C2 (srcX, dstX, credX, {RW}, (/home/,
content), intvX) then we can join these two into one capability as they are forming
contain-ship relation. Therefore it is clear that if two capabilities of M-attack’s cap
set are joined then further correlation needs only one comparison instead of two.
Overlapped and independent relations help in defining join condition accurately
to test unambiguously that two capabilities can be joined or not.
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Algorithm 11. Find a minimal and ordered subset Mk of set M

Require: h-alert h1 and set of M-attacks M={M1, · · · Mn}
Ensure: M-attacks set M’
1: procedure Find min ordered subset(h1,M)
2: Order all M-attacks based on decreasing Timestamp and let capreq set is set of

capabilities in h1.require, CapMsat = φ and Mresult = φ
3: for all M-attacks Mi ∈ {M1, · · · Mn} do find subset capsatisfied ⊆ capreq set

inferable (see section 4.3) from Mi.capset, CapMsat = CapMsat ∪ capsatisfied

4: if CapMsat = hreq set then Mresult = Mresult ∪ Mi and return Mresult

5: else if capsatisfied �= φ then
6: capreq set =capreq set-capsatisfied and Mresult = Mresult ∪ Mi

7: else
8: find capsub ∈ capreq set that can be obtained from Mi.capset by subtract.
9: if capsub �= φ then

10: capreq set = capreq set − capsub , and Mresult = Mresult ∪ Mi

11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: return φ
15: end procedure

6 Discussion and Other Issues

In this section other possible ways of correlation process are discussed. It is
clear that join algorithm has significant impact in minimizing the number of
comparisons in correlation because it combines the capabilities in M-attacks’s
capset. However join itself is costlier operation in terms of time as described
below. Following are the alternate methods of doing correlation using various
combinations of join and split.

6.1 Alternate Method 1

In this method after the correlation, algorithm 12 joins capabilities within each M-
attack i.e. within each M-attack if two or more capabilities can be joined then they
are joined to minimize the number of capabilities in capset and removes the redun-
dancy if it is there. The minimal set search algorithm is same as algorithm 11.

It may be noted that the method minimizes the number of comparisons while
searching for the minimal set of M-attacks because of lesser number of capabili-
ties in each M-attack’s capset.

However join operation is a costlier operation. For example in a M-attack’s
capset if there are n capabilities then join operation is called for every pair of
subset of capabilities which is exponential because the join operation need to be
called recursively until no more joins are possible.
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Algorithm 12. (Alternate Method 1) Correlate a new h-alert which is an ab-
stract form of recently came alert with M-attacks
Require: h-alert h1 and set of M-attacks M={M1, · · · Mn}
Ensure: a new M-attacks set M’={M1,.... Mk}

procedure Correlation algorithmII(h1,M)
Find a minimal and ordered subset Mk of set M such that h1.requires is
satisfied by capabilities in M-attacks of set Mk using algorithm 11
if Mk �= φ then Make new Mnew as

Mnew .capset = CM ∪ h1.provide where CM =
⋃

i Mk
i .capset and Mk

i ∈ Mk,
Mnew .haset = hM ∪ h1 where hM =

⋃
i Mk

i .haset
and Mk

i ∈ Mk and replace all M-attacks in Mk by Mnew

else Make new Mnew as Mnew.haset = h1.provide and Mnew .haset = h1

end if
for all pair of capabilities (Ci,Cj) in Mnew .capset do Ck=join(Ci,Cj)

if Ck �= NULL then replace Ci and Cj by Ck in Mnew.capset
end if

end for
Mnew .timestamp equal to the timestamp of newly correlated alert.

end procedure

6.2 Alternate Method 2

In this method capabilities in new h-alert’s require set are split into minimal
granularity based on their composite attributes.

In this case, we do not use join operation for correlation as it is costly. By
using split operation, the granularity of each attribute of every capability will
become one. Consequently, this will make the comparisons easier. Also we do
not need the subtract operation as all capabilities are in their minimal reduced
form. Minimal set search algorithm is same as algorithm 11 except the subtract
operation in steps 8,9 and 10.

However in some cases we may end up in split where it may not be required.
For example capability containing action RW has been split into two capabilities
with action R and W in M-attack’s capset. A new required capability with same
RW action comes, then we split it into R and W, which require two comparisons.
Indirectly we may be increasing the comparisons unintentionally as number of
capabilities in the capset of M-attack have increased in some cases.

6.3 Alternate Method 3

This method is a combination of Alternate Method 1 and Alternate Method 2
which splits the capabilities of h-alert’s require set into minimal granules and
after correlation, joins the capabilities in the newly formed M-attacks’s capset
which can be joined.

The method wipes out pitfall of pervious alternate methods as split has been
used initially to simplify the comparisons and later on join has been used in each
M-attack’s capset to minimize the number of capabilities which consequently
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Algorithm 13. (Alternate Method 2) Correlate a new h-alert which is an ab-
stract form of recently came alert with M-attacks set
Require: h-alert h1 and set of M-attacks M={M1, · · · Mn}
Ensure: a new M-attacks set M’={M1,.... Mk}

Let S = {cred, action, {service, property}, interval}
procedure Correlation algorithmIII(h1,M)

for all capabilites Ci ∈ h1.require do
for all attributes A ∈ S do

if A is composite then split Ci into minimal granularity based on A
end if

end for
end for
Find a minimal and ordered subset Mk of set M such that h1.requires is
satisfied by capabilities in M-attacks of set Mk using algorithm 11
if Mk �= φ then Make new Mnew as

Mnew .capset = CM ∪ h1.provide where CM =
⋃

i Mk
i .capset and Mk

i ∈ Mk ,
Mnew .haset = hM ∪ h1 where hM =

⋃
i Mk

i .haset and Mk
i ∈ Mk

and replace all M-attacks in Mk by Mnew

else Make new Mnew as Mnew.capset = h1.provide and Mnew .haset = h1

end if
Mnew .timestamp equal to the timestamp of newly correlated alert.

end procedure

minimizes the number of comparisons . However this method is more costly
than previous in time complexity.

7 Conclusion

In this work we have defined time parameter and shown its impact in reduc-
ing false correlation. We have also identified and defined relations between ca-
pabilities, operations on capability and derived Inference rules along with their
semantic that have been used in correlation process. The framework is made sys-
tematic, consistent and defined properly with algorithms. Comparison between
the previous model and the proposed model is exhibited by demonstrating cases
where the correlated alerts were not captured by the old model, but are taken
care in our proposed model.

By making the correlation process modular we have simplified the whole cor-
relation process. This makes system more understandable for even non secu-
rity expert. This approach helps in facilitating the process flexibility and easy
enhancement. With this systematic model, the system can be automated and
adaptive to optimizations.

Part of the future work will be to optimize algorithms and to achieve better
performance. One possibility would be to optimize the algorithm of join opera-
tion and to use that in given alternate correlation algorithm (in section 6). This
would help in making whole system real time with low false rate.
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Algorithm 14. (Alternate Method 3) Correlate a new h-alert which is an ab-
stract form of recently came alert with M-attacks set
Require: h-alert h1 and set of M-attacks M={M1, · · · Mn}
Ensure: a new M-attacks set M’={M1,.... Mk}

Let S = {cred, action, {service, property}, interval}
procedure Correlation algorithmIV(h1,M)

for all capabilites Ci ∈ h1.require do
for all attribute A ∈ S do

if A is composite then split Ci into maximum granularity based on A
end if

end for
end for
Find a minimal and ordered subset Mk of set M such that h1.requires is
satisfied by capabilities in M-attacks of set Mk using algorithm 11
if Mk �= φ then Make new Mnew as

Mnew .capset = CM ∪ h1.provide where CM =
⋃

i Mk
i .capset and Mk

i ∈ Mk,
Mnew .haset = hM ∪ h1 where hM =

⋃
i Mk

i .haset and Mk
i ∈ Mk

and replace all M-attacks in Mk by Mnew

else Make new Mnew as Mnew.capset = h1.provide and Mnew .haset = h1

end if
for all pair of capabilities (Ci,Cj) in Mnew .capset do Ck=join(Ci,Cj)

if Ck �= NULL then replace Ci and Cj by Ck in Mnew.capset
end if

end for
Mnew .timestamp equal to the timestamp of newly correlated alert.

end procedure

Another future work will be to model the defence capability of security per-
sonnel. This defence capability will help the administrator in identifying his
position against the attacker’s capability. There is also scope in the future work
to develop language for whole framework.
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Abstract. Power Analysis has been intensively studied since the first
publications in 1996 and many related attacks on naive implementations
have been proposed. Nowadays algorithms in tamper resistant devices
are protected by different countermeasures most often based on data
randomization such as the BRIP algorithm on ECC and its RSA deriva-
tive. However not all of them are really secure or in the best case proven
to be secure. In 2005, Yen, Lien, Moon and Ha introduced theoretical
power attacks on some classical and BRIP exponentiation implementa-
tions, characterized by the use of a chosen input message value ±1. The
first part of our article presents an optimized implementation for BRIP
that takes advantage of the Montgomery modular arithmetic to speed
up the mask inversion operation. An extension of the Yen et al. attack,
based on collision detection through power analysis, is also presented.
Based on this analysis we give security advice on this countermeasure
implementation and determine the minimal random length to reach an
appropriate level of security.

Keywords: Power analysis, collision attacks, RSA, BRIP, modular mul-
tiplication and exponentiation.

1 Introduction

Asymmetric cryptography was introduced by Diffie and Hellman [DH76] in 1976.
The most widely used algorithms today are: RSA [RSA78] invented in 1978 by
Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman, and elliptic curve cryptosystems (ECC) indepen-
dently introduced by Koblitz [Kob87] and Miller [Mil86].

Compared with symmetric cryptography, public key algorithms are computa-
tionally very intensive. In practice long integer arithmetic is most often handled
by specific coprocessors designed for efficient computation in GF (p). This is
the case for embedded solutions with strict power consumption and/or timing
constraints.

Initially smart cards were considered inherently tamper resistant because any
private data was embedded and thus physically inaccessible to an unauthorized
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user. However in 1996 timing attacks were publicly introduced by Kocher in
[Koc96]. Two years later he also introduced power analysis attacks with Jaffe
and Jun [KJJ99]. Side Channel Analysis (SCA) is a group of techniques includ-
ing simple power analysis (SPA) and differential power analysis (DPA). SCA
threatens any naive cryptographic algorithm implementation. Since these first
articles were published, power analysis has been widely investigated, some pub-
lications have focused on countermeasures and their drawbacks [FV03, MPO05,
YLMH05] whereas others have focused on improving the efficiency of the attacks
[ABDM00, BK03, BCO04].

One such countermeasure is the Binary with Random Initial Point (BRIP) al-
gorithm(s) by Mamiya, Miyaji, Morimoto [MMM04] and Itoh, Izu and Takenada
[IIT04], later improved in [IIT06]. BRIP countermeasure was originally designed
for ECC and later extended to RSA cryptosystems. Its RSA variant corresponds
to the countermeasure also proposed in [KHK+04] and is particularly interesting
in terms of implementation as neither the bit size of the prime characteristic of
the field is increased nor is the knowledge of the public exponent value needed.

Our study focuses on the exponentiation and for readibility purposes, BRIP
acronym will refer here to the BRIP RSA derivative of the countermeasure.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives an overview of embedded
asymmetric algorithms and their related side-channel potential vulnerabilities.
Section 3 describes the BRIP algorithms with the current identified vulnerabilities
and our implementation improvements. New attacks on these algorithms and
recommendations will be presented in Section 4. We conclude our research in
Section 5.

2 Power Analysis Background

Since the initial publication in [KJJ99] on Simple Power Analysis (SPA), many
improvements have been made on this subject. Electronic devices, such as smart
cards or other security products, are designed with thousands of logical gates
switching differently depending on the executed operations and the data manip-
ulated. The device power consumption of the chip depends on these operations
which can be easily monitored and analysed on an oscilloscope. For instance, if
the square operation has a different pattern on the power curve than the one for
multiplication, it is obvious that the attacker can easily recover the secret expo-
nent in a naive RSA implementation. Many other differences visible in the power
curve can lead to the same kind of leakage on the private key(s). Developers
must take into account all the potential vulnerabilities.

One of the first Collision Power Analysis attack is the Doubling Attack by
Fouque and Valette [FV03]. It was applied on a scalar multiplication operation
in ECC. They also explained how it could be extended to RSA implementations.

Differential Power Analysis (DPA) and its improvements represent the other
main class of side channel attacks. The most well known is the Correlation Power
Analysis (CPA) by Brier, Clavier and Olivier [BCO04]. It was later applied by
Amiel, Feix and Villegas [AFV07] on most asymmetric algorithms. The first
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DPA attack on RSA was done in 1999 by Messerges, Dabbish and Sloan [MDS99].
Enhanced DPA attacks, such as the Zero Value Point Attack published by Goubin
in [Gou03], have also been done on elliptic curve implementations. Goubin’s
attack threatens Coron’s randomization of the projective coordinates [Cor99]
in the elliptic curve scalar multiplication. The first combination between fault
injection and power analysis has also been applied to XTR in [CG04]. The BRIP
algorithms have then been proposed to counteract the Zero Value Point Attack.
Moreover, BRIP can also be applied in GF (p) for cryptosystems based on the
factorization and discrete logarithm problems, like RSA.

However Yen, Lien, Moon and Ha [YLMH05] presented a power collision at-
tack on the BRIP countermeasure for RSA by using ±1 values for input messages,
and on the Square and Multiply Always algorithm by using ±m mod n messages
as an input for RSA.

3 Modular Exponentiations for BRIP Algorithms

Firstly we present the BRIP algorithm variant for RSA, we also introduce some
improvements and optimizations for this countermeasure when combined with
Montgomery modular multiplication.

3.1 Modular Multiplication and Exponentiation

We summarize the principles used later in this paper: modular multiplication
and exponentiation, in particular the ones designed by Montgomery, which are
particularly suitable for embedded implementations and the RSA public key
cryptosystem.

3.2 Modular Multiplication

To compute modular multiplications x × y mod n on long integers x, y and n
Montgomery proposed the following efficient algorithm in [Mon85].

Montgomery Modular Multiplication
Given a modulus n and two integers x and y, of size v in base b, with gcd(n, b) = 1
and r = b�logb(n)�, MontMul algorithm computes:

MontMul(x, y, n) = x × y × r−1 mod n

We suggest the reader to refer to Appendix A.1 and papers [Mon85] and [KAK96]
if more detail on this operation is wished.

We can then use this operation to process efficiently Montgomery modular ex-
ponentiation (MontExp) as detailed in [Dhe98]. Compared to a classical Square
and Multiply algorithm it consists of multiplying the message operand and the
accumulator by r mod n before the exponentiation loop. In this case any inter-
mediate result during the exponentiation is equal to mk.r mod n. At the end
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the r value is removed by doing a modular montgomery multiplication by 1.
Refer to Appendix A.2 for the detailed algorithm.

Classical BRIP Implementation for RSA
Alg. 3.1 describes the classical BRIP implementation introduced in [KHK+04]
with a random v generated from a h-bit random seed u. It means v = f(u). Value
v must be as long as the modulus to prevent the implementation of a chosen
message SPA. The security of the random value v is the same as the seed random
u, this implies there are only 2h possible values. For instance v = (u|u . . . |u).

The major drawback is the time needed to compute the modulo inverse v−1

mod n. The next implementation avoids this if Montgomery modular multipli-
cation hardware is available.

Algorithm 3.1 BRIP Exponentiation from left to right
Input: integers m and n such that m < n, k-bit exponent d =
(dk−1dk−2 . . . d1d0)2
Output: BRIP Exp(m,d,n)= md mod n

Step 1 If m = 1 Return(1)
Step 2 If m = n − 1 Return((−1)d0 mod n)
Step 3 Choose a random value v and compute v−1 mod n

Step 4 a = v, m0 = v−1 mod n, m1 = v−1.m mod n

Step 5 for i from k − 1 to 0 do
a = a × a mod n
a = a × mdi mod n

Step 6 a = a × m0

Step 7 Return(a)

Second BRIP Implementation with MontMul
The inversion of random v mod n is a penalty for the BRIP algorithm perfor-
mance. A solution consists in using the following property of the Montgomery
multiplication: MontMul(1, 1, n) = r−1 mod n. This gives an efficient way to
compute an exponentiation with both a fixed base value (r) and a negative ex-
ponent. The idea is presented by Ciet and Feix in [CF05] and can also be applied
to BRIP.

The v−1 mod n computation can be replaced by r−v mod n implemented as
an exponentiation with a relatively short exponent (typically |v| << |d|). This
trick saves a lot of time compared to a modular inverse calculation.

Thus we obtained the Algorithm Alg. 3.2.
Step 5. of Alg. 3.2 replaces the costly inversion operation of random v in Alg.

3.1. However both previous algorithms Alg. 3.1 and Alg. 3.2 have a complexity
of 2 which is the same as the well known Square and Multiply Always algorithm.
Improvements can however be envisaged by using k-ary and sliding window
methods [ÇKK]. In [MMM04] the authors also presented optimized versions of
BRIP, one version is using the k-ary method.

.
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Algorithm 3.2. MontExp-BRIP from left to right
Input: integers m and n such that m < n, k-bit exponent d =
(dk−1dk−2 . . . d1d0)2
Output: MontExp(m,d,n)= md mod n

Step 1 If m = 1 Return(1)
Step 2 If m = n − 1 Return((−1)d0 mod n)
Step 3 Choose a h-bit random value v

Step 4 Compute V = rv mod n = MontExp(r,v,n)
Step 5 Compute V1= MontMul(1, 1, n) and U = r−v mod n = MontExp(V1,v,n)
Step 6 a = V.r mod n, m1 = m.U.r mod n, m0 = U.r mod n

Step 7 for i from k − 1 to 0 do
a = MontMul(a, a, n)
a = MontMul(a, mdi , n)

Step 8 a = MontMul(a, m0, n)
Step 9 a = MontMul(a, 1, n)
Step 10 Return(a)

Algorithm 3.3 MontExp-WBRIP from left to right
Input: integers m and n such that m < n, k-bit exponent d =
(dk−1dk−2 . . . d1d0)2
Output: MontExp(m,d,n)= md mod n

Step 1 If m = 1 Return(1)
Step 2 If m = n − 1 Return((−1)d0 mod n)
Step 3 Choose a h-bit random value v

Step 4 Compute V = rv mod n = MontExp(r,v,n)
Step 5 Compute U = r−3v mod n

Step 6 Compute a = V.r mod n, m0 = U.r mod n, m1 = m.U.r mod n

Step 7 Compute m2 = m2.U.r mod n, m3 = m3.U.r mod n

Step 8 for i from k − 1 to 0 by 2 do
a = MontMul(a, a, n)
a = MontMul(a, a, n)
a = MontMul(a, m(2.di+di−1), n)

Step 9 a = MontMul(a, m0, n)
Step 10 a = MontMul(a, 1, n)
Step 11 Return(a)

Algorithm Alg. 3.3 we present here, corresponds to WBRIP for RSA with
MontMul. It corresponds to a 2-ary exponentiation with the BRIP countermea-
sure and the improvement we proposed with the Montgomery multiplication.
There is no costly inversion operation and the algorithm complexity is 1.5, but
more memory space is required for the pre-computations storage compared to
both the previous versions.

.
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In this case the mask value for computation is no longer r−v but r−3v as we
manipulate scalar bits by 2-bit windows.

Depending on the memory contraints, the size of the window can be modified.
For a k-bit window the algorithm complexity becomes equal to 1 + 1/k.

4 Power Analysis Attacks on BRIP Like Algorithms

We present here an improvement to the power collision attack on RSA imple-
mentations based on the previous BRIP implementations. Fouque and Valette
first [FV03] introduced power collision attacks on some of the classical elliptic
curve scalar multiplication algorithms, they also explained how to extend the
technique to modular exponentiations. Later Yen et al. [YLMH05] introduced
collision power attacks based on chosen message values ±1 mod n that allows
the secret exponent value d to be recovered from a single curve. Developpers
must avoid BRIP computation when the input message equals n − 1 and simply
return value 1 or n − 1 depending on the parity of the secret exponent.

In their article, some other variants of the attacks are presented, especially
on the Square and Multiply Always algorithm by using ±m mod n messages as
input, but none of them compromise a full implementation of BRIP.

4.1 Collision Power Analysis on BRIP and MontExp-BRIP

Modular multiplication on a chip requires relatively long processing time and
relatively high power consumption compared with symmetric algorithms, where
for example, processing can be carried out in a few clock cycles in hardware
implementations of AES.

In figure 1 we analyse power traces of the MonMult operation executed on a
tamper resistant device such as a smart card.
We choose two different random messages m1 and m2 and for each message we
execute three multiplications MontMul(m1, m1, n) and MontMul(m2, m2, n). We
then collect the three power curves C1,1, C1,2 and C1,3 of the multiplication with
m1 and three curves C2,1, C2,2 and C2,3 of the multiplication with m2.

We notice, cf. figure 1, that on the selected chip, the multiplication is a very
power consuming operation. This is due to the large number of gates which are
switching together in the asymmetric coprocessor logic.

From this curves we observe that power collisions occur for similar data ma-
nipulated by the chip. C1,1, C1,2 and C1,3 are similar and have exactly the same
power traces, as do C2,1, C2,2 and C2,3. It means that Ci,j collides with Ck,l

when i = k while Ci,j is different from Ck,l when i �=k.
Due to the important number of clock cycles in a modular multiplication in the

power curve, we can assume that different input data will have different power
trace patterns. This means we can distinguish collisions with a high probability.
The tests we made on the selected chip confirm our assumption.

We analyse if we can exploit eventual collisions on the classical BRIP algorithm
3.1 and the MontExp-BRIP 3.2 for an h-bit random value v. For both algorithms
the analysis will be identical.
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Fig. 1. Power consumption of a single modular multiplication for curves C1,1, C1,2,
C1,3 and C2,1, C2,2, C2,3

.

Depending on the method for generating the random value v, it is obvious that
in some cases, collisions on its values could happen when generating it. This will
depend on the quality of the random and on its length. However for performance
reasons BRIP and especially MontExp-BRIP can not use big values h.

We observe that if a colliding value for the random mask v appears, then by
choosing as algorithm input message m for the first execution and −m mod n
for the second one, we can have multiplications with similar operands in both
executions. This could lead to distinguishable power collisions between the power
curves of both executions. We then try to exploit these collisions to recover the
secret exponent d.

Firstly we execute BRIP a number of times with input message m. For any
execution a new random value v1 is generated by the chip. Then we repeat this
operation with the input message −m mod n, for each execution a new random
value v2 is generated.

Let d = d′′.2i+1 + di.2i + d′ where, di is the current bit handled by the
exponentiation loop, d′′ the left part of d previously processed (left-to-right ex-
ponentiation) and d′ the right remaining part of the exponent. In figure 2 we can
observe for a step i of the BRIP execution what operands are manipulated by the
chip for modular multiplications. In the first table we see these operand values
during a real multiplication (di = 1), and in the second table when di = 0.

We detect collisions on any Fake Multiplication (multiplication by r−v) opera-
tion when a collision happens on v and v1 = v2. Thus collision detection through
power analysis is a real threat.

We can then observe on power traces when a collision occurs. We store in
memory the power curves Ci of the BRIP execution with message m and C′

i

with message −m mod n. Then we search for two curves Ci and C′
j where
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Fig. 2. BRIP execution for di = 1 and di = 0

Algorithm 4.4. BRIP Collision Attack
Input: s = RSA-BRIP(m, d), s′ = RSA-BRIP(−m,d)
Output: Secret exponent d

Step 1 Choose a random value m in [2, n − 2].
Step 2 Collect k traces (C0, ..., Ck−1) of BRIP execution with m as input message.
Step 3 Collect k traces (C′

0, ..., C
′
k−1) of BRIP execution with −m as input message.

Step 4 Find traces Ci and C′
j such as both traces are colliding on each BRIP Fake Multiply.

Step 5 Compute S = |Ci − C′
j |.

Step 6 Each non zero difference on S identify a true multiplication, i.e. di = 1

power collisions appear between the two curves. Then by subtracting C′
j to Ci

we can recover the secret exponent d.
The probability of finding at least one colliding couple from both sets of k

traces is approximated in [MOV96] (Fact 2.27) by:

pcollision � 1 − e−((k2)/|h|)

where |h| denotes the number of possible value for v so 2h.
Figure 3 gives the probability of collision for a 32-bit random v relative to the

number of encryptions done.
Thus in practice with 232 possible values for v (32-bit random), two sets of

k = 78000 curves are sufficient to have a probability of 1
2 for obtaining a collision,

where two sets of k = 200000 curves will lead to a collision and then a successful
attack in 99 percents of cases.( pcollision � 0.99).

This collision attack is a serious threat and also appears on MontExp-BRIP,
cf. Alg. 3.2. The random value v is not used in the same way in the algorithm
but the analysis and the results of collision are similar.

We suggest using at least 96-bit random value v (h = 96 cf. figure 5) to prevent
MontExp-BRIP and BRIP against such collision attacks. However it is obvious
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h k collision
32 78000 0.507
32 217 ≈ 131072 0.864
32 161000 0.951
32 200000 0.990
32 218 ≈ 262144 0.999

Fig. 3. Probability of collision for h = 32

Fig. 4. Graph of probability of collision for a 32-bit value v

h k collision probability
16 29 = 512 0.864
16 210 = 1024 0.999
64 5.1 × 109 0.505
64 233 0.864
64 234 0.999
96 3.3 × 1014 0.497
96 248 0.864
96 249 0.999

Fig. 5. Probability of collision for other h values

that such random lengths will reduce the performance of these implementations
and then the reason for using them.

4.2 Collision Attack on MontExp-WBRIP

We analyse the impact of power collisions in the MontExp-WBRIP implementa-
tion. In the figure 6 we replace the notation MontMul by MM.

Let d = d′′.2i+1 + di.2i + di−1.2i−1 + d′ where di and di−1 are the two bits
of the 2-bit window handled for each exponentiation loop, d′′ the left part of d
previously processed and d′ the right part being process in next steps.
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Fig. 6. WBRIP execution for possible 2di + di−1 values

We can observe in figure 6 the different possible collisions on curves when
random values v and v1 collide. But in WBRIP it does not give us as much
information as in the previous algorithms. The collisions will indicate that the
2-bit window value is either 00 or 10 so di−1 = 0 and non collisions will indicate
the 2-bit window value is either 01 or 11 so di−1 = 1. Then we recover here half
of the bits of the secret exponent d.

Indeed, we can extend this result to any k-ary implementation of BRIP ex-
ponentiation as the Collision Attack gives the information on the parity of i

in mi.r−2k−1.v operand used during the Multiplication operation. Therefore the
number of bits recovered by a collision is equal to : |d|/k, namely |d| for k = 1,
|d|/2 for k = 2 and so on.

Thus we also suggest using at least 96-bit random value v to prevent MontExp-
WBRIP from such collision attacks.

4.3 Collision Attack of BRIP Implementations for RSA CRT

These collision attacks can be similarly applied to RSA CRT exponentiations
protected with MontExp-BRIP, MontExp-WBRIP or BRIP algorithms.

Indeed when n = p.q, p and q being prime numbers of equivalent lengths,
choosing ±m mod n messages leads to the manipulation of ±m mod p and
±m mod q in the CRT exponentiations once the reductions by p and q have
been done.

Then the previous collision analysis applies identically to RSA CRT using any
of the previous BRIP algorithms.
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4.4 Implementing MontExp-BRIP Countermeasure

We notice that both exponentiations: rv mod n = MontExp(r, v, n) and r−v

mod n = MontExp(V1, v, n) need to be carefully implemented against the clas-
sical power analysis techniques. Indeed it is obvious that if v is recovered, each
operand value in algorithm 3.2 becomes deterministic and then statistical attacks
can be envisaged to recover the secret exponent.

The most important threat is Timing Attack (TA) for which Double and Add
Always or Side Channel Atomicity [CCJ04] are both convenient countermeasures.

Anyway, protection against TA may not be sufficient as the operation r−v =
MontExp(V1, v, n) can be sensitive to SPA. This is due to the particular Hamming
Weight of one of the Multiply operands, explicitely m in a = MonMul(a, m, n)
with m = fn(m) = r−1 ∗ r = 1.

Analysing the implementation details of MontMul gives some clues to ex-
plaining the leakage. During the computation of MontMul(a, 1, n), we notice
than most of multiplications involved in Step 2 of algorithm A.5 are composed
of integer multiplications by 0 or 1 which have a straightforward impact on the
power consumption by significantly lowering it compared to the multiplication of
two random operands. It can then be feasible to deduce directly from the power
curve the nature of each operation and recover v value for each curve.

A simple tweak to counteract such an SPA attack is to compute (−r)−v rather
than r−v , n−1 will then replace 1 as input operand of MontMult during Multiply
operations. This may still not be sufficient to protect against advanced SPA or
Template Analysis attacks as intrinsically r−v or rv exponentiations are not
randomized.

Applying additional randomization techniques on r−v and rv exponentiations
could be envisaged to protect against such threats but will reduce efficiency and
at the same time reason for MontExp-BRIP countermeasures.

5 Conclusion

Several possible implementations of BRIP algorithms have been presented in this
paper. We used the efficiency of Montgomery modular arithmetic to provide an
efficient message masking technique. We showed with these implementations
detecting collisions through power analysis, and especially during modular mul-
tiplications, is a realistic threat. We also explained that random length must be
chosen very carefully to prevent these implementations from the collision attacks
we have described. Thus using 32-bit or even 64-bit random values should be
avoided here. In the case where ISO random padding is used, it naturally pre-
vents our implementation from this collision attack and allows a shorter random
value (32 bits) to be used, but it is not always the case.

We also stress to the reader that random value manipulation must be strongly
protected in the MontExp-BRIP algorithm against the different side channel
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techniques in order to prevent the random recovery by power leakage. Such
random recovery could then lead to other classical power analysis on the secret.
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A Montgomery Arithmetic

A.1 Montgomery Multiplication

Algorithm A.5 MontMul: Montgomery modular multiplication algorithm
Input: n, 0 ≤ x = (xv−1xv−2 . . . x1x0)b, y = (yv−1yv−2 . . . y1y0)b ≤ n − 1 ,
n′ = −n−1 mod b
Output: x × y × r−1 mod n

Step 1 a = (av−1av−2 . . . a1a0) ← 0
Step 2 for i from 0 to v − 1 do

ui ← (a0 + xi × y0) × n′ mod b
a ← (a + xi × y + ui × n)/b

Step 3 if a ≥ n then a ← a − n

Step 4 Return(a)

A.2 Montgomery Exponentiation

Algorithm A.6. MontExp: Montgomery Square and Multiply from left to
right
Input: integers m and n such that m < n, k-bit exponent d = (dk−1dk−2 . . . d1d0)2
Output: MontExp(m,d,n)= md mod n

Step 1 a = r

Step 2 m = m × r mod n

Step 3 for i from k − 1 to 0 do
a = MontMul(a,a,n)
if di = 1 then a = MontMul(a,m,n)

Step 4 a = a × r−1 mod n = MontMul(a,1,n)
Step 5 Return(a)

.
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